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Controlled Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Systems 
by 
Dong Eui Chang 
In Partial Fulfillment of the 
Requirements for the Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Many control systems are mechanical systems. The unique feature of mechanical systems 
is the notion of energy, which gives much information on the stability of equilibria. Two 
kinds of forces are associated with the energy: dissipative force and gyroscopic force. A 
dissipative force is, by definition, a force which decreases the energy, and a gyroscopic 
force is, by definition, a force that does not change the energy. Gyroscopic forces add 
couplings to the dynamics. In this thesis, we develop a control design methodology which 
makes full use of these three physical notions: energy, dissipation, and coupling. 
First, we develop the method of controlled Lagrangian systems. It is a systematic 
procedure for designing stabilizing controllers for mechanical systems by making use of 
energy, dissipative forces, and gyroscopic forces. The basic idea is as follows: Suppose 
that we are given a mechanical system and want to design a controller to asymptotically 
stabilize an equilibrium of interest. We look for a feedback control law such that the 
closed-loop dynamics can be also described by a new Lagrangian with a dissipative force 
and a gyroscopic force where the energy of the new Lagrangian has a minimum at the 
equilibrium. Then we check for asymptotic stability by applying the Lyapunov stability 
theory with the new energy as a Lyapunov function. 
Next, we show that the method of controlled Lagrangian systems and its Hamiltonian 
counterpart, the method of controlled Hamiltonian systems, are equivalent for simple 
mechanical systems where the underlying Lagrangian is of the form kinetic minus potential 
energy. In addition, we extend both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian sides of this theory 
to include systems with symmetry and discuss the relevant reduction theory. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Mechanical systems constitute a large part of control systems. Despite this, most control 
theories have been developed for the generic form of control systems without taking into 
account particular features of mechanical systems. The unique feature of mechanical sys-
tems is the notion of energy. Energy gives much information on the stability of equilibria. 
Two kinds of forces are associated with the energy: dissipative force and gyroscopic force. 
A dissipative force is, by definition, a force which decreases the energy, and a gyroscopic 
force is, by definition, a force which adds couplings to the dynamics without changing the 
energy. In this thesis, we develop a control design methodology which makes full use of 
the following physical notions: energy, dissipation, and coupling. 
Brockett [1976] first singled out mechanical systems among general control systems. 
He not only made clear the distinction between mechanics and control theory but also 
blended these two fields. Since then, the control of mechanical systems has been consid-
erably developed on the Hamiltonian side; see, for example, van der Schaft [1982, 1986], 
Crouch and van der Schaft [1987], Bloch and Marsden [1990], Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Mars-
den, and Sanchez De Alvarez [1992], Jalnapurkar and Marsden [1999, 2000]. In partic-
ular, van der Schaft [1986] introduced the potential shaping technique by modifying the 
potential energy part of the Hamiltonian function through feedback, and Bloch and Mars-
den [1990] initiated the kinetic energy shaping and the Poisson structure modification. 
These works were continued by Woolsey and Leonard [1999], Ortega and Spong [2000], 
Ortega, Spong, Gomez-Estern, and Blankenstein [2001]. All of these works were done 
in coordinates-dependent language under different names and versions. Finally, Chang, 
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Bloch, Leonard, Marsden, and Woolsey [2002] and Chang [2002] gave a definitive intrinsic 
formulation of the energy shaping method and the Poisson structure modification, naming 
it the method of controlled Hamiltonian (CH) systems. This new formulation not only 
gives a foundational setting to the existing theory but also simplifies reduction of CH 
systems with symmetry. 
The development of control of mechanical systems on the Lagrangian side was made 
in a series of papers by Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1997, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2000]. 
This method was named the method of controlled Lagrangian (CL) systems. The kinetic 
shaping technique and the total energy (both kinetic plus potential energy) shaping tech-
nique were launched in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1997] and Bloch, Leonard, and 
Marsden [1999b], respectively. The introduction of the total energy shaping on the La-
grangian side by Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1999b] preceded that on the Hamiltonian 
side introduced by Ortega and Spong [2000J. Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001] 
then found a general class of mechanical systems for which stabilizing controllers can be 
designed through the CL method. The CL method was also studied from the viewpoint 
of Riemannian geometry by interpreting mass tensors as metrics in Auckly, Kapitanski, 
and White [2000], Auckly and Kapitanski [2001], Hamberg [1999, 2000], where the first 
two developed A-method to solve systematically the PDE's involved in the CL method. 
Furthermore, Hamberg noticed that the CL method can be understood as an equivalence 
relation by feedback transformations. All the papers based on the CL method so far have 
used the two concepts of energy and dissipation without considering gyroscopic forces. In 
addition, these works assumed that the originally given system does not have any external 
forces. Woolsey [2001] studied the effects of dissipative external forces for the first time. 
Chang, Bloch, Leonard, Marsden, and Woolsey [2002J and Chang [2002] generalized the 
existing CL method and showed the equivalence of the CL method and the CH method 
for simple mechanical systems. This generalization allows one to make use of gyroscopic 
forces as well as energy and dissipation and to extend the A-method so that one can solve 
the PDE's more generally. Chang, Bloch, Leonard, Marsden, and Woolsey [2002] and 
Chang [2002] have kept the Euler-Lagrange formulation, rather than using Riemannian 
geometry, so that one can perform reduction of CL systems with symmetry by reducing 
the variational principles. 
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This thesis is based on Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001J, Chang and Mars-
den [2000J, Bloch, Chang, Leonard, Marsden and Woolsey [2000], Chang, Bloch, Leonard, 
Marsden, and Woolsey [2002J, Chang [2002J. Below, we outline the thesis chapter by 
chapter. 
Chapter 2. We define controlled Lagrangian (CL) systems on a tangent bundle TQ and 
introduce the CL-equivalence relation to the class of CL systems on TQ. If two CL systems 
are CL-equivalent, then for any control for one system there exists a control for the other 
system such that the two closed-loop systems produce the same equations of motion. We 
then give the usual procedure of applying the CL method to the design of asymptotically 
stabilizing controllers by making use of the three mechanical notions: energy, dissipation, 
and coupling. We extend the existing A-method such that we can not only solve the PDE's 
involved in the CL method with more freedom than before, but also add gyroscopic forces 
(coupling forces) into the dynamics. We illustrate the CL method in several examples. 
Chapter 3. We define controlled Ramiltonian (CR) systems on a cotangent bundle 
T*Q, and the CR equivalence which is analogous to the CL equivalence for CL systems. 
We prove that the CL method and the CR method are equivalent for simple mechanical 
systems. The key to the proof is the identification of the failure of the Jacobi identity in 
terms of gyroscopic forces. We also give the usual procedure of applying the CR method 
to the design of asymptotically stabilizing controllers. 
Chapter 4. We consider CL/CR systems with symmetry and perform the reduction. 
This reduction leads to the method of reduced CL/CR systems. The reduced CL method 
and the reduced CR method are equivalent for reduced simple mechanical systems. We 
apply the reduced CL method to a couple of examples: the satellite with a rotor and the 
heavy top with two rotors. Our work on the reduction is based on Cendra, Marsden, and 
Ratiu [2001J and Marsden and Ratiu [1999J. 
Appendix A. We demonstrate the usefulness of symmetry by considering the problem 
of orbit transfer between two elliptic orbits around the earth. In the CL method, energy is 
used to construct Lyapunov functions. In this orbit transfer problem, we employ angular 
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momentum and Laplace(-Runge-Lenz) vectors in the construction of a Lyapunov function, 
where the angular momentum vector is due to rotational symmetry and the Laplace vector 
is from hidden rotational symmetry. This work was published in Chang, Chichka, and 
Marsden [2002]. 
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Chapter 2 
The Method of Controlled Lagrangian Systems 
In this chapter we develop the method of controlled Lagrangian systems and apply it to a 
control synthesis for asymptotic stabilization of mechanical systems. We first outline the 
chapter in the following. 
A controlled Lagrangian (CL) system is a triple (L, F, W) of a Lagrangian L on the 
tangent bundle TQ, an external force F : TQ -+ T*Q, and a control bundle W c T*Q. 
Feedback controls are maps ofTQ to W. The equations of motion of a CL system (L, F, W) 
with a control u are the usual Euler-Lagrange equations with the external force F and the 
control force u as follows: 
d 8L 8L 
----=F+u. dt 8q 8q 
Once we choose a control law u, we denote the triple (L, F, u) the closed-loop (Lagrangian) 
system. We call a CL system simple if the Lagrangian has the form of kinetic minus 
potential energy. The incorporation of the external force F into the definition of the CL 
system is important not only for the sake of generality but also for the possible use of 
gyroscopic forces for asymptotic stabilization. The importance of the gyroscopic force has 
been noticed in the control of a coupled rigid body by Wang and Khrishnaprasad [1992]. 
It is often difficult to design a control to meet specifications with the initial form of the 
CL system. To transform a given system to a better form such that the design of the con-
troller becomes easier, we introduce an equivalence relation by feedback transformations 
among the CL systems on TQ as follows: 
Two CL systems are CL-equivalent if for an arbitrary control law for one 
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system, there exists a control law for the other system such that the two 
closed-loop systems produce the same equations of motion. 
This is a normal form method in a broad sense. However, the difference is that we allow 
the dynamics only of the CL system form (L, F, u). Keeping the form of CL systems 
has a great advantage in designing an asymptotically stabilizing controller for a given 
mechanical system because the total energy of the system becomes a natural candidate 
for a Lyapunov function. For a generic control system, there are no such concepts as an 
energy. 
Let us give the usual procedure for applying the concept of CL equivalence relation 
to asymptotic stabilization of an equilibrium for a given CL system of the form (L, F = 
0, W). In most cases, the energy E of the given system does not have a minimum at the 
equilibrium of interest, so we cannot directly use the energy E as a Lyapunov function. 
Thus, we find a CL system (E, F, TV), which is CL-equivalent to the given system (L, 0, W), 
where the energy E of L has a minimum at the equilibrium and F has the form of 
gyroscopic force as follows: 
F(q, q) = Seq, q)q, ST = -So 
Notice that such forces do not change the energy. Since the equilibrium is a minimum 
point of E, we choose a dissipative feedback control 11 : TQ -+ TV for the CL system 
(E, F, TV) to decrease the energy E. A dissipation 11 is of the form 
11(q, q) = -D(q, q)q, 
The equilibrium becomes a Lyapunov stable point in the closed-loop system (L, F, 11). 
Using CL equivalence, we can derive a stabilizing control u for the original CL system 
(L, 0, W). Then, we apply LaSalle's theorem to check the asymptotic stability of the 
equilibrium in the closed-loop system (L,F,11), or equivalently, (L,O,u). In practice, one 
usually finds a parameterized family of CL systems which are CL-equivalent to the original 
system, and then one shapes the energy E by finding a set of appropriate parameters so 
that E has a minimum at the equilibrium and provides a large region of attraction. 
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Auckly, Kapitanski, and White [2000] and Auckly and Kapitanski [2001] developed 
the A-method to systematically solve the PDE's involved in finding simple CL systems 
which are CL-equivalent to a given simple CL system. However, they only considered 
simple CL systems of the form (L, 0, W), i.e., systems without external forces. Here, we 
extend the A-method to include the full form of simple CL system (L, F, W). This will 
not only enhance the solvability of the PDE's, but also will make possible the use of 
gyroscopic forces for asymptotic stabilization. We will apply the extended A-method to 
the asymptotic stabilization of the inverted pendulum on a rotor arm system in this thesis. 
In the body of this chapter, we will cast the outlined theory above into a mathemat-
ically rigorous formulation and illustrate the method by applying it to the following two 
systems: the inverted pendulum on a cart and the inverted pendulum on a rotor arm. We 
show that the collocated/noncollocated partial feedback linearization by Spong [1997] can 
be expressed in the framework of the CL method. 
2.1 Controlled Lagrangian (CL) Systems 
In this section, we develop the method of CL systems. We first define CL systems and the 
CL-equivalence relation. We also introduce concepts of energy, dissipation and gyroscopic 
forces, which are important for the design of asymptotically stabilizing controllers. 
2.1.1 Controlled Lagrangian Systems 
Review of Lagrangian Mechanics. We briefly review the Lagrangian mechanics. 
More details can be found in Marsden and Ratiu [1999]. Consider a configuration manifold 
Q and the tangent space TQ. We consider a function L : TQ -+ lR called the Lagrangian. 
Hamilton's principle of critical action states 
where we take variations among paths qi(t) in Q with fixed end points, i.e., 8qi(a) 
8qi(b) = 0. It follows 
I [aL d aL] i aqi - dt ali 8q dt = 0, 
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where we used the chain rule, integration by parts, and the boundary conditions oqi (a) = 
oqi (b) = O. Since this holds for all such variations, it follows 
which are called the Euler-Lagrange equations. By the chain rule, the Euler-Lagrange 
equations become 
(2.1) 
Motivated by this, we define the Euler-Lagrange operator. The Euler-Lagrange 
operator ££ assigns to a Lagrangian L : TQ -+ JR, a bundle mapl ££(L) : T(2)Q -+ T*Q 
which may be written in local coordinates (employing the summation convention) as 
(2.2) 
The first term on the right-hand side is regarded as a function on the second order tangent 
bundle T(2)Q by formally applying the chain rule and then replacing everywhere dqjdt by 
q and dqjdt by ij. Hence the Euler-Lagrange equations of a Lagrangian L may be written 
as 
££(L)(q, q, ij) = o. 
A Lagrangian is called regular if det[awKO~g JI=- O. Hence, a regular Lagrangian gives a 
second order vector field, X E f(T(2)Q), by solving (2.1) for iji as follows: 
[ .i] [ ·i ] X= q = q 
··i Mij[aL -$..L ·kJ q aqJ aqJ aqk q 
where Mij is the inverse matrix of a~KO~gK 
IThe second order tangent bundle rS) : T(2)Q -+ Q is defined as follows. For ij E Q, elements of 
TP)Q are equivalence classes of curves in Q, namely, two curves qi(t), i = 1,2, with q1 (i) = q2(t) = ij are 
equivalent, by definition, if and only if in any local chart we have qil ) (i) = q~lF (i) for l = 1,2 where q(l) (t) 
denotes the derivative of order l. 
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A Lagrangian L is called simple if it has the kinetic minus potential energy form: 
where m = (mij) is a Riemannian metric on Q. The Euler-Lagrange operator for a simple 
Lagrangian is written as 
(2.3) 
with the Christoffel symbol of the first kind 
[ ". l] _ ~ [8mi! 8mjl _ 8mij ] 2 J, - 2 8qj + 8qi 8ql' (2.4) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations in (2.1) can also be written equivalently as 
or, in coordinates 
iji + r~kqjqk + mij ~~ = 0, 
where \7 is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric m, and r~k is the Christoffel symbol 
of the second kind defined as 
Controlled Lagrangian Systems. The concept of the pure Euler-Lagrange equations 
will be generalized to include external forces and also will be made intrinsic (independent 
of a specific coordinate representation). This definition is fundamental to the Lagrangian 
side of this work. 
Definition 2.1.1. A controlled Lagrangian (eL) system is a triple (L, F, W) where 
the function L : TQ -+ lR is the regular Lagrangian, the fiber-preserving map F : TQ -+ 
T*Q is an external force and W c T*Q is a subbundle of T*Q called control bundle 
representing the actuation directions. 
Sometimes, we will identify the sub bundle W with the set of bundle maps from TQ 
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to W. The fact that W may be smaller than the whole space corresponds to the system 
being underactuated. The equations of motion of the system (L, F, W) may be written as 
£C(L)(q, q, ij) = F(q, q) + u (2.5) 
with a control u selected from W. When we choose a specific control map u : TQ -+ W (so 
that u is a function of (qi,qi)), we call the triple (L,F,u) a closed-loop (Lagrangian) 
system. If u is a map from ~ to W, it can be considered as an open-loop control. We 
will typically be interested in feedback controls in this thesis. 
In the special case when W is integrable (that is, its annihilator WO C TQ is integrable 
in the usual Frobenius sense) and if we choose coordinates appropriately, equations (2.5) 
can be locally written in coordinates as 
d aL aL 
dt aqi - aqi = Fi + Ui, i = 1, ... , k (2.6) 
~ aL _ aL _ F- k dt aqi aqi - z, i = + 1, ... ,n. (2.7) 
Here the coordinates ql, ... , qk are chosen so that dql, ... dqk span W, so W is k di-
mensional in this case. The external forces can include gyroscopic forces, friction forces, 
etc. 
Simple CL Systems. In most engineering applications, Lagrangian functions usually 
have the form of kinetic minus potential energy. Hence, we introduce the following defini-
tion. 
Definition 2.1.2. A CL system (L, F, W) is called a simple CL system if the La-
grangian L has the form of kinetic minus potential energy: 
L(q, q) = ~mEqFEqI q) - V(q), 
where m is a nondegenerate symmetric (0,2)-tensor (or, shortly the mass tensor). 
We will sometimes omit the q-dependence of m in the notation keeping this dependence 
implicitly understood. When L is a simple Lagrangian, the Euler-Lagrange operator is 
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written in a vector form as 
££(L)(q,q,ij) = mij + (dm[q])q - ~~I (2.8) 
where (dm[q])ij = d(mij)[qj. Also see (2.3). 
Matching Conditions, CL Equivalence, and CL Inclusion. We are ready to em-
bark on the matching problems of CL systems. We present the result only for simple CL 
systems for the sake of simplicity and to make the exposition more concrete. One can 
readily generalize the results to more general forms of Lagrangians (see Remark 2.1.9). 
Consider now two simple CL systems (Ll' F l , Wl) and (L2' F2, W2) with 
We denote by iha the ij equation of the closed-loop system (Leo Fa, ua ) with O! = 1,2, 
which is given in coordinates, using matrix and vector-style notation by 
.. -1 [(d ['j) . oLa F ] qLa = ma - ma q q + oq + a + U a . (2.10) 
We can then formally define matching conditions between the two systems (Ll' F l , Wl) 
and (L2' F2, W2). 
Definition 2.1.3. Given the two systems (Li' Fi , Wd, 
matching conditions are 
where 1m means the pointwise image of the map in brackets. 
1,2, the Euler-Lagrange 
We say that the two simple CL systems (Li' Fi , Wd, i = 1,2, are CL-equivalent if 
ELM-l and ELM-2 hold. We use the symbol !:.- for this equivalence relation. 
Claim 2.1.4. The relation !:.- is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. The reflexivity and the transitivity are obvious. The symmetry follows if we 
multiply both sides of ELM-l and ELM-2 by m2mll. • 
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One can easily check by coordinate computation that the map 
(2.11) 
in ELM-2 can be regarded as a map defined on TQ because the acceleration terms, ij, 
from the two Euler-Lagrange expressions cancel each other. 
The following proposition explains the main property of the CL equivalence. 
Proposition 2.1.5. Suppose that two simple CL systems (Li' Fi , Wi), i = 1,2 are CL-
equivalent. Then, for an arbitrary control law for one system, there exists a control law 
for the other system such that the two closed-loop simple CL systems produce the same 
equations of motion. The explicit relation between the two control laws Ui, i = 1,2 is given 
by 
(2.12) 
where mi is the mass tensor of L i , i = 1,2. 
Proof. Denote by qLi the expression of the acceleration q obtained from the closed-loop 
CL system (Li' Fi , Ui), i = 1,2 as in (2.10). Then, 
The conditions ELM-l and ELM-2 imply that (2.12) holds if and only if qLl = qL2 if 
and only if they produce the same equations of motion. Notice that the term 
in (2.12) can be regarded as a map defined on TQ because the acceleration ij cancels. • 
There is a more general concept than the CL equivalence relation. We will give this 
definition for simple Lagrangian systems, but it can be readily generalized for general 
Lagrangian systems (see Remark 2.1.9). 
Definition 2.1.6. We say that a simple CL system (L 1 , F1 , WI) includes the simple CL 
system (L2' F2, W2), or simply, (Ll' Fl , WI) :J (L2' F2, W2), if the following holds: 
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This introduces a partial order in the class of simple controlled Lagrangian systems 
on TQ. We call this partial order CL inclusion. The following proposition explains the 
main property of the CL inclusion. 
Proposition 2.1.1. If (Ll,Fl, WI) includes (L2,F2, W2), then for any choice of control 
U2 : TQ ---7 W 2, there is a control Ul : TQ ---7 WI satisfying (2.12) such that the two 
closed-loop systems (Ll , Fl, ud and (L2, F2 , U2) produce the same equations of motion. 
The explicit relation between the two control laws Ui, i = 1,2 is given by 
where mi is the mass tensor of L i , i = 1,2. 
Proof. Mimic the proof of Proposition 2.1.5. • 
The CL equivalence can be understood in terms of the CL inclusion. 
Proposition 2.1.8. Two simple CL systems include each other if and only if they are 
CL-equivalent. 
Proof. 'frivial. • 
Remark 2.1.9. In this thesis we always assume that Lagrangians are regular, i.e., 
For simple CL systems this means, of course, that the mass matrix is nonsingular. We 
can generalize the Euler-Lagrange matching conditions for general Lagrangians which are 
not necessarily simple as follows. Let L : TQ ---7 lR be a regular Lagrangian. It induces 
a globally well defined map mL : TQ ---7 Sym2(T*Q) (symmetric two-tensors with indices 
down) given in tangent bundle charts as follows: 
( .) _ 8
2L(q,Q)d i d j 
mL q, q - 8· '8·' q Q?) q. q~ qJ 
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Then the (generalized) Euler-Lagrange matching conditions for the general Lagrangian 
systems (Ll' F l , WI) and (L2' F2, W2) are given by 
The equation in (2.12) is replaced by 
so that the two closed-loop systems (Ll' F l , Ul) and (L2' F2, U2) produce the same equations 
of motion. 
Coordinate Expressions of the Matching Conditions. Now we express the Euler-
Lagrange matching conditions in coordinates. Let (Li' Fi, Wi), i = 1,2 be two simple CL 
systems with Lagrangians as in (2.9). Suppose that we are given a decomposition of the 
forces Fi as 
(2.13) 
with i = 1,2, where Fl is independent of the velocity q. Then ELM-2 can be written in 
coordinates as 
w~[EdmdqzFq- :q E~qqmlqF -F1(q,q) 
-mlm2l ((dm2[q])q- :q E~qqmOqF -F2(q,q))] =0 (2.14) 
and 
W o [aVl Fq -1 (aV2 P,q) ] 1 - - 1 - mlm2 - - 2 aq aq = 0, (2.15) 
where t~ is a matrix whose rows span the annihilator 
{v E TQ I (v, a) = 0 for all a E WI} 
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The two expressions (2.14) and (2.15) can also be written as follows: 
(2.16) 
and 
( 0) [8Vl q () ab (8V2 (q)) ] W l lk 8qk - (Fl)k - ml ka(m2) 8qb - F2 b = 0, (2.17) 
where [ij, k]a is the Christoffel symbol of the first kind in (2.4) for the metric rna, a = 1,2. 
2.1.2 Energy, Dissipation, and Gyroscopic Forces 
We define the concepts of energy, dissipation, and gyroscopic force. They are key elements 
for the design of stabilizing controllers. When the energy has its minimum at an equilib-
rium of interest, we can use the energy as a Lyapunov function. Dissipative forces decrease 
the energy along the trajectory. Gyroscopic forces add couplings to the dynamics so that 
the dissipation works more effectively for asymptotic stability. The role of gyroscopic 
forces in asymptotic stability will be illustrated later. 
Energy. We define the energy E of a CL system (L, F, W) by 
E(q, q) = (lFL(qq), qq) - L(q, q), 
where qq = (q, q) and lFL is the fiber derivative of L defined by 
(lFL(v) , w) = dd I L(v + tw) 
t t=O 
for v, w E TqQ. In coordinates, 
E( .) .i 8L L( .) q, q = q 8qi - q, q . 
The time derivative of E of a CL system (L, F, W) with a control u : TQ -+ W, is given 
by 
(2.18) 
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In particular, when the Lagrangian L = ~miAitjj - V(q) is simple, the energy is written 
as 
Remark 2.1.10. Notice that for any CL system (L, F, W) the following holds: 
L (L,F, W) '" (-L, -F, W). 
The equation {2.12} becomes Ul = -U2. If an equilibrium is a minimum point of energy 
of (L, F, W), then it will be a maximum point of energy of (-L, - F, W). Therefore, it is 
not crucial whether the energy function has a maximum or a minimum at an equilibrium 
for stability purposes. 
Dissipation. We define the dissipative force to be a force map F : TQ ~ T* Q satisfying 
(tj, F(q, tj)) :S 0 
for all (q, tj) E TQ. Such forces can be written as 
Fdiss(q, tj) = -D(q, tj)tj, (2.19) 
Physically, dissipation is a force which decreases the total energy; see (2.18). When the 
energy has a minimum at an equilibrium, dissipation helps the asymptotic stability of the 
equilibrium. Sometimes, dissipation alone may not be enough for asymptotic stability due 
to loose couplings in the dynamics. In such cases, gyroscopic forces are needed to create 
strong couplings in the dynamics. 
Sometimes the energy has a maximum at an equilibrium of interest. In such a case, one 
wants to use an energy pumping force rather than a dissipative force to achieve asymptotic 
stability of the equilibrium, where the energy pumping force Fep is of the form 
Fep(q, tj) = D(q, tj)tj, 
In this case, we can always find an equivalence system whose energy has a minimum at 
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the equilibrium by Remark 2.1.10. This is a matter of choice. 
Gyroscopic Forces. Gyroscopic Forces are the forces which do not do any work. Phys-
ically, couplings in mechanical systems and gyrators in electrical systems create gyroscopic 
forces. We now formally define the gyroscopic force . We define a gyroscopic force to be a 
force Fgr of the following form: 
Fgr(q, q) = S(q, q)q, ST = -So 
One can check 
(q, Fgr(q, q)) = O. 
In the special case that S = (Sij) depends only on q, the gyroscopic force Fgr can be 
regarded as an element of r(!\2T*Q) as follows: 
If dFgr = 0, then by the Poincare Lemma there is a (locally defined) one form a = Ii(q)dqi 
such that dO! = Fgr{see Boothby [1986] for the Poincare Lemma). It follows that 
S . ( ) _ f)Ii(q) _ f)h(q) tk q - f)qk 8qi' 
Then, one can (locally) incorporate the gyroscopic force Fgr(q, q) = S(q, q)q into the 
Lagrangian as follows: (L, Fgr , W) !:- (L + Ii(q)qi, 0, W). However, one does not have to 
restrict to such special S's because the skew symmetry of S is the only property we need 
for the gyroscopic force from the energy-conservation point of view. This is essentially the 
same as using almost Poisson structures by not enforcing the Jacobi identity condition, 
which will be discussed in the next chapter on controlled Hamiltonian systems. 
Example. We illustrate the role of gyroscopic forces in asymptotic stability. When there 
is a loose coupling in the dynamics, dissipation alone sometimes may not be enough for 
asymptotic stability of an equilibrium. An additional gyroscopic force creates a strong cou-
pling so that the dissipative force together with the gyroscopic force achieves asymptotic 
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stabilization. 
Let Q = JR2 . Consider a Lagrangian system with Lagrangian 
with an external force 
F= 
dissipative force 
v 
gyroscopic force 
with E > 0, fJ E JR. The equations of the motion are given by 
i/ + ql = -fJi/il 
iF + q2 = fJ(ql)2 _ Eq2 
(2.20) 
(2.21 ) 
If fJ = 0, then the two dynamics in (2.20) and (2.21) are decoupled. So, the gyroscopic part 
in F creates a coupling for fJ =1= o. We want to use, as a Lyapunov function, the energy E 
given by 
(2.22) 
Then, 
Suppose fJ = O. Then the origin is the Lyapunov stable equilibrium but is not asymptoti-
cally stable because the dynamics in (2.20) is that of a pure harmonic oscillator. Suppose 
fJ =1= O. Then one can show the asymptotic stability of the origin using LaSalle's the-
orem (see Khalil [1996] for LaSalle's theorem). A brief argument goes as follows: Let 
(ql(t),q2(t),ql(t),q2(t)) be a trajectory satisfying E = 0 for all t 2: O. Then it is of the 
form 
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Substituting this to (2.21) implies 
This implies that q1(t) = q1(0) + Il(O)t. Since the energy E in (2.22) is constant along 
the trajectory, it follows 
I/(t) = (/(0) = o. 
Equation (2.20) now implies q1 (t) = O. Hence, we have shown that the only trajectory 
lying in the set E = 0 is the origin only. By LaSalle's theorem, the origin is asymptotically 
stable. 
Notice that even though the gyroscopic force chosen here is small near the origin as 
being quadratic in the velocity, it plays a role for asymptotic stability by creating a coupling 
between the q1 dynamics and the q2 dynamics. See Merkin [1996] for the effect of linear 
gyroscopic forces on the stability. The importance of gyroscopic forces in stabilization 
has been observed in the control of a coupled rigid body (see Wang and Khrishnaprasad 
[1992]). 
2.1.3 Collocated and Noncollocated Partial Feedback Linearization 
The technique of collocated and noncollocated partial feedback linearization was developed 
to simplify the dynamics of Lagrangian systems through feedback transformation so that 
it makes easier the design of controllers for mechanical systems (see Spong [1997] and 
references therein). Here, we will understand it in the framework of controlled Lagrangian 
systems. It will turn out that the collocated linearization can be understood as a result 
of CL equivalence and that the noncollocated linearization can be derived through CL 
inclusion. 
For simplicity, take Q = ]Rnl x ]Rn2 as configuration space and use q = (q1, q2) = 
Eq~I q~F E ]Rnl x ]Rn2 as coordinates. Let (L, F = 0, W) be a given CL system (with no 
external forces and) with W = Edq~ I i = 1, ... ,n2) and 
(2.23) 
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Then the equations of motion of the closed-loop system (L, 0, T) can be written in the 
following form (as in Spong [1997]): 
muih + m12ih + hdq,q) + (/J!(q) = 0, 
m21ih + m22ih + h2(q, q) + </J2(q) = T 
with control T : TQ --+ W where hi includes all q-dependent terms and <Pi contains the 
terms from the potential energy. 
Collocated Partial Feedback Linearization. Define a CL system (Le, Fe, We) as 
follows: 
[
-m12 (q)] , 
= the sub bundle spanned by the columns of 
In2 
where In2 is the n2 x n2 identity matrix. If a part of Fe is a potential force, i.e., the 
differential of a function, one can incorporate it into the Lagrangian Le as a potential 
function. A control to the system (Le, Fe, We) can be written via a map Ue : TQ --+ ~nO 
as follows: 
One can check that 
and that the equations of motion of (Le, Fe, We) are given by 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
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with control U e : TQ -7 ]Rn2. If we write the control for (Le, Fe, We) in the form (2.24), 
then equation (2.12) is written as 
so that the closed-loop systems (L, 0, T) and (Le, Fe, u e) produce the same equations of 
motion. This coincides with the notion of collocated partial feedback linearization in 
Spong [1997]. 
If the control bundle is integrable, one can find a set of local coordinates for the 
configuration space Q, which is useful in doing stability analysis, such as the case in 
§ 2.3.2 and § 2.4.3. The integrability condition of the control bundle We is given by (the 
curvature condition) 
for 1 :S a,/3 :S ni and 1 :S i,j :S n2, where A~ is the (i,a)-th element of the matrix 
m2I = mf2 and (ql, q2) = (ql', q~F; this is seen from the fact that We is spanned by the set 
{dq~ - A~dqlDl1 :S a :S nl, 1 :S i :S n2}. 
Noncollocated Partial Feedback Linearization. For noncollocated linearization, as 
in Spong [1997], we make the following assumption on the submatrix , mI2 in (2.23): 
i.e., the submatrix mI2 is onto. Then, there is a pseudo-inverse 
such that mI2mi2 = Inl with Inl the ni x ni identity matrix. For this assumption to 
hold, it is necessary that ni :S n2, i.e., the number of actuation degrees of freedom should 
be at least as big as the number of unactuated degrees of freedom. This same property is 
put to good use in § 2.3.2. 
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Define the CL system (Ln, Fn , W n) as follows: 
= subbundle spanned by the columns of 
where, as above, one can move any potential force parts of Fn into the Lagrangian Ln 
as a potential function. A control for the system (Ln, Fn , Wn ) can be written via a map 
Un : TQ -+ ]Rnl as follows: 
(2.27) 
Notice that dim Wn(q) :S dimW(q) because nl :S n2. Hence, it is appropriate to use the 
concept of CL inclusion rather than CL equivalence. Indeed, one can easily check that 
and that the equations of motion of (Ln, Fn, Wn ) are written as 
with control Un : TQ -+ ]Rn2. If we write the control Un for (Ln, Fn , W n ) in the form 
(2.27), then condition (2.12) is written as 
such that the two closed-loop systems (L, 0, T) and (Ln, Fn , un) produce the same equations 
of motion. This coincides with the noncollocated partial feedback linearization in Spong 
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[1997]. 
2.2 Control Synthesis via a CL System 
We now discuss how one may apply the concept of CL equivalence to designing stabilizing 
control laws for mechanical systems. 
We first consider a simple but motivating example. Consider a CL system (L1' F = 
0, W) with 
W = (dx), 
where (x, x) E TlR = lR x R With a control force u, the equation of motion is given by 
Ii -x = u. 
The control goal is to asymptotically stabilize the equilibrium at the origin (0,0). We 
want to use the energy 
1 . 2 1 2 E1 = -x --x 
2 2 
of (L, 0, W) as a Lyapunov function, but we cannot because (0,0) is a saddle point of E1 . 
Let 
1'2 1 2 L2 = -x - -Ox 
2 2 ' 
where 0 E lR is free to choose at present. Then, one can show that 
We need to take 0 > ° such that the energy E2 of (L2' 0, W) 
1 . 2 1 2 E2 = -x + -Ox 2 2 
(2.28) 
has a strict minimum at (0,0). The energy E2 becomes a Lyapunov function candidate. 
Then, 
dE . dt 2 = XU2 
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with a control U2 for (L2' 0, W). Take 
with e > 0 so that we have dE2 /dt = -ex2 :s; O. The use of LaSalle's theorem im-
plies the asymptotic stability of (0,0) for the closed-loop system (L2' 0, U2). Hence, by 
Proposition 2.1.5, the closed-loop system (L1' 0, uI) with 
U1 = -x - 6x + U2 = -(6 + l)x - ex, 
which comes from (2.12), has (0,0) as an asymptotically stable equilibrium. 
This procedure is traditionally called the potential energy shaping because we shaped 
the original energy E1 = !x2 - !x2 into E2 = !x2 + !6x2 by adding the additional potential 
term ! (J + 1 )x2 , and by taking J > o. In the above example, the potential energy shaping 
alone was enough for stabilization because the system was fully actuated. When a system 
is underactuated, one sometimes needs to do the kinetic energy shaping as well. The 
method of CL systems allows both the kinetic and the potential energy shaping. More 
detail will follow. 
2.2.1 Control Synthesis Procedure 
We apply the CL method to the stabilization problem. We want to design a control law to 
asymptotically stabilize an equilibrium (qe, 0) E TQ of a given CL system (L1' F1 = 0, WI) 
using its energy E1 as a Lyapunov function, if possible. Usually, the equilibrium (qe, 0) is 
not a (strict) minimum of the energy E 1, which prevents us from directly using the energy 
E1 as a Lyapunov function. 
Here is the usual procedure of applying the method of CL systems to stabilization 
problems: 
1. find a CL system (L2' F2, W2) CL-equivalent to (L1' F1 = 0, WI) where the energy 
E2 of L2 has a strict minimum at the equilibrium (qe,O) and F2 has the form of a 
gyroscopic force 
2. take a dissipative feedback control U2 for (L2' F2, W2) 
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3. check the asymptotic stability of (qe, 0) in the closed-loop system (L2' F2, U2) using 
its energy E2 as Lyapunov function 
4. if (qe, 0) is asymptotically stable in the closed-loop dynamics of (L2' F2, U2), then it 
is also asymptotically stable in the closed-loop system (L1' 0, ut} with the control U1 
derived from (2.12). 
In practice, item 1 is subdivided into: 
1a. find a parameterized family of CL systems (L2' F2, W2), with some set of free pa-
rameters, which are CL-equivalent to (L1' F1 = 0, Wt} 
1 b. choose a set of appropriate parameters in order for the energy E2 to have a strict 
minimum at the equilibrium (qe, 0) and in order for the force F2 to be of gyroscopic 
force form. 
Notice that we had a free parameter 8 in (2.28) to shape the energy E2 • 
We now recall the form of dissipative forces Fdiss and gyroscopic forces Fgr in coordi-
nates: 
Fdiss = -D(q, q)q, Fgr = S(q, q)q 
with D(q,q) = DT(q,q) ~ ° and S(q,q) = -ST(q,q). 
Remark 2.2.1. 1. When the situation is such that the energy has a maximum at the 
equilibrium, then one needs to use the energy pumping force Fep instead of the dissipation, 
where the energy pumping force Fep is of the form: 
Fep(q, q) = D(q, q)q, DT = D ~ o. 
2. One usually takes the gyroscopic force to be quadratic in the velocity q for simple CL 
systems because in the second Euler-Lagrange matching condition ELM-2, all the other 
terms with q in equations of motion are quadratic in q. In such a case, each element of 
S(q, q) should be linear in q. 
3. When a given CL system (L1' F1, Wt} has a non-zero external force F1 i- 0, one 
needs to modify the above procedure because this additional force has some effects on the 
energy. 
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4. There is a so-called A-method which systematically solves PDE's involved in ap-
plication of the CL method. In this thesis, we extend the A-method to include gyroscopic 
forces. See § 2.4-2. 
2.2.2 Example: Inverted Pendulum on a Cart 
Control Synthesis. We now apply the theory to the inverted pendulum on a cart 
(Figure 2.1). This was solved in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001] and Bloch, 
Leonard, and Marsden [1999b]. 
u 
q 2 ~ 
g I == pendulum length 
m == pendulum bob mass 
M == cart mass 
g == acceleration due to gravity 
--.s 
Figure 2.1: Pendulum on a Cart. 
The configuration space is Q = 8 1 X lR. We shall use q = (q1, q2) for the pendulum 
angle and the displacement of the cart. The control goal is to design a control to asymp-
totically stabilize the equilibrium at (0,0,0,0) E TQ. Let (L1' F1 = 0, WI) be the inverted 
pendulum system with 
and 
where a,j3",K > ° (a = ml2 ,j3 = ml" = M +m and K = mgl in terms of the data in 
Figure 2.1). The total energy E1 is given by 
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The equilibrium is a saddle point of the energy E 1 . In this case, the potential energy 
shaping alone is not enough because El has a maximum along the ql direction and the q1 
direction is the unactuated direction. Hence, we will perform both kinetic and potential 
energy shaping. 
Let (L2 ,F2 , W2 ) be a candidate CL system equivalent to (L1,O, WI) with Lagrangian 
where 
and the gyroscopic force 
where 81,82 are functions to be chosen. Notice that the force decomposition in (2.13) 
reads in this case as follows: 
Fi =0. 
It is reasonable to make the force F2 quadratic in q because every term containing q in 
££(L1) and ££(£2) is quadratic in q. Notice WI = ([1 0]). 
The second Euler-Lagrange matching condition, ELM-2, will give a system of PDE's 
for m2, V2. Namely, equation (2.14) (or, (2.16)) becomes 
0= A( )omll B() (2 om12 _ omll - 2 ) q oq1 + q oq1 oq2 81 (2.29) 
(omll) (om22) o = A(q) oq2 + 81 + B(q) oql - 82 (2.30) 
( 
om12 om22 ) om22 
0= A(q) 2 oq2 - oq1 + 282 + B(q) oq2 (2.31 ) 
with 
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The equation (2.15) (or, (2.17)) becomes 
8V2 8V2 2 . 1 
A(q) 8q1 + B(q) 8q2 = -(mnm22 - (m12) )K sm(q ). (2.32) 
We first solve (2.29)-(2.31) for mn, m12, m22, 81, 82, and then solve (2.32) for V2. Then, 
W 2 is determined by the first Euler-Lagrange matching condition, ELM-l as follows: 
We do not have to try to find a general solution to (2.29)-(2.32). All we need is 
a particular solution enough to help design a stabilizing controller. Hence, we just set 
81 = 82 = 0 and see if we can get a stabilizing controller (see § 2.4.3 for an example of the 
use of non-zero gyroscopic forces). One can try to directly solve PDE's in (2.29)-(2.31). 
However, it is sometimes easier to make some assumptions to reduce the PDE's to a set 
of ODE's as follows. We assume that mn depends on q1 only and m12 and m22 are of the 
following form just as in the original system: 
with b, dE lIt Then, (2.30) and (2.31) are automatically satisfied and (2.29) becomes 
which can be solved for mn(q1): 
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with a E JR. With this solution2, equation (2.32) is simplified to 
8V2 1 8V2 . 1 8ql + a(3cos(q ) 8q2 = -K(ad + b/(3) sm(q ) 
which can be solved for V2 : 
where ~EKF is an arbitrary function of R The control subbundle W2 is 
(2.33) 
For simplicity, let us choose a quadratic function for V€ such that V2 becomes 
with E E JR. The total energy E2 of the CL system (L2' F2, W2) is given by 
E2 = ~EaEad + b/(3) - ab(3cos2(ql))(ql)2 + bcos(ql)qlq2 + ~dEqOFO 
+ K(ad + b/ (3) COS(ql) + ~bEqO - a(3 sin(ql))2. (2.34) 
One can check that the energy E2 has a minimum at (0,0,0,0) in the set 
(2.35) 
if the following holds: 
d > 0, E > 0, a < 0, ad/ (3 < b < -ad(3. (2.36) 
2Here, our notations are different from those in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]. One can 
recover the result in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001] by setting 
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Notice that the condition ad/ (3 < b guarantees the constant nonzero rank of W2 in (2.33). 
One can achieve asymptotic stabilization of the equilibrium by choosing a dissipative 
feedback control U2 E W2 as follows: 
with c > 0 constant. Namely, 
The asymptotic stabilization can be straightforwardly proved by the application of LaSalle's 
theorem (see Khalil [1996] for LaSalle's theorem). We postpone the proof of asymptotic 
stabilization. By Proposition 2.1.5, the closed-loop system (Ll' 0, ud with Ul obeying 
(2.12) has the origin as asymptotically stable equilibrium in the region R. The control Ul 
is given by 
Ul (ql, q2, ql, q2) 
= dq2 d b(31 2( 1) [(lry-d(3)(a(ql)2-Kcos(ql»sin(ql) 
a - cos q 
+ (a, - (32cos2(ql»(c(a(3cos(ql)ql - q2) + E(a(3sin(ql) _ q2»]. 
Remark 2.2.2. Notice that by choosing appropriate values of a, b, d one can make the 
set R in (2.35) as close to E-~I~F X IR3 as possible. Hence, our method provides a large 
region of attraction, which is a subset of R. 
We now show asymptotic stability of the equilibrium (0,0,0,0) in the closed-loop 
system. Let us use the following coordinates: 
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In these coordinates, the CL system (L 2 , 0, W2 ) is given by 
1 L2(X, i;) = 2(ad + b/,8)( a + a,82 cos2(xl ))(i;1)2 + (ad + b/ ,8),8 cos(xl )i;1i;2 + d(i;2)2 
1 
- K(ad + b/,8) cos(xl) - 2E(x2)2, 
and W2 = ((ad - ,8bcos2(xl))dx2). The feedback control U2 in the new coordinates is 
given by 
( .) .2d 2 U2 X, X = -cx x. 
Then, 
Since E2 has a strict local minimum at the origin, there exists l E ]R. such that the set 
01 = {(x,i;) = (x l ,x2,i;\i;2) E (-1r/2,1r/2) x]R.3 I E2 ~ l} is nonempty, compact and 
positively invariant. Let M be the largest invariant subset of the set {(x, i;) I E = O} = 
{(x,i;) I i;2 = O}. Let (x(t),i;(t)) = (x l (t),x2(t),i;I(t),i;2(t)) be an arbitrary trajectory 
lying in M for all t ~ O. It follows from the definition of M that x2(t) = x2(0) and 
i;2(t) = O. The equation of motion of the closed-loop systems (L2, 0, U2) in the x2-variable 
implies 
This implies 
sin(xl(t)) = - 2(ad; + b(2(0)t2 + cIt + C2 (2.37) 
for some CI,C2 E llt Since xl(t) E (-1r/2, 1r/2), it follows that x2(0) = 0, CI = O. The 
differentiation of (2.37) yields 
Since xl(t) E (-1r/2, 1r/2), we have i;l(t) = O. So far, we have shown that 
The equation of motion of the closed-loop systems (L2, 0, U2) in the xl-variable implies 
sin(xl(O)) = O. It follows that xl(O) = 0 because xl(O) E (-1r/2,1r/2). Hence, the 
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trajectory lying in M is the origin only. Therefore, the origin is asymptotically stable by 
LaSalle's theorem. 
Simulations. We show a MATLAB simulation using the control law designed above. 
Here m = 0.14 kg, M = 0.44 kg, l = 0.215 m. Our goal is to regulate the cart at 
ql = ° and the pendulum at q2 = 0. We choose control gains to be a = -1.2241 x 102 , 
b = 1.2642 X 10-2 , d = 1.16 X 10-2 , E = 1.0952 X 10-3 and c = 8.7 X 10-3 • Figure 
2.2 shows plots of pendulum angle and velocity and cart position and velocity for the 
system subject to our asymptotically stabilizing controller. The pendulum starts from 
(ql(0),q2(0),ql(0),q2(0)) = (30°,3,0,0). ~ote that the cart comes to rest at the origin 
with the pendulum in the vertical position. 
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Figure 2.2: Simulation of the controlled pendulum on a cart. 
At the bottom of Figure 2.2 we have included a plot of the control law Ul and the 
Lyapunov function, i.e., the energy E2 in (2.34). To keep the pendulum from falling past 
90°, a large initial force is needed. But as the response reaches its steady state, the control 
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law converges to ° N. The energy E2 converges to its minimum value at the equilibrium. 
Our next simulation is to see our controller enjoying a large region of attraction. 
Choose the parameters as follows: a = -6.0517 x 102 , b = 1.8120 X 10-1 , d = 1.1600 X 10-2 , 
E = 1.0952 X 10-3 and c = 8.7 X 10-3 • Figure 2.3 shows the responses for the three different 
initial conditions. Each row of plots corresponds to a different case. They all converge to 
the origin demonstrating a large region of attraction for the initial angle of the pendulum. 
Although we did not plot the force here, we note that we needed a large initial force in 
the third case. This explains that the large initial translational motion is unavoidable. 
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Figure 2.3: Responses to various initial conditions: (a) z(o) = (51.57°,0,0,0), (b) z(o) = 
(60°,8,0,0), (c) z(O) = (80°,5,0,0). 
2.3 Simplified Matching Conditions 
We find a class of mechanical systems for which asymptotically stabilizing controllers can 
be designed using the method of CL systems (see Theorem 2.3.2). This class will include 
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examples such as the inverted pendulum on a cart and the inverted spherical pendulum 
on a cart. For the same class of systems, we design tracking controllers for constant 
acceleration reference trajectories. This work was published in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, 
and Marsden [2001]. 
2.3.1 Assumptions and Matching Conditions 
Assumptions. Let Q = ]Rnl x ]Rn2, (nl :S n2) be the configuration space and (x,O) = 
(xa,oa) be coordinates for Q with a = 1, ... ,nl, a = 1, ... ,n23 • Consider a CL system 
(L, 0, W) with 
L - 1 ·a·(3 ·ao·a 1 o·ao·b V( 0) 
- "29a(3X x + 9aax + "2 9ab - x, 
and 
W = (dOa I a = 1, ... , n2) 
= the subbundle of T*Q spanned by the columns of [0] 
In2 ' 
where In2 is the n2 x n2 identity matrix. 
(2.38) 
Let Ze = ((xe,Oe), (0,0)) E TQ be the equilibrium of interest. We make the following 
assumptions on the Lagrangian L in (2.38): 
Al. 9a(3 and 9aa depend on x only, and 9ab is constant. 
A2 a90t - ~ • ax - ax'" . 
A3. 9aa(Xe) is a 1-1 matrix. 
A4. The potential V is of the form V(x, 0) = U(x) + U(O). 
A5. U(x) has a local maximum at X e , i.e., 
dU(xe) = 0, 
3Greek letter indices such as ct, (3 ... run from 1, ... ,nl and Latin letter indices such as a, b, ... run from 
1 to n2. 
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These are called simplified matching conditions in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden 
[2001]. By A4, the energy E is given by 
The equilibrium Ze is neither a minimum point nor a maximum point of E since U has a 
maximum at Xe by A4 and the kinetic energy has a minimum at the equilibrium. This 
cannot be remedied by the potential energy shaping technique through feedback because 
the control bundle W is generated by dOa , i.e., the actuation is along the 0 direction. In 
this case, one has to perform both kinetic and potential energy shaping. 
We consider a second CL system (Lr,CT,p,f, 0, W r ,CT,P,f)4 given by 
L _ 1 ( (1) ( 1 1 ) ab) . a . (3 r,CT,p,E - 2" 9a(3 + P 1 - ;: 1 - ;: - p 9aa9 9b(3 X X 
+ P (1 -~ ) 9aaipiJa + ~m9abigaigb - V(x, 0) - ~ExI 0), (2.39) 
and 
Wr,CT,p,E = \ dOa + (1 - ~ - ~F 9ac9cadxa I a = 1, ... ,n2) 
[( 1 1) da] 1 - - - - 9 d9 = the subbundle spanned by the columns of a p a , 
In2 
where a, p E ~ are free parameters. See Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001] for 
the motivation of this form of a CL system. 
Matching Conditions. We now examine the Euler-Lagrange matching conditions for 
the two CL systems. To follow the notation in Definition 2.1.3, let 
4We keep the subscript T, CT, p, E following Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]. 
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First, we examine the condition ELM-I. One computes 
(2.40) 
where Gab is the inverse matrix of Gab := gab - gaogo/3 g/3b. Notice the matrix Gab is always 
invertible because the kinetic energy part in (2.38) is nondegenerate. For ELM-I to hold, 
the following should hold: 
p -I- 0, (2.41 ) 
Later, we will see that (2.41) is implied by the stability condition in Claim 2.3.1 in § 2.3.2. 
Secondly, we examine the condition ELM-2. The annihilator Wi = {v E TQI (v, a) = 
o for all a E WI} of WI is spanned by the row vectors of the matrix 
The condition ELM-2 can be written as 
(2.42) 
By Al - A3, equation (2.42) holds if and only if 
( av a1l;,) ( 1 1 ) ad a1l;, - aoa + aoa 1 - -;;. - p 9 gdo + axo = O. 
By A4, one can solve this PDE for 11;, as follows: 
VE(x,O) = -U(O) + 1/;,(0 + h(x)), (2.43) 
where 1/;, is an arbitrary function on JRn 2 and the JRn2-valued function h = (ha) on JRnl IS 
defined by 
aha () ( 1 1) ac () 
axo x = 1 - -;;. - p 9 gca X , (2.44) 
The existence of h is guaranteed by AI, A2, and the Poincare Lemma. By (2.43), the 
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Lagrangian LT,a,p,E in (2.39) can be written as 
L 1( (1)( 11) ab ).0'..(3 T,a,p,E = 2" gO'.(3 + P 1 - -;; 1 - -;; - p gO'.ag gb(3 X X 
( 1) . 1 ··b -+ P 1 - -;; gO'.axO'.(}a + 2"pgab(}a(} - U(x) - v;,((} + h(x)). (2.45) 
So far, we have shown that 
L (L, 0, W) rv (LT,a,p,E' 0, WT,a,p,E). (2.46) 
2.3.2 Asymptotic Stabilization 
We will design a control which asymptotically stabilizes the equilibrium 
for the original CL system (L, 0, W). By (2.46), we can equivalently work with the CL 
system (LT,a,p,E' 0, WT,a,p,E). 
We will find a new set of coordinates using the integrability of the control bundle 
WT,a,p,E. Consider the following change of coordinates: 
where ha is defined in (2.44). Denote by Ze = ((xe, Ye), (0,0)) the equilibrium in the new 
coordinates. In the following, we will exclusively use the coordinates (x, y) for Q. In (x, y), 
the CL system (LT,a,p,E' 0, WT,a,p,E) is written as 
L - 1 ( (1 1 1) ab) .0'.. (3 .0'. • a 1 . a . b T,a,p,E - 2" gO'.(3 - - -;; - p gO'.ag gb(3 X X + gO'.ax Y + 2"pgabY Y 
- U(x) - ~EyF (2.47) 
and 
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We use, as a Lyapunov function candidate, the energy ET,CT,p,t of LT,CT,p,t given by 
E - 1 ( (1 1 1) ab) . a . (3 • a . a 1 . a . b T,CT,p,t -"2 ga(3 - - -;;. - p gaag gb(3 X X + gaa x Y + "2pgabY Y 
+ U(x) + v,,(y) 
= K(x, y, X, y) + U(x) + v,,(y), (2.48) 
where K is the kinetic energy part of ET,CT,p,t. Recall that v" is still arbitrary. Choose v" 
such that it has a maximum at Ye, i.e., 
(2.49) 
Claim 2.3.1. The kinetic energy K is negative definite locally around Ze if P < 0 and 
(2.50) 
Proof. Let A be the following matrix: 
Then, 
AT [ga(3 - (1 - ~ - ~F gaagab gb(3 
ga(3 
gab 1 A = [ga(3 - (1 - ~F gaagab gb(3 0 1 
pgab 0 pgab 
By A3 and the positive definiteness of gab, the matrix gaagabgb(3 is a nl x nl positive definite 
matrix at Xe. Using the standard simultaneous diagonalization technique in linear algebra, 
one sees that the matrix ga(3 - (1 - ~F gaagabgb(3 is negative definite at Xe if (2.50) holds . 
The matrix pgab is negative definite if p < O. The claim follows by continuity. • 
One can then check that the equilibrium is a (local) strict maximum point of E if 
P < 0 and () satisfies (2.50) because of A5, (2.49), and Claim 2.3.1. We now choose an 
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energy-pumping force v as a control for EiqIaIpI~I 0, tqIaIpI~F as follows: 
·b Va = CabY , 
where Cab is a positive definite matrix. Then, Ze is an equilibrium of the closed-loop system 
EiqIaIpI~I 0, v), and the time derivative of the energy bqIaIpI~ is given by 
~b - C ·a·b > ° dt qIaIpI~ - abY Y - . 
Thus, Ze becomes a Lyapunov stable equilibrium of the closed-loop system. 
We now show that Ze is an asymptotically stable equilibrium in the closed-loop system. 
Since E has a maximum at Ze, there is C E IR such that the set 
Oc = {z = (x,y,x,y) E TQ I bqIaIpI~EzF 2: c} (2.51 ) 
is nonempty, compact and positively invariant. By compactness and positive invariance, 
integral curves starting in Oc are defined and stay in Oc for all t 2: 0. Define 
M = the largest invariant subset of [. 
Suppose a trajectory z(t) = (x(t), y(t), x(t), y(t)) is contained in M for all t 2: 0. Then, 
we have 
y(t) = y(o) V t 2: 0. 
The Euler-Lagrange equations for the y coordinates of EiqIaIpI~I 0, v) are given by 
By (2.52), this becomes 
d( .n) ··b al% ·b dt gan x + pgabY + aya = CabY . 
(2.52) 
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which implies 
9aCtExEtFF;e~ = - ~l% (y(O))t + Ba 
uya 
for some constant ]Rn2 vector B = (Ba). By compactness of Oc, 9aCt(X(t)):i;Ct(t) is bounded. 
It follows 
~l% (y(O)) = O. 
uya 
By (2.49), Ye is the only critical point of l% in a neighborhood of Ye 5 . Hence, 
y(t) = y(O) = Ye 'Vt ~ O. (2.53) 
We now have 
(2.54) 
By A2, there is an ]Rn2-valued function 1 = (La) on ]Rnl satisfying ~ExF = 9aCt(X). The 
equation (2.54) becomes ftla(x(t)) = Ba. Integrating this yields la(x(t)) = Bat + Ca for 
some C = (Ca) E ]Rn2. Again, since Oc is compact, la(x(t)) is bounded for all t ~ O. It 
follows Ba = O. Substitution of Ba = 0 into (2.54) gives 
Since 9aCt is 1-1 in a neighborhood of Xe by A3, it follows that :i;Ct(t) = 0 for all t ~ O. So 
far, we have proved 
z(t) = (x(t), y(t):i;(t), y(t)) = (x(O), Ye, 0, 0). (2.55) 
By (2.55), the Euler-Lagrange equations for the x coordinates of the closed-loop system 
(Lr,(T,p,{, 0, v) is simplified to 
au ~ExElFF = O. 
uxCt 
By A5, Xe is the only critical point of U in a neighborhood of Xe' It follows x(O) = Xe' 
Therefore, we have proved that every trajectory in the set M is the equilibrium Ze = 
5This neighborhood depends on our choice of the function V •. For example, if we choose a quadratic 
function in y - Yo, then Ye is the critical point of 1%. 
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(Xe, Ye, 0, 0) only. By LaSalle's theorem, the equilibrium Ze is asymptotically stable and a 
region of attraction is Dc 6 . Here, we summarize the result: 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let Q = Rnl x Rn 2 be the configuration space. Consider a class of CL 
systems (L, 0, W) satisfying AI-A5 and W = Ox T*Rn2. Let Xe be the maximum point of 
U in A4. Then, for any ()e E Rn 2 there is a feedback control such that ((xe, ()e), (0,0)) E TQ 
becomes an asymptotically stable equilibrium in the closed-loop system. 
Proof. The feedback control is designed by the method of CL systems. The procedure of 
the design is given in § 2.3.1 and § 2.3.2. • 
Remark 2.3.3. Here, we made the energy ET,a,p,f have a maximum at the equilibrium, 
not a minimum. This is not at all strange. Recall Remark 2.1.10. 
Example. We apply the above results to the spherical pendulum on a cart that travels 
on an incline of angle 'IjJ. The system is shown in figure 2.4. 
g 
Figure 2.4: Spherical pendulum moving on an incline. 
The configuration space for this system is Q = S x G = U X R2, where U is the open 
hemisphere above the incline which is diffeomorphic to an open subset of R2. We denote 
6 At this stage, f!c can be smaller than the f!c defined in (2.51) in the beginning of the proof of asymptotic 
stability because we might have had to shrink f!c in the proof. 
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by (x, y) the Cartesian coordinates of the cart on the incline and assume that we have 
independent controls that can move the cart in the x and y directions. Let P be the plane 
whose origin is attached to the cart and which is parallel to the incline. We will use the 
projection onto the plane P for a local chart for the open upper hemisphere. Let (X, Y) 
be the Cartesian coordinates of the bob in the plane P under this local chart. Thus, the 
velocity phase space TQ has local coordinates z = (X, Y, x, y, X, Y, x, y). 
Let M and m be the masses of the cart and the bob, respectively, and r be the length 
of the pendulum. The position R of the bob in the inertial frame is given by 
R = (x + X, y + Y, vr2 - X2 - y2). 
The kinetic energy is the sum of the kinetic energies of the cart and the pendulum: 
1 ( r2 - y2 . 2 2XY . . r2 - X 2 . 2) 
K(z) = 2m r2 _ X2 _ y2 X + r2 _ X2 _ y2 XY + r2 _ X2 _ y2 Y 
+ m (xX + YY) + ~Em + M)(x2 + y2). (2.56) 
The potential energy V is 
where 
V(X, Y, x, y) = U(X, Y) + U(x, y), 
U(X, Y) = mg (cos'I/Jvr2 - X2 - y2 - sin'I/JY), 
U(x, y) = -(m + M)gy sin 'I/J. 
Hence the CL system (L, 0, W) is given by 
L(z) = K(X, Y,x,y,X, Y,x,y) - V(X, Y,x,y). 
and 
W = (dx,dy). 
(2.57) 
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The metric induced from the kinetic energy is 
m ErO~Our_OvO ) m 0 
m Eri~ivOF o m 
m o m+M 0 
o m o m+M 
It is easy to check that AI-A3 are satisfied. The form of the potential in (2.57) satisfies 
A4. Physically, it is obvious that U(X, Y) has a maximum at (X, Y) = (0, -r sin 'IjJ) which 
is, as it should be, the position of the pendulum vertical to the ground, not to the incline, 
so A5 is satisfied. The matrix 
(gao: (0, -rsin'IjJ)) = mhx2 
is clearly 1-1, so A3 holds. By Theorem 2.3.2, the vertical position (relative to the ground) 
of the pendulum and any fixed position for the cart on the incline is asymptotically 
stabilizable. 
2.3.3 Tracking 
Here we consider a tracking problem for a CL system satisfying AI-A5 in § 2.3.1. We 
want to let the ()a variables track a constant acceleration curve in IRn2 , while regulating 
the xO: variables at a fixed point x~ in IRnl. This is one of the simplest nontrivial tracking 
problems. 
The configuration space is Q = IRnl x IRn2 with nl ::; n2. Use (x,()) = (xO:,()a) 
for coordinates on Q. Consider a CL system (L, 0, W) with L satisfying AI-A5 and 
W = (d()a I a = 1, ... ,n2). Let r(t) E IRn2 be the reference signal satisfying 
f(t) = c = constant. (2.58) 
Consider a moving frame which moves along (0, r(t)). Let (x, y) be the coordinates in the 
moving frame satisfying 
(2.59) 
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We will express the CL system (L, 0, W) in the new coordinates (x, y). Let Lm : TQ x ffi--+ 
ffi- be the Lagrangian in the moving frame defined by 
Lm(x, y, x, y, t) = L(x, y + r(t), x, y + r(t)). 
In coordinates, 
L ( .. t) - 1 . a . (3 • a . a 1 . a . b . a . a (t) . a . b (t) m x, y, x, y, - 2ga(3x X + gaax y + 2gabY Y + gaax r + gabY r 
+ ~gabraEtFrbEtF - U(x) - U(y + r(t)). (2.60) 
By A2 and the Poincare Lemma, there exists a function l : U C ffi-nl -+ ffi-n 2 such that 
Hence (2.60) can be written as 
L ( .. t) - 1 ·a·(3 ·a·a 1 ·a·b l ( a).·a(t) a .. b(t) m x,Y,x,y, - 2ga(3x x + gaax Y + 2gabY Y - a X r - gabY r 
+ :t (la(xa)ra(t)) + :t (gabyarb(t)) + ~gabraEtFrbEtF 
- U(x) - U(y + r(t)). (2.61) 
Since exact time derivatives do not affect the variational principle, we can ignore the 
following three terms: 
Hence the Lagrangian Lm in (2.61) can be replaced by the following Lagrangian: 
L ( .. t) - 1 . a . (3 • a . a 1 . a . b l ( a) a a b m X,Y,X,y, - 2ga(3x X + gaax Y + 2gabY Y - a X C - gabY C 
- U(x) - U(y + r(t)), (2.62) 
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where (2.58) was used. The Euler-Lagrange equations in the moving frame are given by 
d 8Lm 8Lm _ ° 
dt 8xa - 8x a -
d 8Lm 8Lm 
-------v dt 8ya 8ya - a, (2.63) 
where the input v in the moving frame has the following relationship with the input u in 
the fixed frame: 
v(X, y, x, y, t) = u(x, Y + r(t), x, y + r(t), t). (2.64) 
In other words, 
L (L, 0, W) '" (Lm, 0, Wm) 
where Wm = (dya I a = 1, ... . n2). 
Our strategy is as follows. First, design a controller v for (Lm, 0, Wm) which asymp-
totically stabilizes ((xe,O),(O,O)) in the moving frame for some Xe E ffi.n1 • Then, (2.64) 
and (2.59) will give a controller u for (L, 0, W) which asymptotically tracks the reference 
signal ((xe, r(t)), (0, r(t))) E TQ. Consider the CL system (Lm, 0, Wm) with 
L- ( .. ) - 1 ·a·f3 'a'a 1 ·a·b v-() m X,y,X,y - "29af3X x + 9aaX Y + "2 9abY Y - X, (2.65) 
where 
(2.66) 
One can check 
and the relation in (2.12) between the control w for (Lm' 0, Wm) and the control v for 
(Lm, 0, Wm) is given by 
(2.67) 
In the above expression, we have performed potential energy shaping. Notice that Lm 
is time-independent and its kinetic energy is of the form of L. One can check that Lm 
satisfies AI-A5. Let Xe be a maximum of V. By Theorem 2.3.2, we can design a controller 
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w such that ((xe, 0), (0,0)) becomes an asymptotically stable equilibrium in the moving 
frame. From w we can derive the input u for the original system (L, 0, W) by (2.64) 
and (2.67). The asymptotic stabilization in the moving frame is equal to the tracking in 
the fixed frame. Thus, u becomes a tracking controller such that (x(t),<p(t),x(t),¢(t)) 
asymptotically converges to (xe, r(t), 0, f(t)). 
Example. Consider again the inverted pendulum on a cart. In this case, V is given by 
V(<p) = mgl cos <p + mlcsin<p, 
where <p is the pendulum angle and c is the constant acceleration of the reference curve. V 
has a maximum at <Po = arctan(c/g). This means that the cart will move with acceleration 
c with the pendulum slanted by angle <Po, and it agrees with physical intuition. 
Simulation. Next, we present tracking simulations for the system of an inverted pen-
dulum on a cart. The description of the system is given in § 2.2.2. Our goal is to make 
the cart track a given curve of constant acceleration a with the pendulum slanted by 
<Po := arctan (ao/g). Let r(t) = ~aotO with ao = ~g = 5.13m/s2 be the reference signal 
for the cart. Then <Po = 0.4824(rad) = 27.6365°. First, we choose the following control 
gains: a = -1.3966 x 102 , b = 1.8662 X 10-2 , d = 1.1600 X 10-2 , € = 1.0953 X 10-2 , 
and c = 8.7000 X 10-3 . Let e be the difference between the position of the cart and the 
reference signal. The first row and the second row of plots in Figure 2.5 are the responses 
with this controller with the initial conditions (q1(0), q2(0), q1(0), q2(0)) = (0, -2,0,0) and 
(q1(0),q2(0),q1(0),q2(0)) = (60°,2,0,0), respectively. We can see that the angle of the 
pendulum converges to <Po and the cart tracks the reference signal. However, this set of 
gains is not enough to handle a large initial angle difference. Hence we try another con-
troller with a = -6.0517 x 102 , b = 1.8120 X 10-1 , d = 1.1600 X 10-2 , € = 1.0953 X 10-2 and 
c = 8.7000 X 10-3 which was found earlier in order to get a large region of attraction in the 
regulation problem. The third row in Figure 2.5 is the response with this controller with 
the initial condition (q1(0),q2(0),q1(0),q2(0)) = (80°,0,0,0). This controller achieves our 
objective. 
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Figure 2.5: 1racking responses: (a) z(O) = (O, -2,0,0), (b) z(O) = (600 ,2,0,0), (c) z(O) = 
(800 ,0,0,0). 
2.4 The Extended A-Method 
Lagrangian mechanics for simple Lagrangians can be understood in terms of the Levi-
Civita connection by regarding the mass tensor as a Riemannian metric (see Marsden and 
Ratiu [1999]). Hence, one can understand the method of controlled Lagrangian systems 
in the same manner. This approach was taken in Auckly, Kapitanski, and White [2000], 
Auckly and Kapitanski [2001], Hamberg [1999, 2000]. This has the advantage that the 
useful tool of tensor analysis can be used. However, it has the disadvantage that the 
reduction of CL systems with symmetry is difficult in this approach, where the reduction 
of CL systems with symmetry will be discussed in § 4. 
In particular, Auckly, Kapitanski, and White [2000] and Auckly and Kapitanski [2001] 
developed so called A-method in order to more efficiently solve the PDE involved in the 
Euler-Lagrange matching conditions, (2.14) and (2.15), or equivalently, (2.16) and (2.17). 
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However, they did not consider external forces, i.e., they only dealt with CL systems of 
the form (L, 0, W). We extend their A-method by considering the full form of CL systems 
(L, F, W) as defined in Definition 2.1.1. This extension allows us to use gyroscopic forces 
for asymptotic stabilization. This will prove useful in the design of a controller for the 
system of an inverted pendulum on a rotor arm in § 2.4.3. A Hamiltonian analog of the 
A-method has not been developed. Refer to Gallot, Hulin, and Lafontaine [1993] for the 
Riemmanian geometry theory. 
2.4.1 Extended A-Method 
We will extend the A-method presented in Auckly, Kapitanski, and White [2000], by 
considering the full form of simple CL system (L, F, W) defined in Definition 2.1.1 and 
2.1.2. 
First, we review how to get equations of motion of a CL system (L, F, W) using the 
Levi-Civita connection. It is well known that the equation of motion of a CL system 
(L, F, W) with 
L(q, q) = ~mEqFEqI q) - V(q) 
can be written on TQ as follows: 
where u : TQ -+ W is the control and V' is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric 
m. Let P E f(T*Q (8) TQ) be the m-orthogonal projection with ker P = m-1W where 
m-orthogonality means 
m(PX,Y) = m(X,PY). (2.68) 
This projection P has the complete information of the control bundle W. Hence, the two 
pairs (L, F, W) and (L, F, P) contain the same information. 
We now reformulate the Euler-Lagrange matching conditions in terms of Levi-Civita 
connections. Consider two CL systems (Li' Fi , Wd, i = 1,2 with 
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Let V'i be the Levi-Civita connection of the metric mi, and Pi E r(T*Q \8> TQ) an mi-
orthogonal projection with ker Pi = milWi. Then, the Euler-Lagrange matching condi-
tions, ELM-I and ELM-2 in Definition 2.1.3 can be equivalently written as follows: 
ELM-I': ker PI = ker P2 
We are interested in the following question: 
Given a CL system (LI,FI' WI) (or, equivalently (LI,FI,PI )), find its CL-
equivalent CL systems. 
One can regard ELM-I and ELM-2 (or, equivalently, ELM-I' and ELM-2') as partial 
differential equations for (L2' F2, W2)(or, (L2, F2, P2)). Without loss of generality, one 
may assume that FI = 0 by letting 
(2.69) 
We decompose F2 as follows: 
where F!J(q) contains all the terms in F2 which do not depend on the velocity q. Then, 
by collecting the terms dependent on q and those independent of q, ELM-2' is split into 
the two conditions: 
mdsD~u - sD~u + m2I F2'(X)) = 0, 
PI (m11dVI - m2 IdV2 + m2I Fi) = O. 
(2.70) 
(2.71) 
Let A = m2ImI E r(T*Q \8> TQ). Then A is ml self-adjoint, i.e., mlA = A*ml E 
r(T*Q \8> T*Q), or 
(2.72) 
for X,Y E TQ. 
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The following is an extension of Proposition 1.1 in Auckly, Kapitanski, and White 
[2000]: 
Proposition 2.4.1. Let). = m2"lml and assume that m2 and F2 satisfy (2.70). Then, 
). satisfies 
forX,ZETQ. 
Proof. The following identity is from the proof of Proposition 1.1 in Auckly, Kapitanski, 
and White [2000]: 
Here we give a simpler and more accessible proof of (2.74) for the sake of completeness. 
Recall the following property of the Levi-Civita connection: 
\1xY - \1yX = [X, Y]. (2.75) 
Notice that the three (0,2)-tensors ml, m2 and ml). = mIm2" l ml are symmetric. We 
have 
mdPI \1lP1XZ, X) = ml(\1lplXZ, PIX) 
= ml (\11).PIx, PIX) - ml ([)'PIX, Z], PIX) 
= Z(ml).(PIX, PIX)) - (ml).)(PIX, \11PI X) 
- ml([).PIX, Z], PIX). (2.76) 
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We also have 
ml(PI sD~mfuwI X) = mlEsD~pfuwI PIX) 
= mOEsD~pfuwI )"'PIX) 
= mOEsD~FKKKmfuI )",PIX) - m2([)...PI X, Z], )"'PIX) 
1 
= "2Z(m2()...PIX, )...HX» - ml ([.\HX, Z], PIX) 
1 
= "2Z(ml)...(PIX, PIX» - ml ([.\PIX, Z], PIX). (2.77) 
By (2.76) and (2.77), 
(2.78) 
This proves (2.74). By (2.75) and (2.70), 
2PI(V'kY - sD~vF 
= PI (V'k+y (X + Y) - sD~+yEu + Y» - PI (V'k X - sD~uF - PI (V'}Y - sD~vF 
(2.79) 
By (2.74), (2.79), and (2.68), 
• 
The following is an extension of Proposition 1.2 in Auckly, Kapitanski, and White 
[2000]. 
Proposition 2.4.2. Let)... = m2"lml' and assume m2 and F2 satisfy (2.70). Then, m2 
satisfies 
(2.80) 
forX,ZETQ. 
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Proof. 
L)"PIXm2(Z, Z) = OmOEsD~AmfuI Z) 
= 2Zm2(APIX, Z) - 2m2(APIX, sD~wF 
= 2Zml(PIX, Z) - 2mI (PIX, sD~wF 
= 2ZmI (PIX' Z) - 2mI (X, PI sD~wF 
= [2Zml(PIX,Z) - 2ml(X'PlV'1Z)j- 2ml(X,PIm2"lF2(Z)) 
= LpIXml (Z, Z) - 2(F2 (Z), AP1X). 
Proposition 2.4.3. The condition (2.71) for V2 is the same as the following: 
• 
(2.81 ) 
for X E TQ. 
Proof. The equation (2.71) holds if and only if for all X E TQ 
from which (2.81) follows. • 
Proposition 2.4.1 and Proposition 2.4.2 convert the first-order quasi-linear PDE of m2 
into a first-order quasi-linear PDE (2.73) for A and a first-order linear PDE (2 .80) for m2 
where the coefficients of the derivatives of A do not depend on A. Hence, this splitting 
makes it easy to solve (2.70) for m2. Notice that we are free to choose F2 in (2.73) 
and (2.80), which allows more solutions for m2 than the original A-method in Auckly, 
Kapitanski, and White [2000j. We will make use of this additional F:l in § 2.4.3. 
The following proposition summarizes the extended A-method: 
Proposition 2.4.4. Let A = m2" lml' Then, m2 and F2 satisfy (2.70) if and only if A, 
F2 and m2 satisfy (2.73) and (2.80). The equation (2.71) is equivalent to the following: 
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for X E TQ 
(2.82) 
Once m2 is derived, W2 is given by W 2 = m2mll WI. 
Proof. This proof is essentially the same as that in Auckly and Kapitanski [1999] except 
for the additional term F2. For the sake of completeness we give the proof in the following. 
First statement: (::::}) Proposition 2.4.1 and Proposition 2.4.2. (-¢:::) For any X, Z E TQ, 
ml(PI (V'1-x - sD~u +m2" I F2(X)),Z) 
= ml(V'1-X - sD~u + m2"1 F2(X),PI Z) 
= ml(V'1-X, PIZ) - mOEsD~uI APIZ) + (F2(X), APIZ) 
= Xml(X, PIZ) - mdX, V'1-PI Z) - Xm2(X, APIZ) + m2(X, sD~AewF 
+ (F2(X), APIZ) 
= -ml(X, V'1-PI Z) + m2(X, sD~AmfwF + (F2(X), APIZ) 
= -~iplzmlEuIuF + ~iAmlzmOEuIuF + (F2(X),API Z) 
= -(F2(X), APIZ) + (F2(X), APIZ) 
=0. 
Since this holds for all X, Z E TQ, the equation (2.70) follows. 
Second statement: by Proposition 2.4.3. 
Third statement: by ELM-I'. 
2.4.2 Application to Stabilization Problems 
• 
We apply the extended A-method to stabilization problems. Here, we derive general 
formulae and in § 2.4.3 we apply them to the problem of stabilization of the inverted 
pendulum on a rotor arm. The work in this section is a generalization of Auckly and 
Kapitanski [2001] by taking additional gyroscopic forces into account. We keep most of 
the notations used in Auckly and Kapitanski [2001]. 
Denote by Q the configuration space of dimension s. Suppose that we are given a CL 
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system (L1,F1 = 0, Wd = (L,O, W) with 
and 
W = (dqa I a = l' + 1, ... , s) 
with l' < s. In this section, we use indices as follows: 
i,j,k,l = 1, ... ,s 
a,(3" = 1, ... ,1'« s) 
a, b, c = l' + 1, ... , s. 
The m-orthogonal projection P E f(T*Q 0 TQ) with ker P = m-1W is given in coordi-
nates by 
if a = 1, ... ,1', 
(2.83) 
if a = l' + 1, ... , s. 
We want to find CL systems (L2, F2, W2) = (L, fl, W) with F gyroscopic force quadratic 
in q of the following form: 
and 
with G = Gijkdqi 0 dqj 0 dqk E r(T*Q 0 T*Q 0 T*Q), where the skew symmetry in the 
last two indices of Gijk comes from the fact that F is gyroscopic. Among these equivalent 
systems, we will use a CL system whose energy has a minimum at the equilibrium of 
interest in applications. 
We apply Proposition 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.4 to the current problem, and then 
express the extended A-method in coordinates. 
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L ....... --Proposition 2.4.5. Suppose (L, 0, W) '" (L, F, W), where 
L = ~mEqI q) - V(q), L = ~mEqI q) - V(q), 
W = (dqa I a = r + 1, ... , s), F (X) = G (X, X) 
for X E TQ with dimQ = sand G a (0,3)-tensor satisfying Gijk = -Gikj. Let V' be 
the Levi- Civita connection of the metric m, and P be the m-orthogonal projection with 
ker = m- 1 W. Then, the following holds: for all X, Y, Z E TQ 
V'z(m'x)(PX,PY) - ~EdEDxmuIIupyF + G(,XPY,'xPX), Z) = 0, (2.84) 
L>.p xm(Y, Z) = Lpxm(Y, Z) - (G(Y, Z) + G(Z, Y), 'xP X), (2.85) 
L>.pxV = LpxV. (2.86) 
In coordinates, 
where i,j,k = 1, ... ,8, and 0:,/3 = 1, ... ,r. 
Proof. Proof of (2.84) and (2.87) : Using the property G(X, Y)Z = -G{X, Z)Y, one can 
write (2.73) as follows: 
V' z(m'x) (PX, PX) = (G('xPX, 'xPX) , Z). 
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Notice that m).. and 'V z(m)..) are symmetric (0,2) tensors. Hence, 
1 
'V z(m)..)(P X, PY) = 2 ['V z(m)..)(P(X + Y) , P(X + Y)) 
- 'Vz(m)..)(PX, PX) - 'Vz(m)..)(PY, PY)) 
= ~EdEF"px I )"PY) + G()"PY,)..P X), Z) 
which proves (2.84). In coordinates, for Z = -ltc, 
and 
Notice from (2.83) that 
1m P = \ a~n I a = 1, ... , r ) . 
The equation (2.87) follows from (2.84), (2.90), (2.91) and (2.92). 
(2.91) 
(2.92) 
Proof of (2.85) and (2.88): Notice that m and m are symmetric tensors. So, (2.85) 
follows from the polarization of (2 .80) in the same way as in the proof of (2.84) . By (2.92) , 
consider the case that P X = -/qa, a = 1, ... , r . Then, 
(2.93) 
and 
(2.94) 
The equation (2.88) follows from (2.85), (2.93), (2.94) and (2.91). 
Proof of (2.86) and (2.89) : Proposition 2.4.3 and (2.92). • 
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Remark 2.4.6. If one sets F or 8 to zero, the results in Auckly and Kapitanski [2001J 
are recovered. 
2.4.3 Example: Inverted Pendulum on a Rotor Arm 
We apply the extended A-method to the design of an asymptotically stabilizing feedback 
control law for the inverted pendulum on a rotor arm shown in Figure 2.6. This example 
was first handled in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1999a] enjoying the CL method, but 
they did not accomplish the asymptotic stabilization of the position of the lower arm. 
I = pendulum length 
m = pendulum bob mass 
M = whirling mass 
g = gravitational acceleration 
R = radius of arm 
u = shaft torque 
ql = angle of pendulum from 
the upward vertical 
q2 = angle of mass M from 
a fixed vertical plane 
Figure 2.6: Inverted pendulum on a rotor arm. 
The configuration space is Q = Sl X Sl. We will use (q1, q2) as local coordinates where 
q1 is the angle of the pendulum from the upward vertical and q2 is the angle of mass M 
from a fixed vertical plane. This system can be described as a CL system (L, 0, W) with 
L( q1 , q2, il J:?) = ~mlO ((/)2 + mRl cos( q1 )q1 q2 
+ ~EEm + M)R2 + ml2 sin2(q1))(?)2 - mgl cos(q1), 
and 
For simplicity, we will use the following Lagrangian instead: 
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Then, the nonzero Christoffel symbols of the first kind are given by 
[11,2] = -sin(ql); [12,2] = [21,2] = sin(ql)cos(ql); [22,1] = -sin(ql)cos(ql). 
The A-equations in (2.87) are given by 
{ 
{) .. 1 I {) .. 2 • I 2 I 2 ~ 2 2 ~ ~ + cos(q F~ + sm(q )Al - AIA1G12l - AIA IG221 = 0, 
{) .. i I {) .. ~ . I I 2 I I ~ I 2 ~ &p: + cos( q ) &p: - 2 sm( q ) cos( q )AI - Al Al GU 2 - Al Al G2I2 = o. 
(2.95) 
In stead of dealing with general solutions of (2.95), we will restrict ourselves to a particular 
solution. To simplify the second equation in (2.95), we choose 
~ ~ 1 I I 
G2I2 = -G22I = -12sin(q ) cos(q ); 
Al 
Then, (2.95) becomes 
( 
{) .. 1 {) .. 2 )..2)..2 a:± + cos(ql) P + sin(qi )AI - ~O sin(ql) coS(ql), 
q q "I 
{) .. 1 1 {) .. 2 ~ +cos(q F~ = o. 
We will use the following particular solution to (2.96): 
with kl' k2 E R Hence, 
~ ~ 1 I 
G212 = -G221 = 2kI sin(q ) cos(q ); 
(2.96) 
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With this solution, the equations (2.88) become 
\ 1 oml2 + \ 2 om12 i'J8.. ~ . ( 1) d~ \ 2 Al oq AI7f(j2 + 8Q1 m22 = - sm q - 212 A l' (2.97) 
One can solve the third equation in (2.97) for m22 as follows: 
where C22 is an arbitrary function of x2 and x2 is defined by 
Now, one does not need to solve the first two equations in (2.97) for mI2,ml1. Using the 
relation mA = m, one gets 
The equation (2.89) is given by 
whose solution is 
where U(·) is an arbitrary function. The control bundle tV = mm-1W is given by 
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So far, we have found a CL system (L, P, W) parameterized by real numbers kl' k2 and 
functions C22, U, which is CL-equivalent to the original system. Hence, we will equivalently 
work with (L, P, W) to find a controller that asymptotically stabilizes (0,0,0,0). To 
simplify computation, we use new coordinates (Xl , x 2 ) defined by 
_ I 2 ._ (I 2 ~l ( OtanE~F ~l )) X - (X ,x ) .- q, q + k k arctan 1 k k . 
2- I 1+tan2 (%) 2- 1 
In the new coordinates (xl, x 2 ), the CL system (L, P, W) is expressed as 
[
-kl(k2-2k l cos2(xl)) -kl cos(xl) 1 
k2-k 1 COS2 (X 1 ) mx= 
-kl COS(xl) C22(X2) - kl cos2(X1) , 
V(x) = -kl cOS(xl) + U(x2 ), 
P(x, i;) = 2kl sin(xl ) cos(xl) (i;2 - k kl c;s(x
l ~r 1)) (_i;2dxl + i; l dx2), 
2 - 1 cos X 
W = (dx2 ). 
Let E = ~mEi;Ii;F + V(x) be the energy of the CL system (L, P, W). One can check that 
the energy E has a local minimum at (0,0, 0, 0) if 
C22(0) > kl > 0, k1(k? - 2kI C22(0) + k2C22(0)) > O' 
-k2 + kl ' 
(2.98) 
U' (0) = 0, U" (0) > O. (2.99) 
To make the new coordinates (xl, x 2 ) be real-valued coordinates, we need the following 
additional condition: 
(2.100) 
One can always find some parameters kl' k2' C22(X2), U(x2) satisfying (2.98), (2.99), (2.100). 
Here, for simplicity, we use the following U: 
E > O. 
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Take the following dissipative force u as a feedback control to the system eL, F, W): 
c> 0. 
Then, 
~ 
dE = _c(x2 )2 < 0. 
dt -
Hence, the equilibrium point (0,0,0,0) is Lyapunov stable in the closed-loop dynamics 
(i,F,u). 
We now show the asymptotic stability of the origin (0,0,0,0) in the closed-loop system 
(L,F,u). Since E has a strict local minimum at the origin and dE/dt S 0, there is a real 
number 1 such that the set 
0 1 = ((x, x) I E(x,x) s l} 
is non-empty, compact and positively invariant. Define 
M:= the largest invariant subset of E. 
Suppose that a trajectory (x(t), x(t)) = (x 1 (t), x2 (t), xl (t), x2 (t)) is contained in M for all 
t ~ 0. By the definition of M, we have 
Vt ~ 0. (2.101) 
The trajectory obeys the equations of motion of (L, F, u), which along the trajectory 
(2.101) become as follows: 
-k1(k2-2k1COS2(X1)) .. 1 kik2 cos(x1) sin(x1) (.1)2 k . (1) ° 
----'----."...,....-:-'---'-'-x - X + 1 SIn x = , 
k2 - k1 cos2(x1) (k2 - k1 cos2(x1 ))2 (2.102) 
k ( 1) .. 1 k . (1)(.1)2 2(0) _ 2kisin(xl)cos
2(xl)(.1)2 
- 1 cos X x + 1 sm x x + EX - - k k 2 ( 1) X . 2 - 1 cos X 
(2.103) 
If x 1 (t) = ° for all t ~ 0, (2.103) implies that x2 (0) = ° for all t ~ 0. Hence, we will have 
(x 1 (t),X2 (t)x 1 (t),x2 (t)) = (0,0,0,0) for all t ~ 0. Now, suppose that x 1 (t) 0:1 ° for some 
t ~ 0. Notice that the following quantity Co (it is the part of the energy E corresponding 
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to the variables (xl,xl) ,or it is the energy of (2.102)) is constant along the trajectory of 
(2.102): 
C _~-klEkO-OklcosOExlFFEK1FO_k (1) 0- k k 2( 1) X 1 cos X . 2 2 - 1 cos X (2.104) 
Notice that Co has a strict local minimum at (xl, xl) = (0,0). Hence, the trajectory 
(x1(t),x1(t)) will oscillate about (0,0), so x1(t) satisfies, 
(2.105) 
for some a, b > O. Now, solve (2.102) for xl, substitute it into (2.103), solve the resul-
tant equation for (xl )2, and then substitute it into (2.104). Then, along the trajectory 
(xl(t),x2(0),xl(t),0) the following holds: 
c - -k (1) COS(xl )(kl cos2(xl ) - k2)(2kl COS2(Xl) - k2) 
0- 1 cos X + 2(2ki cos4(xl) _ k~F 
Ex2(0)(2kl cos2(x l ) - k2)2 
2sin(xl)(2kicos4(xl) - k~F" (2.106) 
By (2.105), the identity (2.106) must hold in the interval [-a, b] of xl with a, b > O. Since 
only the term with the factor sin(xl ) in (2.106) is an odd function, that term must vanish 
(also notice only the term with the factor sin(xl ) blows up at 0). So, we have 
X2(O) = O. 
Then, the following must hold in the interval [-a, b] of xl: 
which is impossible unless xl(t) is constant. So far, we have shown that 
Substitution of this into (2.103) implies sin{xl(O)) = O. It follows that Xl(O) = O. There-
fore, the only possible trajectory in the set M is the equilibrium, (0,0,0,0) only. By 
LaSalle's theorem, the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium in the closed-loop 
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system (i, F, W'). The feedback control u to the original system can be derived from 
(2.12) . 
Remark 2.4.7. Notice that the gyroscopic force F was useful in this example. 
2.5 Summary and Future Work 
We have developed the method of controlled Lagrangian (CL) systems and applied it to 
a couple of systems for stabilization. Here, we summarize this chapter section by section. 
§ 2.1. We first reviewed Lagrangian mechanics. We then defined CL systems on TQ 
(Definition 2.1.1). Then we defined the CL-equivalence relation among CL systems on 
TQ and the Euler-Lagrange matching conditions (Definition 2.1.3) for simple CL systems 
(Definition 2.1.2). If two simple CL systems are CL-equivalent, then for any control for 
one system there exists a control for the other system such that the two closed-loop sys-
tems produce the same equations of motion (Proposition 2.1.5). We then introduced the 
CL-inclusion relation, which is a partial order in the class of CL systems on TQ (Defi-
nition 2.1.6). If one simple CL system includes an another, then for any control for the 
included system, there exists a control for the including system such that the two closed-
loop systems produce the same equations of motion (Proposition 2.1.7). Two simple CL 
systems are equivalent if and only if they include each other. We illustrated the CL equiv-
alence and the CL inclusion by understanding the well-known collocated/noncollocated 
partial feedback transformations within the framework of the CL equivalence/inclusion 
(§ 2.1.3). In addition, we defined notions of energy, dissipative forces, and gyroscopic 
forces (§ 2.1.2). They are physical quantities which are closely related to stability. Dis-
sipative forces decrease energy. Gyroscopic forces do not change energy but introduce 
couplings to the dynamics. 
§ 2.2. We gave the usual procedure of applying the method of CL systems to control 
synthesis for asymptotic stabilization. The basic idea is as follows: Given a CL system of 
the form (L, 0, F), which is of the usual ideal form in applications, find a CL-equivalent 
system ei, Fgn W), where the energy of the second system has a minimum at the equilib-
rium of interest and Fgr is a gyroscopic force. Then, add a dissipative feedback force in 
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the direction of tV. We used this method to design an asymptotically stabilizing control 
law for the inverted pendulum on a cart with a relatively large region of attraction. In 
that example, dissipation alone was enough for us to achieve the goal. We did not have 
to employ any gyroscopic forces. We performed several computer simulations. 
§ 2.3. We found a class of CL systems for which an asymptotically stabilizing control 
law can be designed with the CL method. This class contains systems such as the inverted 
pendulum on a cart and the spherical pendulum on a cart. For this same class of systems, 
we were able to design tracking controllers for a constant acceleration reference signal. 
§ 2.4. We extended the A-method. The A-method was originally developed by Auckly, 
Kapitanski, and White [2000] and Auckly and Kapitanski [2001] to systematically solve 
PDE's involved in the second Euler-Lagrange matching condition, ELM-2 for simple 
CL systems of the form (L, 0, W). Our extended A-method considers the full form of CL 
systems (L, F, W) such that not only can one solve the PDE's with more freedom, but also 
more importantly, introduce gyroscopic forces into the dynamics. The usual procedure of 
applying the extended A-method to stabilization problems is given in Proposition 2.4.5. 
We applied it to the design of an asymptotically stabilizing controller for the inverted 
pendulum on a rotor arm (§ 2.4.3). In this application, we made use of a gyroscopic force 
as well as a dissipative feedback control. 
Future Work. 
1. There needs to be a simple criterion, like the controllability rank condition, which 
tells when the CL method provides an asymptotically stabilizing controller for a given 
system. 
2. When we applied the CL method to stabilization problems, we assumed that a given 
CL system does not have any external forces, i.e., it is of the form (L, 0, W). Suppose that 
two simple systems (Ll' F l , Wt) and (L2' F2, W2) are CL-equivalent and (Ll' F l , WI) is the 
system for which we want to design a control to asymptotically stabilize an equilibrium of 
interest. Then the force Fl is transformed to m2ml1 Fl in the second system. However it 
may be that the force m2mll Fl increases the energy E2 of the second system while the 
energy E2 has a minimum at the equilibrium and the force m2ml1 F cannot be cancelled 
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out by any feedbacks U2 for the second system. This type of difficulty never happens when 
Pi = o. One needs to do more systematic studies of the cases when Pi =I- O. Woolsey 
[2001] studied the case when there is a physical dissipation to the original system along 
the unactuated directions. 
3. It is reasonable to expect that one can extend the method of CL systems so that it is 
applied to nonholonomic systems and elastic systems; see Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden, 
and Murray [1996], Zenkov, Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2000] and Zenkov, Bloch, and 
Marsden [2002]. 
4. In this chapter, we only considered static feedback laws, i.e., control forces depend 
on (q, q). However, one can generalize the CL method such that it includes the dynamic 
feedback control laws, too. 
5. A preliminary work on tracking was done in § 2.3.3. More research on application 
of the CL method to general tracking problems is necessary. For this purpose, one should 
generalize the CL method by allowing the explicit time-dependence of CL systems, which 
is straightforward. Let us make a general comment on a technical point about track-
ing. When one wants to design a tracking controller, he needs to compare the current 
state (vector) with the reference state (vector). In general, these two vectors are based 
at different points. Hence, just naive subtraction of these vectors would only hold in local 
coordinates unless the configuration space is ]Rn. One might want to make use of any 
possible geometric structures to compare two vectors; the parallel transport with a Rie-
mannian metric, or the left or right translation for Lie groups. In particular, when the 
configuration space is a Lie group, the Killing form is very useful whether or not it is 
nondegenerate. 
6. In mechanics, symmetry gives a conserved quantity. For example, the energy is 
due to the time symmetry and angular momentum is due to the rotation symmetry. In 
control, we usually make use of them by changing those quantities using control forces. 
In the CL method, we made use of the energy for stabilization. It would be interesting 
to consider other possible conserved quantities that may be present in a specific problem. 
The energy-Casimir method is one way (Bloch, Chang, Leonard, Marsden and Woolsey 
[2000]). See also Chang, Chichka, and Marsden [2002] or Appendix A in this thesis where 
they used the angular momentum and Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector to design a feedback 
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control for transfer between elliptic Keplerian orbits. 
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Chapter 3 
The Method of Controlled Hamiltonian Systems 
It is well known in mechanics that most mechanical systems can be described by Hamil-
tonian mechanics as well as by Lagrangian mechanics. In a similar manner, there is a 
Hamiltonian counterpart to the method of CL systems. We call it the method of con-
trolled Hamiltonian (CH) systems. Unlike the CL method, the CH method has been used 
under a couple of different names and in different versions; modification of Hamiltonian 
and Hamiltonian structures (Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden, and Sanchez De Alvarez 
[1992] and Woolsey and Leonard [1999]) and interconnection and damping assignment 
passivity beased control, or IDA-PBC (Ortega and Spong [2000]). In this chapter, we give 
the intrinsic formulation of the method of CH systems, and then show that the method 
of CL systems and that of CH systems are equivalent for simple mechanical systems. We 
outline this chapter in the following. 
A controlled Hamiltonian (CH) systems is a quadruple (H, B, F, W) of a Hamiltonian 
H on the cotangent bundle T*Q, an almost Poisson tensor B, i.e., a skew-symmetric 
(2,0)-tensor on T*Q, an external force F : T*Q ~ T*Q and a control bundle W C T*Q. 
A feedback control is a map u : T*Q ~ W . Once we choose a control u, we call the 
quadruple (H,B,F,u) the closed-loop (Hamiltonian) system. The equations of motion, or 
the vector field on T*Q of the closed-loop system (H, B, F, u) is given by 
X(H,B,F,u) = B~de + vlift(F) + vlift(u), 
where the operator vlift( ·) denotes the vertical lift . We call a CH system simple if the 
Hamiltonian has the form of kinetic plus potential energy, and the almost Poisson tensor 
is of the particular form described in this chapter. 
We define an equivalence relation by feedback transformation among CH systems on a 
cotangent space in a similar way to the CL-equivalence relation. We call this equivalence 
relation the CH-equivalence relation. The method of CH systems is used in a similar 
manner to that of CL systems. 
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In mechanics, the Jacobi identity of a Poisson tensor is very important because it is 
related to an integrability condition. In control problems, however, we sometimes want to 
design a control so that the trajectory can move from one point to another by departing 
from any integral submanifold that may be present . This is why we only use almost 
Poisson tensors in the definition of CH systems without requiring the Jacobi identity. 
However, the skew symmetry of an almost Poisson tensor is needed because it is related 
to the energy conservation in the absence of any external or control forces. In this thesis, 
we also study the relationship between the failure of the Jacobi identity, and gyroscopic 
forces. We identify the failure of the Jacobi identity in terms of gyroscopic forces and show 
that gyroscopic forces can be incorporated into the almost Poisson tensor. Hence, in the 
application of the CH method to stabilization problems, one need not use a gyroscopic 
force explicitly because it can be encoded into the almost Poisson tensor. This point 
implies that the introduction of gyroscopic forces to the CL side is crucial in two ways: 1. 
asymptotic stabilization, and 2. equivalence of the CL method and the CH method. 
In applications, most mechanical systems are simple CL/CH systems, that is, simple 
mechanical systems. We show that the method of CL systems and that of CH systems are 
equivalent for simple mechanical systems. Although it sounds obvious, the proof requires 
quite a development of theory. This equivalence implies that one can use either method 
for applications. Which method to use depends on the specifically given problem, just 
as the preferred choice of coordinates depends on the given PDE. However, one should 
remember that on the CL side, the extended A-method is available to systematically solve 
the involved PDE's. 
3.1 Controlled Hamiltonian (CH) Systems 
In this section, we develop the method of CH systems rigorously. This will include all 
previously known theories such as modification of Hamiltonian and Hamiltonian structures 
(Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden, and Sanchez De Alvarez [1992] and Woolsey and Leonard 
[1999]) and IDA-PBC (Ortega and Spong [2000]). In addition, our setting will prove 
especially useful when we perform reduction of CH systems with symmetry in § 4. 
3.1.1 Controlled Hamiltonian Systems 
We start this section with a review of classical Hamiltonian mechanics. 
Review of Hamiltonian Mechanics. We review the Hamiltonian mechanics . More 
detail can be found in Marsden and Ratiu [1999]. A symplectic manifold is a pair 
(P, 0), where P is a manifold and 0 is a closed nondegenerate two-form on P called the 
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symplectic form. The dimension of P becomes even automatically. A vector field X on 
P is called Hamiltonian if there is a function H : P 4 IR such that 
ixO = dH 
that is, for all v E TzP we have 
Oz(X(z), v) = dH(z)v. 
In this case we write XH for X. Hamilton's equations are defined by 
When P = T*Q is the cotangent bundle of a manifold Q of dimension n, and 0 = 
f:~= 1 dqi 1\ dPi is the canonical symplectic form on T* Q with coordinates (qi, Pi), Hamil-
ton's equations in (qi, Pi) coordinates are 
.i 8H 
q =-8 ' Pi 
One can check that the Hamiltonian H is constant along the flow of the Hamiltonian 
vector field X H since 
(3.1) 
by the skew symmetry of O. 
A symplectic form 0 on a manifold P induces the Poisson bracket {, } : F(P) x 
F(P) 4 F(P) defined by 
{F, G}(z) = O(Xp(z), Xa(z» (3.2) 
where F(P) is the space of smooth functions on P. The Poisson bracket {, } satisfies the 
following properties: 
(i) {F, G} = -{G, F}, 
(ii) {F + G,H} = {F,H} + {G,H}, 
(iii) {FG,H} = F{G,H} + G{F,H}, 
(iv) {F, {G,H}} + {G, {H, F}} + {H, {F,G}} = 0 
for F, G, H E F(P). In particular, (iv) is called the Jacobi identity. The Jacobi identity 
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is related to the closedness of the symplectic form n. One can check 
(3.3) 
The Poisson bracket induces a skew symmetric nondegenerate (2,0) tensor B on P as 
follows: 
B(dF,dG) = {F,G} 
for F, G E F(P). By the Jacobi identity of the Poisson Bracket, the Poisson tensor 
B = Bij..!L,. ® ..!L,. satisfies 8z' 8zJ 
jk ki ij 
Bli DB Blj DB Blk DB = 0 
Dzl + Dzl + Dzl ' (3.4) 
where the summation over l is implied. For example, when P = T*Q and n = 2:7=1 dqi 1\ 
dPi, then the canonical Poisson bracket on T*Q is given by 
and the canonical Poisson tensor Bean on T*Q is given by 
with In the n x n identity matrix, n = dim Q. 
Above, we started with a pair (P, n). But, one can equivalently start with a pair 
(P, {,}). Then, (3.3) defines Hamiltonian vector fields X H , and (3.2) defines the symplectic 
form n since TzP is spanned by X Zi , i = 1, ... ,n where z = (Zl' ... ,zn) is local coordinates. 
One can also start with a pair (P, B). 
A Poisson manifold is a pair (P, {,}), where P is a manifold and the bracket {,} : 
F(P) x F(P) -+ F(P) is a map satisfying the properties, (i) - (iv). Hence, a symplectic 
manifold is a Poisson manifold with the Poisson bracket (3.2). But a Poisson manifold 
may not be a symplectic manifold. One example is the Euclidean 3-space ]R3 with the 
following Poisson bracket: 
{F,G}(q) = q. (\1F x \1G) 
for F, G E F(]R3), q E ]R3 and \1 is the usual gradient in ]R3. 
For the purpose of the control of Hamiltonian mechanical systems, we relax the Jacobi 
identity condition which the Poisson bracket satisfies. The reason is that the conservation 
of the Hamiltonian along its Hamiltonian flow in (3.1) is due to the skew-symmetry of 
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{,}, (or, equivalently, B or 0). 
Almost Poisson Structure. In this chapter, we mainly consider the case that the 
manifold of interest is T*Q. Following Cannas Da Silva and Weinstein [1999], we define an 
almost Poisson tensor Bon T*Q to be a skew-symmetric (2, D)-tensor on T*Q. Hence, 
B deos not have to satisfy (3.4). Its almost Poisson bracket {, } : F(T*Q) xF(T*Q) -+ 
F(T*Q) is defined as 
{F,G} = B(dF,dG) 
for F, G E F(T*Q). Then { , } satisfies the following properties: 
(i) {F,G}=-{G,F}, 
(ii) {F + G,H} = {F,H} + {G,H}, 
(iii) {FG,H} = F{G,H} + G{F,H} 
for F, G, H E F(T*Q). It is not necessary that the bracket satisfy the Jacobi identity: 
{F, {G,H}} + {G, {H,F}} + {H, {F,G}} = D 
for F, G, H E F(T*Q). In coordinates, the almost Poisson tensor B can be written in 
terms of its action on the coordinate functions: 
The induced map B~ : T*T*Q -+ TT*Q is defined as 
for a z , f3z E T;T*Q. 
It is well known that almost Poisson structures arise in nonholonomic mechanics (see 
van der Schaft and Maschke [1994]' Koon and Marsden [1998], and references therein). 
Vertical Lift. Let V be a vector bundle over a manifold Q. The vertical lift of a vector 
Wq E Vq along the vector Vq E Vq is the vector vliftvq (wq) E Tvq V defined by 
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In coordinates (qi, Vi, Oqi, ovi ) on TV, 
The vertical lift vlift(F) of a fiber-preserving map F : V --+ V is the section of V to TV 
defined by 
(3.5) 
The vertical lift of a subbundle W of V is defined by 
(3.6) 
Controlled Hamiltonian Systems. The Hamiltonian analog of a CL system is defined 
as follows. 
Definition 3.1.1. A controlled Hamiltonian system (CH system) is a quadruple 
(H, B, F, W) where H : T*Q --+ IR is a function called a Hamiltonian, B is an almost 
Poisson tensor, F : T*Q --+ T*Q is the fiber-preserving {external force} map, and W C 
T*Q is a subbundle of T*Q and called the control subbundle. 
Sometimes, W denotes the set of bundle maps from T* Q to W. As on the Lagrangian 
side, when we choose a specific control u : T*Q --+ W, we call the quadruple (H, B, F, u) a 
closed-loop Hamiltonian system. The vector field X(H,B,F,u) of the closed-loop system 
(H, B, F, u) is given by 
X(H,B,F,u) = B~de + vlift(F) + vlift(u). (3.7) 
We denote the first term on the right-hand side of (3.7) by X(H,B) as follows: 
This is the same as the classical definition of the Hamiltonian vector field. But in the 
notation X(H,B), we also make clear the almost Poisson tensor being used because we will 
deal with two CH systems simultaneously. 
Remark 3.1.2. 1. The notion of CH systems is essentially the same as that of port-
controlled Hamiltonians in van der Schaft [2000j. We improved the foundational setting 
for the controlled Hamiltonian method. This improved setting will payoff when we consider 
systems with symmetry and reduction. The reduction will be explained in § 4. 
2. One could develop the method of CH systems on a general manifold, rather than on 
T*Q. In such a case, however, it is vague where to introduce forces into the dynamics. 
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Matching Conditions, CH Equivalence, and CH Inclusion. Suppose we have two 
controlled Hamiltonian systems (Hi, B i , Fi, Wi), i = 1,2. 
Definition 3.1.3. We say that these systems satisfy the matching conditions if 
In addition, we say that two Hamiltonian systems are CH-equivalent if HM-1 and 
HM-2 hold for the systems. We use the symbol!!- for this equivalence relation. 
Proposition 3.1.4. Suppose that the two controlled Hamiltonian systems (Hi, B i , Fi , Wi), 
i = 1,2 are CH-equivalent. Then for an arbitrary control law for one system, there exists 
a control law for the other system such that the closed-loop systems produce the same 
equations of motion. The explicit relation between the two control laws Ui, i = 1,2 is given 
by 
vlift(U2) = vlift(UI) + EB~def + vlift(FI)) - EB~deO + vlift(F2))' (3.8) 
Proof. Consider the following equation: 
This leads to (3.8). • 
One can also define a partial order, CH inclusion in the class of Hamiltonian systems 
as follows. 
Definition 3.1.5. A controlled Hamiltonian system (HI, B I , FI , Wd is said to include 
another controlled Hamiltonian system (H2' B 2, F2, W2) if the following hold: 
If (HI, B I , F I , WI) includes (H2' B 2, F2, W2), then for any choice of control U2 : T*Q -t 
W 2, there exists a control UI : T*Q -t WI satisfying 
such that the two closed-loop systems with these controls produce the same equations of 
motion. 
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3.1.2 Simple Controlled Hamiltonian Systems 
In most engineering applications, mechanical systems are described by simple Hamiltoni-
ans, i.e., Hamiltonians having the kinetic plus potential energy form. Here, we will make a 
definition of such systems and study their properties. We will show that the almost Pois-
son structure (i.e. , failure of the Jacobi identity of the Poisson bracket) can be understood 
as gyroscopic forces for simple CH systems (Proposition 3.1. 7 and Proposition 3.1.9). 
Simple Hamiltonian Systems. The definition of a simple CH system is slightly more 
subtle than its Lagrangian counterpart. 
Definition 3.1.6. A CH system (H, B, F, W) is called simple when the Hamiltonian 
function has the form kinetic plus potential energy: 
1 
H(q,p) = 2(P, m-l(q)p) + V(q), (3.9) 
where m is a nondegenerate symmetric (0,2)-tensor and the almost Poisson tensor B is 
nondegenerate and has the form: 
B - [0 K(q)T] 
(q,p) - -K(q) J(q ,p) (3.10) 
in cotangent coordinates (q, p) on T* Q, where K, J are n x n matrices with n = dim Q. 
One can check that the statement that B has the form (3.10) is independent of the 
choice of cotangent bundle coordinates for T*Q. We call almost Poisson tensors of form 
(3.10) with K invertible simple. 
Decomposition of Simple Almost Poisson Tensors. Now we define a decomposition 
of simple almost Poisson tensors in the following way. Let B be a given simple almost 
Poisson tensor. The relation 
(3.11) 
defines a unique 'ifJB E r(Aut(T*Q)), where e is the canonical one form on T*Q,l and 
B is regarded as a linear map B : T*T*Q ~ TT*Q. Suppose B is given by (3.10) in 
coordinates. It implies 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
B(q,p) = -Kij(q)-8 0 8 J. + K ij(q) 8 J. 0 -8 + Jij(q,P)-8 0 -8 . 
'Pi q q 'Pi Pi Pj 
IThe canonical one form on TOQ is given by Pidqi in cotangent coordinates (qi,pi) for TOQ . 
Then, 
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a 
B 0 6(q,p) = B(q,p)(pkdqk) = Kij(q)Pj-a 
Pi 
which is the vertical lift of Kij(q)pjdqi at (q,p). Hence, (3.11) defines a unique '¢B E 
r(Aut(T*Q)) and its local expression is given by 
'¢B(q,p) = (q, K(q) p) (3.12) 
with B given by (3.10) in coordinates. 
Given a simple almost Poisson tensor B, we can uniquely decompose B into the two 
almost Poisson tensors Br and Bgr as follows: 
B = Br + Bgr 
where 
Br = ('¢"i/)*Bean; Bgr = B - ('¢"i/)*Bean (3.13) 
with Bean the canonical Poisson tensor on T*Q. When B is given by (3.10) in coordinates, 
we have the following coordinate expressions: 
[ 
0 K(q)T 1 
-K(q) CK(q,p) 
(3 .14) 
[~ J(q,p) ~ChEqIpFl (3.15) 
where 
where (K(qf)i is the i-th column of the matrix K(qf and (, ] is the Lie bracket. The 
formula (3.16) is essentially the same as the equation (19) in van der Schaft and Maschke 
[1994]. By (3.10), (3.12) and (3.14), we have 
(3.17) 
Notice that the Poisson tensor Br satisfies the Jacobi-identity because it is a pull-back of 
the canonical Poisson bracket. 
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Construction of Gyroscopic Forces. Given a simple CR system (H, B = Br + 
Bgr, F, W), the almost Poisson tensor Bgr and the Ramiltonian H defines a gyroscopic 
force Fgr : T*Q -+ T*Q by the following relation: 
(3.18) 
By (3.15)' in coordinates, 
which is the vertical lift of ((J - ChFijEqIpFU~~~ImFF dqi at (q,p). Rence, (3 .18) defines 
the unique force Fgr : T*Q -+ T*Q, which is locally written as 
The reason we call Fgr the gyroscopic force is that it does not change the Ramiltonian H 
in the following sense 
vlift(Fgr)[H] = deEEBgrF~deF = Bgr(dH,dH) = 0 
due to the skew symmetry of B gr . The dynamics with gyroscopic forces still conserve 
energy. 
This decomposition of simple almost Poisson tensors simplifies the class of simple CR 
systems under the CR-equivalence relation. Suppose that we are given a simple CR system 
(H, B = Br + B gr , F, W). Then (3.18) implies 
B~de + vlift(F) = EBrF ~de + vlift(Fgr + F). 
Therefore the simple CR system (H, B = Br + B gr , F , W) is CR-equivalent to the simple 
CR system (H, B r , Fgr + F, W), where Fgr is given by (3.18). By (3.13) and (3.17), 
(3.19) 
This proves the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. 7. A given simple CH system (H, B = Br + B gr , F, W) is CH-equivalent 
to the CH system (H, B r, Fgr + F , W) , where B = Br + Bgr is the decomposition of B 
into the regular part and the gyroscopic part and Fgr : T*Q -+ T*Q is determined by the 
relation vlift(Fgr ) = B:rdH. In particular, Br satisfies (3.19). 
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A consequence is 
Corollary 3.1.8. An arbitrary simple CH system is CH-equivalent to a simple CH system 
(H, B, F, W) with the Poisson tensor B satisfying the Jacobi identity and WBB = Bean. 
Equivalently, one can say B = ¢* Bean for some ¢ E r(Aut(T*Q)). In coordinates, B is 
always of the form 
B - [0 K(q)T 1 
(q,p) - -K(q) CK(q,P) 
with CK in {3.16} when ¢ {or, wi/} is in coordinates given by 
¢(q,p) = (q, K(q)-1 p). 
Proof. A direct consequence of Proposition 3.1.7 and (3.14). • 
We now consider the opposite direction, i.e., one may address the question "can the 
gyroscopic force be incorporated into the Poisson tensor for a simple CH system?". The 
answer is yes. Let us consider a simple CH system (H,B,Fgr , W) with H = !(p,m- 1p) + 
V(q), and Fgr a gyroscopic force. By the definition of the gyroscopic force, Fgr = (Fgr)idqi 
satisfies 
where m -1 = (m i j ). Hence, (Fgr)i should be of the form 
We have proved the following: 
Proposition 3.1.9. Given a simple CH system (H, B, F + Fgr , W) with Fgr a gyroscopic 
force, the following holds: 
1. Fgr is always written of the form: 
lk i Fgr(q,p) = PIS (q,p)mki(q)dq, 
for some functions Sij(q,p) where mij is the mass matrix of H. 
2. We have 
H -(H, B, F + Fgr , W) '" (H, B + B, F, W), 
where 
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Proof. We have only to check that B + 13 is a simple almost Poisson tensor, which is 
readily done. • 
Remark 3.1.10. Proposition 3.1.7 and Proposition 3.1.9 show that the almost Poisson 
structure (i.e., failure of the Jacobi identity of the Poisson bracket) can be understood as 
a 9yroscopic force for simple CH systems and vice versa. 
We give an example of Proposition 3.1.9. Consider a simple model for the symmetric 
flight of a plane where there are only the gravity and the lift acting on the plane (See 
Figure 3.1). Let]R2 be the configuration space and (x, z) the coordinates of the plane. We 
v 
mgz 
Figure 3.1: Motion in the symmetric plane. 
assume that the lift F is of the form 
F = f(v)( -i, x), 
where v = ../x2 + i 2 and f(·) is a real-valued function. The lift is a gyroscopic force 
because it does not do any works as it is always perpendicular to the velocity (x, iJ). The 
dynamics of the plane are given by 
mx = - f(v)i, mz = f(v)x - mg, (3.20) 
where m is the mass of the plane and g is the gravitation constant. Let (x, z,Px,Pz) := 
(x, z, mx, mi) be the coordinates of the cotangent (or, momentum) space T*]R2 = ]R2 X 
]R2. Then, the plane can be described as a CH system (H, Bean, F, 0) on T*]R2 with the 
Hamiltonian 
1 2 2 H(x, z,Px,Pz) = -(Px + pJ + mgz, 2m 
and the canonical Poisson bracket Bean on T*]R2. The dynamics (3.20) can be equivalently 
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written as 
x 0 0 1 0 0 
d z 0 0 0 1 0 (3.21 ) dt dH+ 
- !E!iiF~ Px -1 0 0 0 
pz 0 -1 0 0 !(!ii)I?rit 
with p = gp~ + p~ and dH = (0, mg,px/m,pz/m)T. One can check that the equation of 
motion in (3.21) is the same as 
x 0 
° 
1 0 
d z 0 0 0 1 (3.22) dt dH. Px -1 0 0 - !(!ii) 
pz 0 -1 !(!ii) 0 
Equation (3.22) is the equation of the motion of the CH system (H, B, 0, 0) with 
0 0 1 0 
B= 
0 0 0 1 
-1 
° 
0 - !(!ii) 
0 -1 !(!ii) 0 
Hence, 
H (H,Bcan,F,O) rv (H,B,O,O). 
One can check that this example agrees with Proposition 3.1.9. 
Pull-back Systems. The concept of pull-back systems will be useful in § 3.2 for showing 
the equivalence of the CL system method and the CH system method. This notion is a 
technical device that is needed for the proofs later and can be omitted on first reading. 
Consider a CH system (H, B, F, W) and ¢ E f(Aut(T*Q)). Then, the pull-back system 
¢*(H, B, F, W) is defined to be the associated CH system (¢* H, ¢* B, ¢* F, ¢*W), where 
for G1 , G2 E F(T*Q), and ¢* F:= ¢-1 oFo¢. Here, the pull-back notation in ¢* F should 
be regarded as an action of f(Aut(T*Q)) on the set of fiber-preserving maps on T*Q. 
Notice also that in this thesis, ¢*W = ¢-l(W) by definition. The notation ¢*W should 
not be confused with the standard notation of pull-back bundles. When we regard W as 
the set {u : T*Q -r W}, then ¢*W reads 1>*W = {1>*u = 1>-1 0 U 0 1> I u E W}. Hence, we 
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write ¢*W as ¢-l W 0 ¢ to respect both interpretations. We claim 
¢* X(H,B,F,u) = X¢*(H,B,F,u)· 
It is well known (or a straightforward computation) that 
We have only to show ¢*(vlift(F)) = vlift(¢* F) where one should be careful that pull-back 
notation in the left hand side is the usual pull-back of a vector field by a diffeomorphism, 
¢, and the pull-back notation on the right-hand side should be understood as ¢-l 0 F 0 ¢ 
as we mentioned before. Indeed, for w E T*Q, we have 
(¢*(vlift(F)))(w) = T¢(w)¢-l . vlift(F)(¢(w)) 
= T¢(w)¢-l ! 18=0 (¢(w) + sF 0 ¢(w)) 
= :s 18=0 ¢-l(¢(w) + sF 0 ¢(w)) 
= ! 18=0 (w + s(¢* F)(w)) 
= vlift(¢* F)(w). 
The same relation holds for u. One can readily show the following: 
Proposition 3.1.11. Let ¢ E f(Aut(T*Q)). Then the following hold: 
1. The pull-back system of a simple CH system via ¢ is also simple. 
2. Two CH systems (HI, Bl, Fl , Wd and (H2' B 2, F2, W2) are CH-equivalent if and only 
if the corresponding pull-back systems ¢*(Hl' B l , Fl , WI) and ¢*(H2' B 2, F2, W 2) are 
CH-equivalent. 
In particular, it is useful to have a coordinate expression for ¢* B when B satisfies 
'l/J*BB = Bean for 'l/J E f(Aut(T*Q)). The almost Poisson tensor B is written in coordinates 
as in (3.10). Consider ¢ E f(Aut(T*Q)) with the local coordinates expression ¢(q,p) = 
(q, D(q)-l p). Then the pull-back tensor ¢* B is expressed in coordinates as 
(¢* B)(q,p) = [ 0 (D(q)K(q))T] 
-D(q)K(q) GDK 
since 
¢* B = (('l/JB)-l 0 ¢)*('l/JB)* B = (('l/JB)-l 0 ¢)* Bean. (3.23) 
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Here 'lj;l/ 0 ¢(q,p) = (q, (D(q)K(q))-lp) and we use the formula in Corollary 3.1.8. The 
equation (3.23) implies that 
(3.24) 
and ('Ij;¢*B)*B = Bean. This proves that a simple CH system (H,B,F, W) with 'Ij;*sB = 
Bean is pulled back by ¢ E r(Aut(T*Q)) to the simple CH system ¢*(H, B, F, W) satisfying 
3.1.3 Control Synthesis via a CH System 
We apply the CH method to the stabilization problem. This procedure is almost identical 
with that for the CL method in § 2.2.1. The application of the CH method has been 
well known as the interconnection and damping assignment passivity-based control (IDA-
PBC) (Ortega and Spong [2000], Ortega, Spong, Gomez-Estern, and Blankenstein [2001]' 
van der Schaft [2000]). 
We want to design a control law to asymptotically stabilize an equilibrium (qe, 0) E TQ 
of a given simple CH system (HI, B I, FI = 0, Wd using its energy or Hamiltonian HI as 
a Lyapunov function. Usually, the equilibrium (qe, 0) is not a minimum of the energy HI, 
which prevents us from directly using the energy HI as a Lyapunov function. 
Here is the procedure of applying CH systems: 
1. find a simple CH system (H2' B2, F2, W2) CH-equivalent to (HI, B I, FI = 0, Wd 
where the Hamiltonian H2 has a strict minimum at the equilibrium (qe,O) and F2 
has the form of a gyroscopic force 
3. check the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium (qe,O) in the closed-loop system 
(H2' B2, F2, U2) using its Hamiltonian H2 as Lyapunov function. 
4. if the equilibrium (qe,O) is asymptotically stable in the closed-loop dynamics of 
(H2,B2,F2,U2), so is it in the closed-loop system (HI,BI,O,UI) with the control UI 
derived from (3.8). 
In practice, step 1 is subdivided into: 
1a. find a parameterized family of simple CH systems (H2' B2, F2, W2), with some free 
parameters, which are CH-equivalent to (HI,BI,FI = 0, WI) 
lb. choose a set of appropriate parameters in order for the Hamiltonian H2 to have 
a strict minimum at the equilibrium (qe,O) and in order for the force F2 to be a 
gyroscopic force. 
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Recall that a dissipative force Fdiss for a simple CH (H, B, F, u) system can be written 
as 
with Dij a positive-semidefinite symmetric matrix, and a gyroscopic force Fgr as 
with Sij = -Sji, where mij is the mass matrix of H. 
Remark 3.1.12. 1. By Proposition 3.1.9, without loss of generality, one can just use 
F2 = ° in Step lb. 
2. When a given CH system (HI, BI, FI , Wd has a non-zero external force FI i= 0, one 
needs to modify the above procedure because this additional force may have some effects on 
the change of the Hamiltonian. 
3. Here, we do not include any examples of applications of the CH method to stabi-
lization problems because several examples have already been worked out in several papers 
such as Ortega, Spong, Gomez-Estern, and Blankenstein [2001], Ortega and Spong [2000], 
van der Schaft [2000], and Woolsey and Leonard [1999]. 
3.2 Equivalence of CL Systems and CH Systems: Simple 
Mechanical Systems 
The goal of this section is to show the equivalence of the method of simple CL systems and 
that of simple CH systems. A more detailed statement is contained in Theorem 3.2.1 and 
Corollary 3.2.2. Hence, one can apply either method to control problems. However, the 
complexity of relevant computation can be different just as a good choice of coordinates 
can simplify a partial differential equation. 
First, we review the Legendre transformations and then tackle the problem of the 
equivalence of the method of CL systems and that of CH systems. 
3.2.1 Legendre Tansformations 
Frequently in mechanics, a Hamiltonian system on T*Q induces a Hamiltonian vector 
field through a canonical symplectic structure (or, canonical Poisson structure) on T*Q 
before any reduction processes. This is because a Hamiltonian system on T*Q often 
comes from a Lagrangian system on TQ via a Legendre transformation associated to a 
given Lagrangian function. Hence, if there is more than one Lagrangian function, there 
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can be multiple transformations between TQ and T*Q . We will carefully deal with this 
issue as well. 
Fiber Derivatives. We review the definition of the fiber-derivative of a map f : V ~ ~ 
with V a vector bundle over a manifold M . Define the fiber derivative Ff : V ~ V* of f 
as follows: 
Ff(vm ) . Wm = dd I f(vm + twm ) 
t t=o 
for Vm , Wm E V. In coordinates, Ff is given by 
i ( af) Ff(m, V ) = m, av i . 
When det (a;,2JvJ ) i- 0, Ff is locally invertible. We say f is regular if det (a;,2JvJ (v)) i- 0 
for all v E V and hyperregular if Ff is globally invertible. 
Legendre Transformations. Given a Lagrangian L on TQ and a Hamiltonian H on 
T*Q, we call their fiber derivatives FL : TQ ~ T*Q and FH : T*Q ~ TQ the Legendre 
transformation and the inverse Legendre transformation, respectively, where the use of 
word inverse will be justified later. Here, we always assume that all Lagrangians and 
Hamitonians are regular so that FL and FH are locally invertible. When a Lagrangian 
(or, a Hamiltonian) is simple, then it is automatically hyperregular. 
It is well known that a given Lagrangian system (L, F L , W L) is transformed by the 
Legendre transformation FL to the Hamiltonian system (H, Bean, F H, WH) (see, for ex-
ample, Marsden and Ratiu [1999]) where 
H (a) = (a, F L -1 (a)) - L 0 F L -1 ( a) for a E T* Q, 
FH - FL 0 FL- 1 
- , 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
where WL 0 FL- 1 is understood as WL as a subbundle of T*Q, and also understood as 
the set {u 0 FL -lju : TQ ~ W L} when we regard W L 0 FL -1 as a set of fiber-preserving 
maps from T*Q to W. Namely, the Euler-Lagrange equation 
££(L) = FL + uL 
with uL : TQ ~ WL is equivalent to the CR vector field 
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Let us now suppose that we are given a Hamiltonian function H on T*Q. It is well 
known (or easy to check) that a given CH system (H, Bean, pH, W H) is transformed by 
the inverse Legendre transformation WH to the CL system (L, FL = pH 0 WH- 1, W L = 
WH 0 WH- 1) where L(v) = (v, WH- 1 (v)) - H 0 WH- 1 (v) for v E TQ. The CH vector 
field X = B~ande + vlift(pH) + vlift(uH) is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equation 
££(L) = pL + u H 0 WH- 1 . 
Suppose that a given CL system (L, pL, WL) is transformed by the Legendre transfor-
mation WL to the CH system (H, Bean, pH, WH). Then, (H, Bean, pH, WH) is transformed 
back to (L,pL, WL) by the inverse Legendre transformation WH since WH = (WL)-l in 
this case by Proposition 7.4.2 of Marsden and Ratiu [1999]. One can also start this argu-
ment from the Hamiltonian system. 
3.2.2 CH Equivalence Proves CL Equivalence 
We first show that the matching conditions of simple CL systems can be derived from 
those of simple CH systems; the computation involved in this direction is simpler than 
that involved in the opposite direction. However, the computation carried out here will 
also be used in § 3.2.3. A special case of the result in this section (§ 3.2.2) was dealt with 
in Ortega, Spong, Gomez-Estern, and Blankenstein [2001] and Blankenstein, Ortega, and 
van der Schaft [2001]' where only CL systems of the form (L, 0, W) were considered, i.e., 
external forces were not considered. 
Suppose we have two simple CL systems (L1' Pt, wf) and (L2' F,f, w,f) with L1(q, q) = 
~m1 (q, q) - V1 (q) and L2(q, q) = ~mOEqI q) - V2(q). They define two Legendre transfor-
mations WL 1, WL2 : TQ -+ T*Q as follows 
(q,p) = WL 1(q,q) = (q,m1(q)q), 
(q, fJ) = WL2 (q, q) = (q, m2(q)q). 
The CL system (L1' pf, W f) is transformed via W L1 to the CH system 
and the second CL system (L2' F,f, w.f) is transformed, via W L2, to 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
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T*Q ___ m_2_m-:1'--__ • T*Q 
~~ 
TQ 
Figure 3.2: Diagram of Legendre transformations. 
where 
1 -1 H 1(q ,p) = 2(P,mt(q) p) + V1(q), 
H2(q,p) = ~EmImOEqF-lpF + V2(q). 
We now would like to show that checking the CL equivalence of (Ll' Ff, Wf) and 
(L2' F.J:, W2L) is the same as checking the CH equivalence of their transformed Hamiltonian 
systems. Thereby, we show that CH equivalence proves CL-equivalence. Since the two 
Legendre transformations in (3.28) and (3.29) are not the same in general, we need to 
pull-back the system (H2' ih, F2H, W2H) via IFL2 0 IFLI1 = m2 0 mIl E r(Aut(T*Q)), as 
in the commutative diagram in Figure 3.2. 
H H -1 * - - - H - H Let (H2' B2, F2 ,W2 ) = (IFL2 0 IFL1 ) (H2, B2, F2 , W2 ) where one computes 
1 H 2(q,p) = 2(P,m1(q)-1m2(q)m1(q)-lp) + V2(q) 
B 2 (q,p) = [ 
0 (ml (q)m2(q)-1 )T] 
-ml(q)m2(q)-1 Cm1m;;1(q,p) 
W2H = (IFL2 0 IFLI1 )*(W2L 0 IFL21) 
(IFL2 0 IFLI1 )-l(Wf 0 IFL21) 0 IFL2 0 IFLI1 
= (IFLI 0 IFL21 )(Wf 0 IFLI 1 ). 
We will now show the following 
(H1,B1,Ff, Wf)!!' (H2,B2,F,f, W2H) 
¢::::::> (L1, Ff, Wf) £ (L2, F2L, Wf)· (3.30) 
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First, HM-I reads 
whose right hand side is exactly ELM-I. Hence HM-I for (Hi, B i, FiH, WiH) , i = 1,2 
is equivalent to ELM-l for (L1,Ff, Wf), i = 1,2. Second, since u{i,u¥ E W 1H = W2H, 
HM-2 can be equivalently written in coordinates as 
(3.31 ) 
where 
[;] H, = X(H"B" F.",.f) = BldH, + vlift(F,H) + vlift(u[I) 
for each i = 1,2 where the subscript Hi denotes the CH system (Hi, B i , FiH, WiH) for 
simplicity. 
Since w[I = W2H = wf 0 FLI1 = mlm21Wl 0 FL21 
controls uf! E W [I as 
under HM-I, we can write the 
for uf E wl, which can be considered via the Legendre transformations FLI and FL2 as 
the controls for (Li' Fl, Wh for i = 1,2, respectively. One can readily check 
The equation for PHl can be written in terms of (q , q) as 
Recall from (3.28) and (3.29) that p = ml(q)m2(q)-ljj. The equation PH2 can be written 
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in terms of (q, q) as follows: 
. d ( -1 -) PH2 = dt m1m2 P 
d 
= (d(m1m;-1)[q])p + m1m;-1 diH2 
(d( -1)[ .]). -1 d oL2 = m1m2 q m2q + m1 m2 dt oq 
= (dm1[q))q - m1m2"1 (dm2[q])q + mlm2"1 El~O + Fi: + u~F 
= (dmdq])q - m1m;-1 ((dm2[q])q - l~O - Ff - uf ) . 
Hence, 
Therefore, (3.31) holds if and only if 
since ufIm1m;-1u~ E wf = m1m;-1Wr Therefore, we have shown (3.30). Finally, one 
can easily show from (3.31) and (3.32) that (2.12) on the controls uf's is equivalent to 
(3.8) on the controls uf's. 
Let us make a remark on an alternative way to compare HM-2 and ELM-2. One can 
show by a brute-force coordinate computation that 
[EB~deO+ vlift(F2H)) - EB~de1 + vlift(F1H))] 
~ 0 EEl [(E£(Lt} - Ff) - m1m;-1(E£(L2) - Ff)] . 
This computation is very complicated and it does not directly lead to the equivalence of 
(2.12) and (3.8). This is why we did not choose this brute-force computational method 
here. 
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3.2.3 CL Equivalence Proves CH Equivalence 
We now show that the Hamiltonian matching conditions of simple CH systems can be de-
rived from those of simple CL systems. Consider two simple CH systems (HI, B I, Ff, w f) 
and (H2' B2, F2H, W2H) with Hi(q,p) = ~EpImilEqFpF + Vi(q) for i = 1,2. By Proposi-
tion 3.1.7 and Proposition 3.1.11 , without loss of generality, we may assume that 
In coordinates, we write B2 and 1fJB2 as follows: 
and 
Consider the pull-back system 
with 
(3.33) 
where 1fJB2 E r(Aut(TQ)) is the dual of 1fJB2 E r(Aut(T*Q)). 
The system (HI, B I , Ff, WIH) is transformed via the inverse Legendre transformation 
(q,q) = FHdq,p) = (q,ml(q)-lp) to the Lagrangian system (LI,Ff, Wf), where 
The system (H2 ' ih, F2H, W2H) is transformed via the inverse Legendre transformation 
(q, q) = FH2 (q,p) = (q, m2'1 (q)p) to the Lagrangian system (L2' Ff, wf), where 
and 
The diagram in Figure 3.3 commutes if and only if 1fJB2 
definition of m2 in (3.33) is equivalent to 
(3.34) 
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'IjJ-l T*Q ________ B~O~ _____ • T*Q 
~fo 
TQ 
Figure 3.3: Diagram of inverse Legendre transformations. 
i.e., in the matrix form K2(q) = m2(q)ml(q)-1. We show that 
(H1,B1,Ff, WIH)!!., (H2,B2,Ff, W2H) 
~ [(Ll,Ff, Wf)!:' (L2,Ff, Wf)] + (3.34). 
With (3.34), one computes 
mlm2" lWf = 'ljJB2('ljJB2W2H) olFL2 
First, by (3.34), ELM-l reads 
= 'ljJB2('I/J"B;Wf 0 'l/JB2) 0 lFL2 
= W2H 0 ml = W2H 0 lFL l . 
W L - -lWL WH WH 1 = ml m 2 2 ~ 1 = 2' 
(3.35) 
which is HM-l for (H1,B1,F1, Wt} and (H2,B2,F2, W2). Second, since u¥,u¥ E wf = 
W r, HM-2 can be equivalently written in coordinates as (3.31). One can show that 
Hence, the first half of HM-2 reads 
which is the commutativity condition (3.34). The remaining half of HM-2 reads iJH1 -
PH2 E W2H. By a similar computation carried out in § 3.2.2, one can show that 
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under (3.34). One can also readily show that (2.12) on the uf's is equivalent to (3.8) on 
the u[I's. Therefore we have shown (3.35). 
3.2.4 Equivalence of CL/CH methods for Simple Mechanical Systems 
We summarize the discussion in § 3.2.2 and § 3.2.3 in the following theorem2 • 
Theorem 3.2.1. The method of controlled Lagrangian systems is equivalent to that of 
controlled Hamiltonian systems for simple mechanical systems. Namely, the following 
hold: 
1 Let (Li , FF, WF), i = 1,2, be two simple CL systems, and let (Hi, Bean, FiH, WiH) be the 
simple CH system Legendre-transformed via lFLi from the CL system (Li, FF, wF) 
for i = 1,2, respectively. Then, 
(L 1 ,Ff, Wf) ~ (L 2 ,Ff, Wf) 
-¢::::::} (H1,Bean ,F[I, w[I)!!- (lFL2 0 lFL11 )*(H2 , Bean, F2H, Wf), 
where Bean is the canonical Poisson tensor on T*Q. 
2 Let (Hi, B i , FiH, W iH), i = 1,2, be simple CH systems. Decompose Bi into its regular 
part Br,i and its gyroscopic part Bgr,i such that 
where the gyroscopic force cg~Ii is defined by vlift(Fgr,i) = B!r,idHi (see Proposi-
tion 3.1.7). Then there exist 1fJBll1fJB2 E r(Aut(T*Q)) satisfying ¢BiBr,i = Bean, 
. A AH AH . 
and two szmple CH systems (Hi, Bean,Fi , Wi ), z = 1,2 such that 
i = 1,2, 
and finally 
(H1,B1 ,F1H, WIH)!!- (H2 ,B2,F2H, W2H) (3.36) 
-¢::::::} (L 1, Ff, Wf) ~ (L2, Ff, Wf) and 1fJB2 o1fJB; = m2ml1, 
2The notation and terminology used in this theorem can be found as follows. Definition 2.1.3 and 
Definition 3.1.3 give the definitions of OL-equivalenee relation, £, and the OR-equivalence relation, !!." 
respectively. Definition 2.1.2 and Definition 3.1.6 give the definitions of simple OL systems and simple OR 
systems. § 3.2.1 and § 3.1.2 provide the definition of the Legendre transformation and the construction of 
'lj;1 and 'lj;2. Proposition 3.1.11 and the remarks before it discuss the definition of pull-back systems. 
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where mi is the mass tensor of Hi, i = 1,2, and (Li, FP, WP) is the simple CL system 
A A AH A H 
inverse-legendre-transformed via FHi from the CH system (Hi, Bean, Fi , Wi ) for 
i = 1,2, respectively. 
Proof. We only need to show (3.36) because in (3.35) of § 3.2.2 we showed the relation 
in (3.36) only in the case that one of the two CR systems has a canonical Poisson tensor. 
First recall'l/JBi = 'l/JBr,i, i = 1,2. Let us apply (3 .35) to the following CR systems: 
The respective mass tensors of fh and 'ljijh H2 are 
In this case, (3.34) becomes 
which by (3.24) implies 'l/JB2 o'l/J"B; = m2ml1. Then, apply Proposition 3.1.11. • 
The following corollary compactly summarizes Theorem 3.2.1. 
Corollary 3.2.2. The method of controlled Lagrangian systems is equivalent to that of 
controlled Hamiltonian systems for simple mechanical systems in the following sense. For 
any two simple CL systems (Li,FP, WP), i = 1,2, there exist two associated simple CH 
systems (Hi, Bi, FiH, WiH), i = 1,2,such that 
(L1,Ff,wf) £ (L2 ,Fi',Wi') and 'l/JB20'l/J"B;=mH2(mHl)-1 
{:::::::} (H1,B1,F[I, w[I)!!" (H2 ,B2 ,F2H, Wf) 
with mHi the mass tensor of Hi and'l/JBi defined in (3.11) for i = 1,2, and vice versa. 
Proof. One has to check 
(3.37) 
in statement 1 of Theorem 3.2.1. Notice 
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The mass tensors of HI and (IFL2 0 IFLI l )* H2 are ml and mlm2" lml, respectively. It 
follows that (3.37) holds. • 
We now discuss why Theorem 3.2.1 implies the equivalence between the CL method 
and the CH method. Suppose one is given a CH system (Hl,Bl,Ff, Wf) and he wants 
to find a CH-equivalent system. By Propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.9, and 3.1.11, one may assume 
Let (L1,Ff, Wf) be the CL system to which (Hl,Bl,FlH, Wf) is inverse-Legendre-
transformed to via IFHl . Then, find a CL system (L2, Ff, W2L) such that 
Let (H2, Bean, F2H, W2H) be the CH system to which (L2, Ff, Wf) is Legendre-transformed 
via IFL2. By statement 1 of Theorem 3.2.1, the following holds 
Hence, we have found a CH system CH-equivalent to (Hl,Bl,Ff, WlH) using the CL 
equivalence relation. We now show that all CH systems CH-equivalent to (HI, B l , Ff, Wf) 
can be found in such a way. Suppose there is (H2,B2,F2H, Wf) which is CH-equivalent 
to (Hl,Bl,Ff, WlH), where we still assume Bl = Bean without loss of generality. By 
Propositions 3.1.7, we may assume that B2 = B r,2 because we can always move the gyro-
scopic part B gr ,2 to the external force part. Let (Ll , F l , Ff) be the CL system to which 
(HI, B l , FIH, WlH) is inverse-Legendre-transformed via IFHl . Let (L2, Ff, Wf) be the CL 
system to which 'lj;B2 (H 2, B 2, F2H, W2H) is inverse-Legendre-transformed via IF( H2° 'lj; B2 ). 
By statement 2 of Theorem 3.2.1, 
By statement 1 of Theorem 3.2.1, 
(3.38) 
By the way, one can easily check 'lj;B2 0 (IFL2 0 IFLIl) = id. Hence, 
Namely, (H2, B2, F2H, W2H) coincides with the CH system which is derived by the CL 
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equivalence relation. 
In the similar manner, one can show that given a CL system, he can find all its CL-
equivalent systems by using the CH equivalence relation. 
3.3 Summary and Future Work 
We have developed the method of CH systems and have shown its equivalence to the 
method of CL systems for simple mechanical systems. The concept of the CH method has 
been used under different names and versions. Here, we gave it an intrinsic formulation. 
In the following, we summarize this chapter. 
§ 3.1. We first reviewed the Hamiltonian mechanics. We then defined CH systems on 
TQ (Definition 3.1.1). Then we defined the CH-equivalence relation among CH systems 
on TQ and the Hamiltonian matching conditions (Definition 3.1.3). If two CH systems 
are CH-equivalent, then for any control for one system there exists a control for the other 
system such that the two closed-loop systems produced the same equations of motion 
(Proposition 3.1.4). We defined simple CH systems (Definition 3.1.6) where the Hamilto-
nian has the kinetic plus potential energy form and the almost Poisson structure is of the 
form (3.10). This particular definition was chosen so that we can show the equivalence of 
the methods of simple CL systems and simple CH systems. We then interpreted the failure 
of the Jacobi identity by almost Poisson tensors in terms of gyroscopic forces. (Proposi-
tion 3.1.7 and 3.1.9). We developed the concept of pull-back systems (Definition 3.1.11), 
which was later used in § 3.2. 
We gave the usual procedure of applying the method of CH systems to control synthesis 
for asymptotic stabilization. The basic idea is as follows: Given a CH systems of the 
form (H, B, 0, W), which is of the usual ideal form in application, find a CH-equivalent 
system (H, ii, Fgr, W) where H has a minimum at the equilibrium of interest and Fgr is 
-of gyroscopic form. Then, add a dissipative feedback force in the direction of W. One 
can alternatively omit the gyroscopic term because it can be always combined into the 
almost Poisson structure for simple CH systems by Proposition 3.1.9. We did not give 
any examples of application of the CH method to stabilization problems because there is 
already good literature available (Ortega, Spong, Gomez-Estern, and Blankenstein [2001]). 
§ 3.2. We showed that the method of simple CL systems and that of simple CH systems 
are equivalent (Theorem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.2.2). This equivalence implies that one 
can use either method for applications. Which method to use depends specifically on the 
given problem, just as the preferred choice of coordinates depends on the given PDE. 
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However, one should remember that on the CL side the extended A-method is available 
to systematically solve the involved PDE's. 
Future Work. 
1. One can develop the theory of CH systems on a general manifold M, not necessarily 
on cotangent bundles T*Q. In such a case, however, it is not clear how to introduce 
external and control forces. In some applications in electrical circuits, the phase space is 
odd dimensional, i.e., not a cotangent bundle of a manifold (see, for example, Petrovic, 
Ortega, and Stankovic [2001]). They are due to the Kirchhoff law, to the degeneracy of 
Poisson structures, or to the reduction of symmetry. Controlled Hamiltonian systems with 
symmetry are treated in § 4 in this thesis. Hence, as a future work, it would be interesting 
to consider the case of degenerate Poisson structures or CH systems with constraints. 
2. Hamiltonian normal forms are well developed (Wiggins [1990]) where they only use 
canonical transformations of phase space variables. It would be interesting to consider the 
generalized normal form by using feedback transformations as well. It is not clear at the 
moment how this direction of work is related to the current CH method. 
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Chapter 4 
Reduction of Controlled Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian Systems with Symmetry 
Symmetry in a system can be regarded as redundancy. To see the essential dynamics 
of a system with symmetry, one needs to remove the symmetry to reduce the system. 
Reduction theory in mechanics has been well developed on both the Lagrangian and the 
Hamiltonian sides. One reduces variational principles on the Lagrangian side and Poisson 
structures on the Hamiltonian side. In geometric mechanics, external forces or control 
forces are not usually taken into account whereas forces are important notions in control 
theory. In the following, we outline this chapter. 
In this chapter, we extend the theory of CLjCH methods to include systems with 
symmetry and the relevant reduction theory. Unlike the traditional mechanics, we take 
into account both external forces and control forces on both CL j CH sides and use almost 
Poisson structures on the CH side rather than Poisson structures (namely, we allow for 
the failure of the Jacobi identity). Our work is based on Lagrangian reduction in Cendra, 
Marsden, and Ratiu [2001]' and Poisson reduction in Marsden and Ratiu [1999]. The 
method of reduced CL systems was developed in coordinates for the case that configuration 
space is the product of two Lie groups in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1998, 2001]. We 
will develop the method of reduced CL systems intrinsically for a general G-principal 
bundle Q with a free and proper G-action on Q. The method of reduced CH systems was 
implicitly used in Krishnaprasad [1985], Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden, and Sanchez 
De Alvarez [1992]' and Woolsey and Leonard [1999]. Here, we improve the foundational 
setting for both the reduced CL and CH methods and make clear the relationship between 
reduced systems and G-invariant unreduced systems; see § 4.1 and 4.2. In addition, we 
show the equivalence of the method of reduced simple CL systems and the method of 
reduced simple CH systems in § 4.3; see Figure 4.1. 
The work in this chapter is critical for many applications including spacecraft control, 
underwater vehicle control, and many other systems. In fact, this class of reduced systems 
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CL with symmetry ¢=} CH with symmetry 
/G /G 
reduced CL reduced CH 
Figure 4.1: Equivalence of reduced CL and CH methods. 
was recognized early as an important one on both the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian sides 
by Krishnaprasad [1985], Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden, and Sanchez De Alvarez [1992]' 
Wang and Khrishnaprasad [1992]. We apply the method of reduced CL systems to the 
following two systems for control synthesis: the satellite with a rotor (§ 4.1.3) and the 
heavy top with two rotors (§ 4.1.4). The application of the CL method to the first system 
was started in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1997], and completed in Bloch, Chang, 
Leonard, Marsden and Woolsey [2000] by showing asymptotic stabilization. The control 
of the second system was presented in Chang and Marsden [2000]. We refer to Bloch, 
Leonard, and Marsden [2001] and Woolsey and Leonard [1999] for the application of the 
reduced CL/CH method to the underwater vehicle system. 
Mathematical Notations and General Assumptions. We discuss mathematical 
notations and general assumptions which will be used in this chapter. Refer to Abraham, 
Marsden, and Ratiu [1988], Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001] and Kobayashi and Nomizu 
[1963] for more details. Let Q be the configuration manifold, and TQ : TQ -t Q and 
'TrQ : T*Q -t Q be the tangent bundle projection and the cotangent bundle projection, 
respectively. Denote by Tg) : T(2)Q -t Q the second order tangent bundle projection. For 
a manifold M, F(M) denotes the set of smooth real-valued functions on M. 
Let G be a Lie group acting (on the left) on Q freely and properly such that 'TrG(Q} : 
Q -t Q / G becomes a principal bundle. The tangent (resp. cotangent) lift action of G on 
TQ (resp. T*Q) is free and proper and TIG : TQ -t TQ/G (resp. 'TrIG: T*Q -t T*Q/G) 
becomes a principal bundle. When M is a manifold on which G acts, we let [m]G to 
denote the equivalence class of m E M in the quotient space MIG. Even though we do 
not explicitly specify the manifold M in this notation, it will be clear in the context. The 
space TQIG becomes a vector bundle with base Q/G by inheriting the vector bundle 
structure of TQ as follows: 
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where A E lR, uq, Vq E TqQ and [uq]c, [vq]c are their equivalence classes in the quotient 
space TQ/G. The fiber (TQ/G)x is isomorphic, as a vector space, to TqQ for each x = 
[q]c E Q/G, q E Q (see Lemma 2.4.1 in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001]). In the same 
manner, the space T*Q/G becomes a vector bundle with base Q/G. 
4.1 Reduction of Controlled Lagrangian Systems with Sym-
metry 
Based on the work on the Lagrangian reduction in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001]' we 
develop the reduction theory of controlled Lagrangian systems with symmetry. This will 
draw a clear picture of the relation between CL systems with symmetry and the reduced 
CL systems. We introduce an equivalence relation, called the reduced-Euler-Lagrange 
equivalence, by reducing the CL-equivalence for G invariant CL systems. This allows us 
to apply the reduced CL method directly to control problems where we are interested in 
reduced dynamics. We will apply the reduced CL method to such examples as the satellite 
with a rotor and the heavy top with two rotors. 
4.1.1 Reduction of CL systems with Symmetry 
We defined the CL system in Definition 2.1.1. Here, we define G invariant CL systems on 
TQ and reduced CL systems on TQ/G, where G is a Lie group acting on Q. 
Definition 4.1.1. Let G be a Lie group acting on Q. A G invariant controlled Lagrangian 
(G-CL) system is a CL system, (L, F, W), where L is a G invariant Lagrangian, F is a 
G equivariant force map, and W is a G invariant subbundle of T*Q. 
Definition 4.1.2. A reduced controlled Lagrangian (RCL) system is a triple (1, j, U) where 
1 : TQ/G -+ R is a smooth function called reduced Lagrangian, j : TQ/G -+ T*Q/G is 
a fiber-preserving map called reduced force map, and the sub bundle U of T*Q/G is called 
the reduced control bundle. A feedback control for the RCL system is a (fiber-preserving) 
map of TQ/G into U. 
Suppose that we are given a G-CL system (L, F, W). The G invariance of L induces 
the reduced Lagrangian 1 on TQ/G satisfying 
10 TIC = L. (4.1) 
The G equivariance of F induces a reduced force map [Flc : TQ/G -+ T*Q/G satisfying 
[F]c 0 TIC = 'Trlc 0 F. (4.2) 
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This leads to the following definition: 
Definition 4.1.3. The RCL system of a G-CL system (L, F, W) is a triple (l, [F]a, W jG) 
where l is the reduced Lagrangian satisfying {4.1}, and [F]a is the reduced force satisfying 
{4·2}. 
One may ask if there exists a G-CL system on TQ when one is given a RCL system 
on TQjG. The following proposition proves its unique existence. 
Proposition 4.1.4. Given a RCL system (l, f, U) on TQjG, there is a unique G-CL 
system (L, F, W) on TQ whose RCL system is (l, f, U). 
Proof. Define L by (4.1). Define a force map F on TQ as follows: for vq, Wq E TqQ, 
(4.3) 
One can check the G equivariance of F. One can also check that relation (4.3) defines 
a unique fiber-preserving map F of TQ to T*Q. Let W := Tjd(U). By construction, 
(L, F, W) is the unique G-CL system whose RCL system is (l, f, U). • 
By Proposition 4.1.4, we can, without loss of generality, write an arbitrary RCL system 
in the form of the RCL system of a G-CL system. In addition, the proof of Proposition 4.1.4 
implies the following claim: Given a fiber-preserving map f : TQjG -t T*QjG, there 
exists a unique fiber-preserving map F : TQ -t T*Q satisfying 
f 0 Tla = 7r la 0 F. 
Given a G-CL system (L, F, W), the G invariance of L implies the G-equivariance of 
the map £C(L) : T(2)Q -t T*Q in (2.2), which induces a quotient map 
R£C(l) := [£C(L)]a : T(2)QjG -t T*QjG, 
which depends only on the reduced Lagrangian l on TQjG induced from L. The operator 
R£C is called the reduced Euler-Lagrange operator. The equations of motion of a RCL 
system (l, [F]a, WjG) with a choice of control [u]a : TQjG -t WjG are given by 
R£C(l)([q, q, Ii]a) = [F]a([q, qD + [u]a([q, qD· (4.4) 
To write computable equations of R£ C, one has to choose a principal connection on the 
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principal bundle Q --7 Q I G to identify the quotient bundles, 
and 
TQIG with T(QIG) E9 9 
T(2)QIG with T(2) (QIG) xQ/a 2g 
T*QIG with T*(QIG) E9 g*, 
where 9 is the adjoint bundle Ad(Q), g* is the coadjoint bundle Ad*(Q), 2g := 9 E9 g, and 
EB is the Whitney sum (see Lemma 2.4.2 and Lemma 3.2.2 in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu 
[2001]). With these identifications, nE£(l) induces the Lagrange-Poincare operator 
£P(l) : T(2)(QIG) xQ/a 29 --7 T*(QIG) E9 9*. (4.5) 
Hence, the reduced Euler-Lagrange operator, nEe may be replaced by the Lagrange-
Poincare operator £P in the following as long as one chooses a connection on Q --7 Q I G. 
More details may be found in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001]. 
We study the relation between trajectories of G-CL systems and trajectories of RCL 
systems. Let (L, F, W) be a G-CL system and (l, [F]a, WIG) its RCL system. Choose 
an arbitrary G equivariant feedback control law u : TQ --7 W for (L, F, W). The control 
u induces a reduced map [u]a : TQIG --7 WIG. If (q(t), q(t)) E TQ is a trajectory 
of the closed-loop system (L , F, u) , then T/a(q(t), q(t)) E TQIG is the trajectory of the 
closed-loop system (l, [F]a, [u]a). 
4.1.2 Reduced CL Equivalence 
Recall the definition of simple CL systems and define G invariant simple CL systems in 
the following. 
Definition 4.1.5. A CL system (L , F, W) on TQ is called simple if its Lagrangian L : 
TQ --7 IR. is of the form kinetic minus potential energy as follows: 
L(q, q) = ~mqEqI q) - V(q), (4.6) 
where m is a mass tensor, i. e., a positive definite symmetric (0,2) -tensor. A reduced 
CL system (l, [F]a, WIG) is called simple if the reduced Lagrangian l is induced by a G 
invariant simple Lagrangian L on TQ. The acronym, (R)SCL, will denote "(reduced) 
simple controlled Lagrangian". 
When a simple G invariant Lagrangian L is given by (4.6), its reduced simple La-
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grangian I : TQ/G ---t lR is given by 
l([q, qle) = ~[mleE[qI qle, [q, qle) - [Vle([qle), 
where [mle E r(Q/G, T*Q/G ® T*Q/G) is the reduced mass tensor induced from the G 
invariance of the mass tensor m E r(Q, T*Q ® T*Q) and [Vle : Q/G ---t lR is the reduced 
potential energy. 
We defined the Euler-Lagrange matching conditions and the CL-equivalence relation in 
Definition 2.1.3. We now define an equivalence relation among RSCL systems on TQ/G. 
Definition 4.1.6. Two RSCL systems (Ii, [File, Wi/G), i = 1,2 are said to be reduced-
CL-equivalent (RCL-equivalentj, or simply, (II, [FIle, WI/G) £ (12' [F2le, W2/G) if 
the following reduced Euler-Lagrange matching conditions hold: 
RELM-l: WI/G = [mlle[m2lel (W2/G), 
RELM-2: 1m [R£.c(ld - [FIle - [mlle[m2le1 (R£.c(12) - [F2le)l c WI/G 
where [mile is the reduced mass tensor of Ii, i = 1,2. 
The following proposition explains the relationship between the CL-equivalence rela-
tion among G-SCL systems and the RCL-equivalence relation among RSCL systems. 
Proposition 4.1.7. Two G-SCL systems are CL-equivalent if and only if their associated 
RSCL systems are RCL-equivalent. 
Proof. Let (L, F, W) be a G-SCL system, and (I, [Fle, W /G) its associated RSCL system. 
Then, the proposition follows from the G invariance of Wand the following relations: 
R£.c(l) 0 q;~ = 1fje 0 £.c(L); [Fle 0 Tje = 1fje 0 F, 
where q;~ : T(2)Q ---t T(2)Q/G is the G quotient map. • 
Hence, one can check the RCL equivalence of two RSCL systems in two ways; one 
is to directly check it, and the other is to check the CL equivalence of their associated 
unreduced G-SCL systems. In practice, it is more convenient to check it directly at the 
reduced level; see § 4.1.3. 
The following proposition explains the property of the RCL-equivalence relation: 
Proposition 4.1.8. Suppose that two RSCL systems (Ii, [File, Wi/G), i = 1, 2 are RCL-
equivalent. Then, for an arbitrary control law for one system, there exists a control law for 
the other system such that the two closed-loop RSCL systems produce the same equations 
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of motion. The explicit relation between the two feedback control laws [uile, i = 1,2 zs 
given by 
where [mila is the reduced mass tensor of li' i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let [Ui]a be a feedback control for (ldFi]a, Wi/G), i = 1,2. Let {Li, Fi, Wd 
be the unreduced G-SCL system of (li, [File, Wi/G), i = 1,2. By Proposition 4.1.7, the 
two G-SCL systems are CL-equivalent. By Proposition 2.1.5, the two dosed-loop G-SCL 
systems (Li' Fi , Ui), i = 1,2 produce the same equations of motion when Ul and U2 satisfy 
(2.12). Hence, the two dosed-loop RSCL systems (li' [Fi]a, [Ui]a), i = 1,2 produce the 
same equations of motion when [Ul]e and [U2]e satisfy (4.7) because each term in (2.12) 
is G equivariant. Also notice that for any choice of [Ui]e , one can choose the other [Uj]a 
such that (4. 7) holds. • 
One can prove Proposition 4.1.8 by comparing the expressions for "accelerations" of 
both equations as in the proof of Proposition 2.1.5. For this purpose, one needs to choose 
a connection on Q -+ Q / G because one has to split the variations to write down the equa-
tions of motion in coordinates as the Euler-Lagrange equations come from the variational 
principles (see Chapter 3 of Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001] for more detail). In the 
current proof of Proposition 4.1.8, we were able to bypass this route by Proposition 4.1.7. 
In Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]' they choose the trivial connection and then com-
pare the acceleration terms to find the Euler-Poincare matching conditions, which is a 
special case of the reduced Euler-Lagrange matching conditions, as will be shown later in 
§ 4.1.3. 
Remark 4.1.9. The application of the reduced CL method to stabilization control problems 
is similar to that of the CL method in § 2.2. 
4.1.3 Example: Satellite with a Rotor 
We use the method of reduced CL systems to design a feedback control law for the system of 
a satellite with a rotor. This work was published in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, Marsden and 
Woolsey [2000], Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]' and Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden 
[1998], where the complete treatment was first given in Bloch, Chang, Leonard, Marsden 
and Woolsey [2000]. Then, we review the Euler-Poincare matching conditions presented 
in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2001] in the framework of this thesis. The satellite with 
a rotor satisfies the Euler-Poincare matching conditions. 
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Satellite with a Rotor. We study the stabilization problem for the system of a satellite 
with a rotor aligned along the third principal axis of the body within the framework of this 
thesis; see Figure 4.2. The configuration space is Q = G x H = SO(3) X Sl with the first 
Figure 4.2: Satellite with a rotor along the third body axis. 
factor being the satellite attitude and the second factor being the rotor angle. The Lie 
group G = SO(3) acts on the first factor of Q only. We take a trivial connection on Q such 
that TQ/G ~ gxTH. Use ((01, O2, 0 3), (¢, ¢)) as coordinates for .50(3) xTS1 ~ R3 XTS1. 
This system is described by the RSCL system (ll' [FIle = 0, WI/G) given by 
(4.8) 
and 
WI/G = span{d¢} = span{(O,O,O, l)t}, 
where ).1 > ).2 > ).3 := h + h· Notice that II does not depend on ¢. Recall that 
the reduced Euler-Lagrange operator ReC induces the Lagrange-Poincare operator CP in 
(4.5) with respect to the trivial connection. This Lagrange-Poincare operator CP(ll) is 
given by 
[
.1:..!lli - 0 x ~l CP(ld= dt~nU1 81 n . 
-~-~ 
dt 8rt> 8rt> 
(4.9) 
See Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001] or Chapter 13 of Marsden and Ratiu [1999] about 
more detail on the Lagrange-Poincare operator, which is sometimes called the Euler-
Poincare operator when Q = G. Consider another RCL system (l2' 0, W2/G) with W2 = 
. 1 (2 2 3 . ·2) l2(0, ¢) = 2" ).1 0 1 + ).2 0 2 + (/3 + J3)03 + 2J30 3¢ + ph¢ 
with pER a free parameter p. The Lagrange-Poincare operator CP(l2) can be written as 
in (4.9) with the replacement of h by l2. By definition of W2, RELM-l is automatically 
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satisfied and one can check that RELM-2 also holds for the two RSCL systems. 
The control goal is to design a feedback control which makes asymptotically stable the 
rotation about the middle axis in the body-fixed frame and gets the rotor asymptotically 
to rest. Since we are not interested in the angle ¢ of the rotor, we will ignore the ¢ variable 
in the dynamics. Hence, the phase space will be .50(3) x~K The equilibrium of interest is 
By Proposition 4.1.8, we can equivalently work with the system (l2, 0, W2/G). 
We use the energy-Casimir method to construct a Lyapunov function (see Bloch, 
Chang, Leonard, Marsden and Woolsey [2000] for more detail on the energy-Casimir 
method). Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate: 
where <P and Ware functions to be chosen and C is half of the square of the total angular 
momentum given by 
and I is defined by 
Then, the equilibrium Ze is a critical point of E;p if and only if 
The second derivative of E;p at Ze is given by 
Let 
D2 E4>(ze) 
[Al-~ >'2 o o 
o 
o 
cp" (Ze)((A2)2[2)2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
A3- (>'l/ +iJI"(Ze)Jj 
h((l - ~F + iJllI(Ze)ph) 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
J= 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 p ph 
(4.10) 
Then, 
JT D2 E[j,(ze)J 
[
A -~ 1 ,),2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
~1fEweFEEAOFOnFO 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
>'3 - b. - l(>'3 _ b.)2 
P,),2 P 
__ 1_(>'3 _ b.) 
P,),2 P 
So, the function E;p has a local strict maximum! at Ze if (4.10) and the following holds 
(4.11) 
We can always find the parameters p, <T>, \]i satisfying (4.10) and (4.11). For simplicity, we 
choose 
\]i = _1_0)2, 
2£J3 
with £ = 1/(J3\]iIl(Ze)) satisfying the third equation in (4.11). Take the following feedback 
control U2 for (h, 0, W2/G): 
with c > 0, so that 
Hence, the equilibrium Ze is Lyapunov stable in the closed-loop system (l2' 0, U2). 
We now show the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium. The equations of motion of 
the closed-loop system (l2' 0, U2) are given by 
Ad"21 = A2 0 20 3 - (A3 0 3 + h¢)02, 
A202 = -AI0 I0 3 + (A3 0 3 + J3¢)01, 
A303 + J3¢ = (AI - A2)01 0 2, 
l = U2. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Suppose that the flow (01 (t), 02(t), 03(t), ¢(t)) satisfies E;p = 0, equivalently U2 = 0. 
lSee Remark 2.1.10. 
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Then, since l = v, l(t) is constant. This implies that 
¢(t) = ¢(O) = constant, 
fh(t) = 0 3 (0) = constant. 
Substituting these into (4.14), we get 
Since 02(t) stays near n i- 0 by stability, (4.16) implies that 
for all t. Substitution of this into (4.13) gives 
Substitute these two into (4.12) and we get 
or 
since O2 (0) i- 0 by stability. We also have U2 = 0, which is given by 
(4.16) 
( 4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
All we required on E = 1j(1J\[!II(ze)) was that it satisfy the third inequality in (4.11). We 
can find E satisfying the following additional condition: 
(4.20) 
such that the two equations in (4.18) and (4.19) are independent. Then 0 3 = <P = O. Thus, 
the only possible flow satisfying U2 = 0 is 
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This implies that 
because the magnitude of the angular momentum is conserved. So O2(0) = n by stability. 
Thus, the only possible flow satisfying U2 = 0 is the equilibrium. By LaSalle's theorem, it 
is asymptotically stable. 
Euler-Poincare Matching. Here we briefly sketch the proof that the set of the Euler-
Poincare matching conditions in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1998] and Bloch, Leonard, 
and Marsden [2001] is a special case of the reduced Euler-Lagrange matching conditions. 
The matching conditions can handle such examples as a satellite with a rotor and under-
water vehicles with internal rotors. Let Q = G x H be the configuration space where G is 
a Lie group acting trivially on H, and H is an Abelian Lie group2. We choose the trivial 
connection on Q ~ H to write down the Lagrange-Poincare equation on TQIG::: 9 x TH 
with the Lie algebra 9 of the Lie group G. We use 'TI = ('TICt) as coordinates for 9 and 
((), iJ) = ((}a, iJa) as coordinates for T H. The Lagrange-Poincare operator CP with respect 
to the trivial connection is given by 
CP(l) = ill ar/,,' - Ct'Y'TI "1i1f 
(
dOl ~ 'Y al ) 
d 81 81 dtfi8a - a()a 
(4.21) 
for any reduced Lagrangian l = l ('TI Ct , iJa, (}a), where c!o are the structure coefficients of 
the Lie algebra g. See Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001] for the derivation of (4.21). 
One wants to check (4.9) by substituting the structure coefficients, ct = Oijk, of the Lie 
algebra .50 (3) into (4.21). 
Let (l, 0, T* H) be the given RSCL system with the reduced Lagrangian 
where gCt(3,gCta,gab are constant functions on TQ/G. Notice that this Lagrangian is 
cyclic in the Abelian variables (}a and the controls act only on the cyclic variables. Let 
2In Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]' they used H for the symmetry group. For the sake of consis-
tency, we used G for the symmetry group in this thesis. 
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(IT,a,p, 0, T* H) be another RCL system with the reduced Lagrangian of the following form: 
l -l( a (J·a + a a) 1 a b a f3 T,a,p - TJ, TaTJ + 2" O"ab Ta Tf3TJ TJ 
+ ~Emab - gab)(oa + gacgcaTJa + q~qgaFEob + gbcgcf3TJf3 + T$TJf3), ( 4.22) 
which is exactly equation (11) in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]. See also Bloch, 
Leonard, and Marsden [2001] for the motivation of this choice of the form in (4.22). Bloch, 
Leonard, and Marsden [2001] assumes the so-called Euler-Poincare matching conditions: 
Then, one can show that the two assumptions of EP-l and EP-2 imply the RCL-
equivalence of the two RSCL systems (l, 0, T* H) and (IT,a,p, 0, T* H). Hence, one can 
equivalently work with the second system to design controllers. 
4.1.4 Example: Heavy Top with Two Rotors 
We apply the Euler-Poincare matching condition given in § 4.1.3 to the system of a heavy 
top with two rotors. Strictly speaking, this system does not fall into the class of systems 
for which the Euler-Poincare matching was originally developed in Bloch, Leonard, and 
Marsden [1998, 2001]. We show here that the same matching conditions can be used for 
more general systems such as a heavy top with two rotors. This work was presented in 
Chang and Marsden [2000]. For the purpose of concreteness, we keep the original style in 
Chang and Marsden [2000]. 
Euler-Poincare Matching. In this section, we address the method of controlled La-
grangians for the (general) Euler-Poincare equations. The Euler-Poincare matching condi-
tions are found in Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [1998J for pure Euler-Poincare equations. 
Here we apply the same conditions to the general Euler-Poincare equations. See Holm, 
Marsden, and Ratiu [1998J for more detail about Euler-Poincare equations. 
Assume that there is a left representation of a Lie group G on a vector space V. Let 
H be an abelian Lie group on which G acts trivially. Let L : TG x V* x T H -+ lR. be a 
G-invariant function. We consider the class of mechanical systems whose kinetic energy 
depends on TG x T H and potential energy on V*. The left G-invariance of L allows us 
to define the reduced Lagrangian l: g x V* x TH -+ lR by l(g-lvg,g-lx,w) = L(vg,x,w) 
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for (Vg, x, w) E TG x V* x TH and 9 E G, where 9 is the Lie algebra of G. In coordinates 
l( a iJa) _ 1 a fJ + aiJa + 1 iJaiJb U( ) 'f/ ,Xa , {7 - "2gafJ'f/ 'f/ gaa'f/ U "2gabU {7 - Xa (4.23) 
for ('f/a, Xa , ea) E 9 x V* x T H. We assume that gafJ, gaa and gab are constant and that the 
controls U a act in the oa directions, i.e., WIG = T* H = (dO). The equations of motion of 
the closed-loop RCL system (l, 0, u) are given by 
with 
d8l 
dta'f/ 
d8l 
dt ae u 
x(t) = -1](t)x(t) 
where the bilinear map 0 : V x V* -t g* is defined by 
('f/X, v) = -(v 0 x, 'f/) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
( 4.26) 
for v E V, x E V* and 1] E g. See Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu [1998] for the derivation of 
(4.24) - (4.26). 
Consider the following form of RSCL system (IT,U,p, 0, WIG), where 
1 (a ea) _ 1 ( ab + a b) a {3 T,U,p 1] ,Xa , - "2 gafJ - gaag g{3b C7abTa TfJ 1] 1] 
+ ~mabEiga + (gacgac + q~F1zaFEii + (gbdgfJd + T$)1]fJ) 
- U(xa) (4.27) 
and 
WIG = T* H = (dO). 
Define the momentum ia conjugate to oa by 
- _ 8lT ,u,p _ 'b bd b fJ Ja - -.- - Pab(O + (g gfJd + TfJ)'f/ ). 
aOa 
(4.28) 
We wish to transform the equations in (4.24)-(4.26), by an appropriate feedback u, to the 
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following controlled Euler-Poincare equations of IT,u,p: 
with 
!!..- 8lT ,u,p 
dt aT} 
!!..- 8lT ,u,p 
dt aiJ v 
x(t) = -T}(t)x(t). 
In other words, we want to find a condition such that 
(l, 0, T* H) *- (IT,u,p, 0, T* H). 
(4.29) 
( 4.30) 
(4.31) 
The following is the the Euler-Poincare matching conditions from Bloch, Leonard, and 
Marsden [1999a] and Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden [2001]: 
EP-1: Ta = -aabgb o 0, 
EP-2: aab + pab = gab. 
We can then prove the following theorem along the same lines as the proof in Bloch, 
Leonard, and Marsden [2001]. 
Proposition 4.1.10. Under the assumptions EP-1 and EP-2, the Euler-Poincare equa-
tions in (4.29)-(4.31) coincide with the Euler-Poincare equations in (4.24)-(4.26) with 
the following choice of the control u: 
cons + ( kO) be U a = U a gab - agob P ve , 
where 
u cons kO ('I/J 8( /3 iJb) d'I/J au ) a = a C08T} g'I/J/3rJ + g'I/Jb - 08 aX 8 X'I/J , 
ko D bc B o /3 a aba gc/3 , 
B ab 0/3 go/3 -gobg ga/3, 
Dba gba + a bCgc/3Bo/3 goegae, 
where C~U are the structure constants of the Lie algebra 9 and ~U are the coordinate 
expression of the bilinear map 0 : V x V* -+ R 
Remark 4.1.11. In applications, we are not usually interested in the () variables. In such 
cases, we regard 9 x V* x ~ as a phase space by ignoring H variables and identifying ThH 
with the Lie algebra ~ of H for each h E H. 
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Asymptotic Stabilization of the Heavy Top. It is well known in mechanics that the 
upright spinning top is unstable if the angular velocity is small. The motion of the heavy 
top and the stability of the Lagrange top are well studied in Marsden and Ratiu [1999] 
and Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu [1998]. In this section, we use the controlled Lagrangian 
method to asymptotically stabilize the upright spinning motion of the heavy top with 
small angular velocity, including zero velocity. 
We first describe the heavy top with two rotors. We mount two rotors within the top 
so that each rotor's rotation axis is parallel to the first and the second principal axes of 
the top; see Figure 4.3. Let It, 12 , h be the moments of inertia of the top in the body fixed 
frame. Let J1, h be the moments of inertia of the rotors around their rotation axes. Let 
Ji1, Ji2, Ji3 be the moments of inertia of the ith rotor with i = 1,2 around the first, the 
second and the third principal axes, respectively. Let II = It +Jll +h1, 12 = 12+J12+h2, 
and 13 = h + J13 + h3. Let Al = II + J1 and A2 = 12 + J2. Let M be the total mass 
of the system, 9 the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, and h the distance from 
the origin 0 to the center of mass of the system. 
Figure 4.3: Heavy top with two rotors, each consisting of two rigidly coupled disks. The 
center of mass is at eM. 
In this example, we have G = SO(3), V* = IR3 and H = T2 = Sl X Sl. Let 
n = (n1 , fh, n3) E .60(3) ~ IR3 be the angular velocity of the top in the body fixed frame. 
The vector f = (f1, f 2, f3) represents the motion of the unit vector with the opposite 
direction of gravity as seen from the body. The coordinates () = (()1, ()2) are the rotation 
angles ofrotors around their axes. Then the reduced Lagrangian l : .60(3) x IR3 x TT2 -+ IR 
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is given by 
T 
0 1 A1 0 0 J1 0 0 1 
O2 0 A2 0 0 J2 O2 
. 1 
13 - Mghr3 · l(O,r,O) = 2" 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
(h J1 0 0 J1 0 (h 
O2 0 J2 0 0 J2 O2 
The angular momentum IT = (IT1 ,IT2 ,IT3 ) is 
at . . -
IT = ao = (A1 0 1 + J101, A20 2 + h 02, h 0 3). 
The equations of motion are derived from (4.24)-(4.26) as follows: 
IT = IT x 0 + Mghr x X 
r=rxo 
d at 
---u' dt aih - t 
for i = 1,2 where X = (0,0,1) and Ui'S are the control torques acting on the rotors. 
Choose the following diagonal matrix form of <7ab and Pab in (4.27): 
[ 1 - [J1P1 0 1 Pab - . o hp2 
In this case, the two matching conditions EP-1 and EP-2 become 
and 
1 1 
1=-+-
<7i Pi 
for i = 1,2. The Lagrangian IT,U,p in (4.27) is computed as 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
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(4.38) 
with i = 1,2. By Proposition 4.1.10, we have only to find an asymptotically stabilizing 
controller Vi for the following controlled Euler-Poincare equations: 
IT = II x n + Mghf x X 
r=fxO 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41 ) 
(4.42) 
where II is the same as that in (4.33) by EP-l and EP-2. We have two constants of 
motion; II· f and IIf1l2. 
Let 0(0), r(0) and 0(0) with Ilf(0)112 = 1 be an initial condition with 
(4.43) 
As mentioned in Remark 4.1.11, we ignore the eG variables and regard 50(3) x ]R3 x ]R2 as 
a phase space. We are interested in the equilibrium e = (Oe, fe, Oe): 
Oe = (0,0,03), f e = (0,0,1), Oe = (0,0) (4.44) 
or 
Oe = (0,0,03), f e = (0,0,1), ie = (0,0), 
which corresponds to the upright spinning top with the rotors at rest. Notice that this 
equilibrium lies in the same level set of (II· f, IlrJ\2) as the initial condition. 
We construct a Lyapunov function using the energy-Casimir method (see Bloch, Chang, 
Leonard, Marsden, and Woolsey [2000) for more detail of this method). Set 
(4.45) 
where U(f) = Mghf3 and KT,(T,p is given by 
which is the kinetic energy, consisting of the quadratic terms in (4.37) in the new coordi-
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nates (0, r, J). Choose the function W as follows 
(4.46) 
where coefficients Ei will be determined later. Choose the function <P of the form 
<p(x,y) = -03(x -1303) + ~ (13(03)2 - Mgh) (y -1) 
1 - 02 1 2 
+ "2a1(x - ls03) + "2a2(Y - 1) , 
where the constants al and a2 are chosen such that 
and 
- - ° ° 2 
4a + a (10°)2 + 1 (0°)2 _ Mgh < ls(alls0 3 - 0 3) 2 1 3 3 3 3 1 + aIls 
One can check that the equilibrium e is a critical point of Eij,. We now find conditions 
under which this critical point is a local maximum.3 First, choose Pi satisfying 
(4.47) 
for i = 1,2, and then we can choose 101 and 102 such that the second derivative of Eij, 
becomes negative definite at e, which implies that Eij, has a local maximum at e. For later 
use, we impose an additional condition on Pi and Ei as follows: 
(4.48) 
With (4.48), it is still possible to find Pi and Ei to ensure negative definiteness of the second 
derivative of Eij, at e. 
The following choice of v = (VI, V2) 
(4.49) 
with Ci > ° for i = 1,2, implies 
2 ( - )2 d . Ji 
-d Eij, = LCi (h + --:-J. ~ 0, 
t i=1 Ez z 
(4.50) 
3See Remark 2.1.10. 
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which proves the Lyapunov stability of the equilibrium e in the closed-loop system. The 
complete control law u can be obtained from Proposition 4.1.10. Asymptotic stabilization 
will now be shown by using LaSalle's theorem. Since Ejp has a local maximum at e, it is 
nondecreasing in time, and II . f and IIflI2 are conserved, there is a number c such that 
the set S = {x E 50(3) X ]R3 X ]R21Ejp 2 c, II· f = lIe' fe, IIfl12 = I} is non-empty, 
compact, and positively invariant. Define £ = {x E SIEjp = O} = {x E Siv = O}. Let M 
be the largest invariant subset of £. One can show M = {e} by (4.48) after shrinking the 
set S if necessary. Thus, by LaSalle's theorem, e is asymptotically stable. 
Here is the brief proof of showing M = {e}. Let (O(t),r(t),O(t)) be a trajectory 
in M. The condition Vi = 0, (4.41), and (4.42) imply that Ji(t) is constant. Hence, 
(}i(t),Oi(t) are constant for i = 1,2. By (4.33), IIi(t), i = 1,2 are constant. Then the 
third component of (4.39) becomes A3fh(t) = constant. By the Lyapunov stability of the 
equilibrium, it follows 03(t) == O. Hence, 03(t) is constant. The first and second compoent 
of (4.39) implies that f1(t),f2(t) are constant. Then, the third component of (4.40) 
implies that f3(t) is constant. So far we have shown that the trajectory (O(t), r(t), O(t)), 
or (II(t),r(t),O(t)) is constant for all t 2 O. Consider the map f:]R8 -t]R10 defined by 
II x 0 + Mghf x X Ii 
fxO f 
f(0,f,8) = J10 1 + (E1 + J1pdih E1 V1 
h 0 2 + (E2 + hp2)82 
= 
E2V 2 
II . f - lIe . f e II . f - lIe . f e 
IIfl12 -1 IIflI2 - 1 
where II is expressed in terms of (0,8) as in (4.33). Then, one can see that all the 
trajectories lying in M are contained in the set f- 1(0). In particular, the equilibrium 
(Oe,fe,8e) in (4.44) is also contained in f- 1(0). One can check that the rank of the 
Jacobian matrix Df at the equilibrium is the full rank 8 by (4.48). Thus, f is locally 
one-to-one around the equilibrium by Theorem 4.12 in Boothby [1986]. Therefore, the 
only possible trajectory totally lying in M is the equilibrium only, if necessary, after 
shrinking the neighborhood of the equilibrium. It follows from LaSalle's theorem that the 
equilibrium is asymptotically stable. 
Remark 4.1.12. 1 . The above procedure shows that the choice of control gains depends 
on the initial condition. This is unavoidable because we need to know the value of the 
constant of motion II . f, which the internal actuation cannot change; however, our sug-
gested controller is robust to small errors in the measurement of the initial condition. Let 
e be the equilibrium of the form (4.44) with 03 instead of 0 3, Suppose the 0 3 used in 
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constructing the control law is very close to the value 03' Let Eij, be the function of the 
form {4·45}, with 0 3 replaced by 03' Then e is a critical point of Eij,. By continuity, the 
second derivative of Eij, at e will remain negative definite, proving Lyapunov stability of e. 
2. The same form of controller works for the asymptotic stabilization of the upright 
spinning top with 0 3 > VMgh/h, which is the opposite of {4.43}. All that needs to be 
done is to choose Pi and Ei to make Eij, have a local minimum at the equilibrium and to 
choose negative Ci such that Eij, decreases in time. The same LaSalle invariance principle 
argument guarantees asymptotic stability. 
4.2 Reduction of Controlled Hamiltonian Systems with Sym-
metry 
We study the reduction of CH systems with symmetry. We define G invariant CH sys-
tems and reduced CH systems. We introduce an equivalence relation, called the RCH-
equivalence, among the reduced CH systems by reducing the CH-equivalence relation for 
G invariant CH systems. 
4.2.1 Reduction of CH Systems with Symmetry 
We defined controlled Hamiltonian systems on T*Q in Definition 3.1.1. Here we define G 
invariant CH systems on T*Q and reduced CH systems on T*Q/G. 
Definition 4.2.1. Let G be a Lie group acting on Q. A G invariant controlled Hamil-
tonian {G-CH} system is a CH system, (H,B,F, W), where H, B, F and Ware G 
invariant. 
Definition 4.2.2. A reduced controlled Hamiltonian (RCH) system is a quadruple 
(h, b,f, U), 
where h : T*Q/G ---7 lR is a smooth function called the reduced Hamiltonian, 
is called a reduced almost Poisson tensor, f : T*Q/G ---7 T*Q/G is a fiber-preserving map 
called the reduced force map, and U is a sub bundle of T*Q/G, called the reduced control 
bundle. 
Suppose that we are given a G-CH system (H, B, F, W) on T*Q. The G invariant 
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H : T*Q -+ ~ induces the reduced Hamiltonian h : T*Q/G -+ ~ as follows: 
H=h 0 1fjc· (4.51) 
The G invariance of the Poisson tensor B E 1\2TT*Q induces a reduced Poisson tensor 
[B]c E 1\2T(T*Q/G) as follows: for fl, h E F(T*Q/G), 
This is well defined since 
Bg(q,p)(d(h 0 1fjc), d(h 0 1fjc)) = B(q,p) (g*d(h 0 1fjC) , g*d(h 01fjc)) 
= B(q,p) (d(h 0 1fjC 0 g), d(h 0 1fjC 0 g)) 
= B(q,p) (d(h 0 1fjc), d(h 01fjc)) 
(4.52) 
for any g E G where we used the G invariance of B in the first equality. One can easily 
check that [B]c is skew-symmetric. The G invariance of F induces the reduced force 
[F]c : T*Q/G -+ T*Q/G satisfying 
[F]c 0 1fjC = 1fjC 0 F. ( 4.53) 
This discussion motivates the following definition: 
Definition 4.2.3. The RCH system of a G-CH system (H, B, F, W) is a quadruple 
(h, [B]c, [F]c, WIG) where h is the reduced Hamiltonian defined in (4.51), [B]c is the 
reduced almost Poisson tensor defined in (4.52), and [FJc is the reduced force defined in 
(4·53). 
Analogous to Proposition 4.1.4, the following proposition explains the relationship 
between G-CH systems on T*Q and RCH systems on T*Q/G. 
Proposition 4.2.4. Given a RCH system (h, b, j, U), there is a (not necessarily unique) 
G-CH system (H, B, F, W) whose RCH system is (h, b, j, U). 
Proof. Define H by H = h01f/c. Define a force map F on T*Q as follows: for cxq E T;Q, 
Vq E TqQ 
Choose a connection on the principal bundle TjC : TQ -+ TQ/G (see Chapter 2, Theorem 
2.1 in Kobayashi and Nomizu [1963J for the proof of the existence). Then, we can split 
TT*Q into the vertical space V and the horizontal space H as TT*Q = V EB H. This 
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induces the decomposition of T*T*Q as T*T*Q = HO EB yo, where HO and yo are the 
annihilators of Hand Y, respectively. Let hor : T(T*QIG) -+ H be the horizontal lift. 
Then, its dual map hor* : yo -+ T*(T*QIG) is an isomorphism. For simplicity, we use 
HO (resp. yO) as the projection of T*T*Q onto HO (resp. yO). Define an almost Poisson 
tensor B on T*Q as follows: for a, (3 E T;T*Q 
B(a, (3) := b(hor* yo a, hor* yo (3). 
One can check that this almost Poisson tensor is G invariant. We now show that 7r /c : 
T*Q -+ T*QIG is the Poisson map, i.e., b = [B]c. Let hI, h2 be two functions on T*QIG. 
Then, d(hi 0 7r/c) E V O , i = 1,2. So, hor* d(hi 0 7r/c) = dhi, i = 1,2. Hence, 
[B]c(dh l , dh2) = B(d(hl 0 7r/c), d(h2 07r/c)) 
= b(dhl' dh2)' 
It follows that [B]c = b. Let W = 7r;J(U). Then, one can see that (H, B, F, W) is a G-CH 
system and its RCH system coincides with (h, b, j, U). This completes the proof. • 
By Proposition 4.2.4, we can, without loss of generality, write an arbitrary RCH system 
in the form of the RCH system of a G-CH system. 
Given a G-CH system (H,B,F, W), let (h, [B]c, [F]c, WIG) be its RCH system. The 
(reduced) Hamiltonian vector field of (h, [B]c, [F]c, WIG) with a control [u]c E WIG is 
given by 
X(h,[B]G,[F]G,[u]G) = [Bz~dh + vlift([F]c) + vlift([u]c), 
where vlift([F]c) and vlift([u]c) are the vertical lifts defined in (3.5). Let X(H,B,F,u) be 
the vector field of (H, B, F, W) with control u E W. Then, we have 
X(h,[B]G,[F]G,[u]G) 0 7r/c = T7r/c . X(H,B,F,u)' (4.54) 
4.2.2 Reduced CH Equivalence 
First recall that we defined controlled Hamiltonian equivalence relation in Definition 3.1.3. 
We now introduce an equivalence relation among RCH systems on T*QIG. 
Definition 4.2.5. Two RCH systems, (hi, [Bi]c, [Fi]c, Wi/G), i = 1,2, are said to be 
reduced-CH-equivalent (RCH-equivalent), or simply, 
if the following reduced Hamiltonian matching conditions hold: 
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RHM-l : WI/G = W 2jG, 
RHM-2 : fm[[Blz~dhl + vlift([F1]e) - [BOz~dhO - vlift([F2]e)] c vlift(WI/G) 
where vlift(WI/G) is the vertical lift of the subbundle WI/G defined in (3.6). 
The following proposition explains the relation between the reduced-CH-equivalence 
relation among RCH systems and the CH-equivalence relation among G-CH systems. 
Proposition 4.2.6. Two G-CH systems are CH-equivalent if and only if their associated 
RCH systems are RCH-equivalent. 
Proof. Use Definition 3.1.3 and Definition 4.2.5 as well as the relation (4.54). • 
Proposition 4.2.7. Suppose that two RCH systems (hi, [Bile, [Fi]e, Wi/G), i = 1,2, are 
RCH-equivalent. Then, for an arbitrary control law for one system, there exists a control 
law for the other system such that the two closed-loop RCH systems produce the same 
equations of motion. The explicit relation between the two control laws [uile, i = 1,2, is 
given by 
Proof. Mimic the proof of Proposition 4.1.7. However, one has to use Proposition 3.1.4 
and Proposition 4.2.6 instead. • 
We defined simple CH systems (or, SCH systems) in Definition 3.1.6. Unlike the 
reduced simple controlled Lagrangian systems, the notion of the reduced simple controlled 
Hamiltonian system is difficult to define because we need to define carefully the reduced 
simple almost Poisson tensor structure. Now, we adopt the following definition of the 
reduced simple CH system: 
Definition 4.2.8. A RCH system (h, [Ble, [Fle, WjG) is called a reduced simple CH 
system (or, RSCH system) if it is the RCH system of a G invariant simple CH system. 
Recall that we defined simple almost Poisson tensors on T* Q using local coordinates 
in Definition 3.1.6 (the definition of the simple almost Poisson tensor is independent of the 
cotangent bundle coordinates). Here, we characterize the reduced simple almost Poisson 
tensors using local coordinates, so we may assume that Q = G x X where G is a Lie group 
acting on the manifold X trivially. Recall the following identifications by left translation 
ofG: 
T*G = G x £1*, TT*G = (G x £1*) x (£I x £1*), T*T*G = (G x £1*) x (£1* x g). 
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We use (ga, J-la, Xi, Pi) as local coordinates for T* Q = G x g* x T* X, and (J-l, x, p) for 
T*Q/G = g* x T* X where a = 1, ... , dimG, and i = 1, ... , dimX. We will use {ea} as a 
basis for g, and {e~} as its dual basis. Let B E (\2TT*Q be a G invariant simple almost 
Poisson tensor. Then, it is of the following form: 
B(g,J-l,x,p) = Aab(x)(ea ® e'b - e'b ® ea) + Bia(X)(aXi ® e'b - e'b ® axd 
+ Cai(x)(ea ® api - api ® ea) + Dij(X)(aXi ® api - api ® ax;) 
+ Rab(J-l, xIpFe~ ® e'b + Sai(J-l, xIpFEe~ ® OPi - 0Pi ® e~F 
+ Uij(J-l,X,p)api ® api · 
In the matrix form, B is given by 
0 0 A(x) C(x) 
B= 
0 0 B(x) D(x) 
-A(x)T -B(xf R(J-l, x,p) S(J-l,X,p) 
-C(x)T _D(x)T -S(J-l, x,p)T U(J-l, x,p) 
where we used the basis for TzT*Q in the following order: 
The non-degeneracy condition for B is given by 
[A CJ . rank B D = dlmQ. 
The reduced simple Poisson tensor [B]a is given by 
[B]a(J-l, x,p) = Aab(x)(ea ® e'b - eb ® ea) + Bia(X)(aXi ® eb - e'b ® aXi) 
(4.55) 
+ Cai(x)(ea ® api - api ® ea) + Dij(X)(aXi ® api - 0Pi ® ox;}. (4.56) 
In a matrix form, 
[ 
R(J-l, x,p) 
[B]a = B(x) 
-S(J-l,x,pf 
-B(xf 
o 
_D(x)T 
S(J-l, X'P)] 
D(x) , 
U(J-l, x,p) 
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where we used the basis for TzT*Q in the following order: 
The non-degeneracy condition for B induces the following rank condition for [Ble: 
rank[B D] = dimX. (4.57) 
Remark 4.2.9. 1. It would be better if we could characterize all the tensors 
bE f(1\2 T(T*Q/G)) 
for which there exists a G-invariant simple almost Poisson tensor B such that b = [Bl e . 
Then, we can define reduced simple CH systems without reference to G invariant simple 
CH systems. This point has to be studied more and we think that the use of connections 
is crucial; see Montgomery, Marsden, and Ratiu [1984}, and Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu 
[2001]' 
2. One does not have to restrict to reduced simple almost Poisson tensors when applying 
to the method of reduced CH systems to design feedback controllers. One can relax the 
condition in (4.57) to obtain freedom in choosing reduced almost Poisson tensors. 
4.3 Equivalence of CL Systems and CH Systems with Sym-
metry 
We show that the method of reduced simple CL (simply, RSCL) systems is equivalent to 
that of reduced simple CH (simply, RSCH) systems. Recall that a RSCLjRSCH system 
is the reduced CLjCH system of a G invariant simple CL/CH system. We will make use 
of the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.3.1 (Corollary 3.2.2). The method of controlled Lagrangians is equivalent to 
that of controlled Hamiltonians for simple mechanical systems in the following sense. For 
given two simple CL systems (Li , FP, WP), i = 1,2, there exist two simple CH systems 
(Hi, Bi, FiH, WiH) such that 
(L 1, Ff, Wf) £ (L2, F{', W{') and 'lj;B2 0 'lj;B; = mH2(mHl)-1 
<===> (H1,B1,Ff, W1H)!!- (H2 ,B2 ,F2H, W2H) 
with mHi the mass tensor of Hi and 'lj;Bi defined in (3.11) for i = 1,2, and vice versa. 
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Now, we apply Lemma 4.3.1 to G-invariant simple systems. 
Lemma 4.3.2. For given two G invariant simple CL systems (Li' FP, WP), i = 1,2, there 
exist two G-invariant simple CH systems (Hi, Bi, FiH , WiH) such that 
(Ll' Ff, Wf) !:., (L2' Fi', W2L) and 1/JB2 o1/JB; = mH2(mH1)-1 
¢:::} (Hl,Bl,Ff, Wf)!!- (H2,B2,Fi!, W2H) (4.58) 
with mHi the mass tensor of Hi and 1/JBi defined in (3.11) for i = 1,2, and vice versa. 
Proof. Keep track of the G invariance in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. • 
Then, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.3.3. The method of reduced controlled Lagrangian systems is equivalent to 
that of reduced controlled Hamiltonian systems for reduced simple mechanical systems in 
the following sense. For given two reduced simple CL systems (li, [FPla, Wp IG), i = 1,2, 
there exist two reduced simple CH systems 
such that 
(it, [Ffla, wf IG) !:., (12' [Fi'la, wi'IG) and [1/JB2 0 1/JB;la = [mH2la[mHllcl (4.59) 
¢:::} (hI, [Blla, [Ffla, W lH IG) !!- (h2, [B2la, [Fi!la, wi! IG), 
with [mHJa the reduced mass tensor of hi and 1/JBi defined in (3.11) for i = 1,2, and vice 
versa. 
Proof. For given two RSCL systems (Ii, [Flla, WlIG), i = 1,2, consider their unreduced 
G-SCL systems (Li' FP, Wi), i = 1,2 with Li = li 0 r/a (see Proposition 4.1.4). By 
Lemma 4.3.2, there are two G-SCH systems (Hi, Bi, FiH, WiH) , i = 1,2, such that (4.58) 
holds. Let (hi, [Bila, [FiHla, W iH IG) be the RSCH system of (Hi, Bi, FiH , WiH). Then, 
(4.59) follows from Proposition 4.1.7, Proposition 4.2.6, and (4.58). For the case where 
one is given two reduced simple CH systems in the beginning, use Proposition 4.2.4 instead 
of Proposition 4.1.4, and then proceed in a similar manner. • 
Remark 4.3.4. Notice that 1/JB2 o1/J"B; is G equivariant even though each of 1/JBi may not. 
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This equivarience follows from the following commutative diagram: 
TT*Q Bl ~ T*Q*Q B2 ------=---t TT*Q 
I vlift Ie I vlift 
T*Q 'lj;Bl t---=- T*Q 'lj;B2 
-----=--+ T*Q 
It follows that for a E T* Q 
One can easily check that vlift is G equivariant, i. e. vlift(ga) = g vlift( a) for g E G. The 
G equivariance of ¢B2 0 ¢"B; follows from the G equivariance of B l , B2 and vlift, and the 
injectivity of vlift. 
4.4 Summary and Future Work 
We have studied the reduction of CL/CH systems with symmetry and showed that the 
method of reduced simple CL systems and that of reduced simple CH systems are equiv-
alent. In the following, we summarize this chapter section by section. 
§ 4.1. We defined G invariant CL systems and reduced CL systems (Definition 4.1.1, 
4.1.2 and 4.1.3). For a reduced CL system (l, f, U), there exists a unique G invariant 
CL system (L, F, W) such that the reduced CL system of (L, F, W) is (l, f, U)j see Propo-
sition 4.1.4. The equations of motion of a reduced CL system are given in (4.4). We 
then defined reduced Euler-Lagrange matching conditions and RCL-equivalence relation 
for reduced simple CL systems (Definition 4.1.5 and 4.1.6). Proposition 4.1.7 shows 
that the RCL-equivalence relation is induced from the CL-equivalence relation. Propo-
sition 4.1.8 is a reduced version of Proposition 2.1.5j If two reduced simple CL systems 
are RCL-equivalent, then for any choice of control for one system there exists a control 
for the other system such that the two closed-loop systems produce the same equations of 
motion. We applied this RCL equivalence to designing a controller which asymptotically 
stabilizes the rotation about a middle axis in the dynamics of the satellite with a rotor 
(§ 4.1.3). We also applied it to asymptotic stabilization of the upright slow rotation of the 
heavy top with two rotors (§ 4.1.4). Strictly speaking, the heavy top system does not fall 
into the category of reduced CL systems defined in Definition 4.1.2. So, we developed a 
new CL method in coordinates for the heavy top system. One needs to develop a general 
theory for this. 
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§ 4.2. We defined G invariant CH systems and reduced CH systems (Definition 4.2.1, 
4.2.2 and 4.2.3). For a reduced CH system (h, b, j, U), there exists a (not necessar-
ily unique) G invariant CH system (H, B, F, W) such that the reduced CH system of 
(H, B, F, W) is (h, b, j, U); see Proposition 4.2.4. The non-uniqueness comes from the 
many possible choices of G invariant almost Poisson tensor B. We then defined re-
duced Hamiltonian matching conditions and RCH-equivalence relation for reduced CH 
systems (Definition 4.2.5). Proposition 4.2.6 shows that the RCH-equivalence relation 
is induced from the CH-equivalence relation. Proposition 4.2.7 is a reduced version of 
Proposition 2.1.5; if two reduced CH systems are RCH-equivalent, then for any choice 
of a control for one system there exists a control for the other system such that the two 
closed-loop systems produce the same equations of motion. The definition of reduced 
simple CH systems is a bit more subtle than that of reduced simple CL system because 
on the Hamiltonian side we have to choose an almost Poisson structure to write down the 
equations of motion whereas on the Lagrangian side, the variational principle uniquely 
determines them. In this section, we took the definition of reduced simple CH systems in 
Definition 4.2.8 and expressed reduced simple almost Poisson tensors in local coordinates. 
§ 4.3. We showed that the method of reduced simple CL systems and that of reduced 
simple CH systems are equivalent (Theorem 4.3.3). This is a reduced version of Theo-
rem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.2.2. 
Future Work. 
1. Notice that we could have defined the reduced simple CL system in Definition 4.1.5 
without any references to G-invariant simple CL systems. Likewise, one might want 
to define reduced simple CH systems without any references to G invariant simple CH 
systems. For this purpose, one needs to address the following problem first: Find all the 
Poisson tensors b E f(/\2T(T*Q/G)) for which there exists a G invariant simple almost 
Poisson tensor B E f(/\2TT*Q) such that [B]c = b. We know the solution to this question 
only locally. One needs to study this globally. To this end, the use of connections will be 
important (Montgomery, Marsden, and Ratiu [1984]). 
2. One needs to extend the reduced CL method to include systems such as the heavy 
top. Section 7.4 of Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001] will give a hint. 
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Chapter 5 
Epilogue 
We have developed the methods of CLjCH systems and showed the equivalence of the two 
methods for simple mechanical systems. In addition, we refined both methods to include 
systems with symmetry and discussed the relevant reduction theory. The CL method was 
applied to several systems in the thesis: the inverted pendulum on a cart, the spherical 
pendulum on a cart, the satellite with two rotors, and the heavy top with two rotors. 
We also found a class of mechanical systems for which the CL method can be applied 
for designing asymptotically stabilizing controllers. We believe that this method can be 
applied to various systems and can also be generalized to nonholonomic systems. Possible 
future directions are discussed at the end of each chapter. 
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Appendix A 
Lyapunov-based Transfer between Elliptic 
Keplerian Orbits 
In mechanics, symmetry gives rise to a conserved quantity. For example, energy is due 
to the time symmetry and linear momentum is due to the translation symmetry. In 
the presence of control forces, these quantities mayor may not be conserved. However, 
they can be useful in designing controllers. For example, we made use of the energy for 
stabilization in the CL method by choosing dissipative feedback control laws to decrease 
the energy. Another example is the energy-Casimir method used in § 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 
In this appendix, we use angular momentum and Laplace-Runge-Lenz vectors to design a 
feedback control for transfer between two elliptic Keplerian orbits. The angular momentum 
vector is due to rotational symmetry and the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector is due to hidden 
rotational symmetry. This will illuminate the crucial role of geometric mechanics in the 
control of mechanical systems. This work was published by Chang, Chichka, and Marsden 
[2002]. 
A.I Introduction 
Low- and moderate-thrust transfer between satellite orbits in an inverse-square gravity 
field has been a topic of interest for decades. Some of the earliest work in this field 
is reviewed and extended by Edelbaum [1964, 1965] where low thrust transfer between 
elliptic Keplerian orbits was considered. Using variational calculus and considering the 
effects of thrust to be perturbations about an orbit, Edelbaum derived the optimal thrust 
histories to effect small changes in orbital elements. His later work extends this to achieve 
general transfers. More recent work, such as that surveyed in Chbotov [1996], has con-
centrated on finding optimal trajectories for fixed-time orbit transfer problems between 
general Keplerian orbits. Generally, the departure and injection points on the respective 
orbits are defined, as well as the elements of the orbits themselves. Optimal control the-
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ory then provides a two-point boundary-value problem, which may be solved to achieve 
the optimal thrust profile. The resulting calculations are lengthy, and do not lend them-
selves to closed-form solution or on-line implementation. For the special case of constant 
acceleration magnitude and fixed transfer time, some simplified results can be obtained. 
Here, we present a study of the transfer between elliptic orbits about a spherical Earth, 
in which the final time is not specified and the injection point is free. We define the orbit 
at all times through the natural quantities of the angular momentum vector and the 
Laplace, or eccentricity vector. It is shown that every non-degenerate Keplerian orbit can 
be uniquely described by these two vectors, and conversely, that every such pair defines 
a unique orbit. We use the difference between current and desired final values of these 
vectors to define a Lyapunov function. This Lyapunov function gives an asymptotically 
stabilizing feedback controller such that the target elliptic Keplerian orbit becomes a 
locally asymptotically stable periodic orbit. We suggest another Lyapunov function for 
the transfer to circular orbits using the fact that a circular orbit is uniquely determined 
by its angular momentum (and energy). 
A brief exposition of orbit transfer using a Lyapunov function was presented in Ilgen 
[1980J, where the control is based on a function made up of the squares of the errors 
between the current and final orbital elements. That paper, however, does not provide 
a full analysis of the method, and convergence is not shown. Our work does provide a 
different Lyapunov function as well as a rigorous proof of the validity and convergence for 
the method presented. 
The general method of using Lyapunov functions that are mechanically motivated has 
appeared in the literature before, such as in Astrom and Furuta [1996], Bloch, Leonard, 
and Marsden [2000], and Bloch, Chang, Leonard, and Marsden [2001J. However, we believe 
that this paper is the first to apply such a general methodology to the problem of Keplerian 
orbit transfer. 
A.2 Review of the Two-Body Problem 
We give a review of some necessary concepts on the two-body problem (see Abraham and 
Marsden [1978J, Cushman and Bates [1997], Goldstein [1980] among many others for more 
on orbital mechanics). The following is an abridged, modified and improved version of 
Chapter 2 in Cushman and Bates [1997J. 
The configuration space is ~ := 1R3 - {O}, i.e., 1R3 minus the origin. Let q~ = 
(1R3 - {O}) X 1R3 be the tangent space of ~K We use (r, r) as coordinates for q~I and 
the over-dot as the derivative with respect to time t. The Keplerian equation of motion 
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is given by 
(A.I) 
where J-L is the gravitational parameter. We refer to the solutions of (A.l) as Keplerian 
flows or K eplerian orbits. The energy E : q~ -+ IR is defined by 
E(r, r) = ~"rf1O - ff~ffK 
Define 7r = (L, A) : q~ -+ 1R3 X 1R3 by 
L(r,r) = r x r, 
A(r,r) = r x (r x r) - J-L
II
:
II
, 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
where L is the angular momentum and A is the Laplace vector. The Laplace vector is 
occasionally referred to as the eccentricity vector (see Battin [1987]) because the two are 
identical, other than a scaling by J-L. The three quantities E, L, and A are constants of 
the motion of (A.I) and satisfy the following relations: 
L·A=O, 
IIAI12 = J-L2 + 2EIILI12, 
where II . II is the usual Euclidean norm on ~P • 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
Let L be the angular momentum of a Keplerian orbit (r(t), r(t)). If L = 0, then 
(r(t), r(t)) is a degenerate orbit, i.e., r(t) moves in a straight line. If L =I- 0, then r(t) 
traces an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola, depending upon its energy E being negative, 
zero, or positive, respectively. We will exclude degenerate orbits from consideration. Hence 
the set 
2:e = {(r, r) E q~ I E(r, r) < 0, L(r, r) =I- O} (A.7) 
becomes the union of all elliptic Keplerian orbits. Define the set 
D = {(x,y) E ~P x~P I x· y = o,x =I- 0, Ilyll < J-L}. (A.8) 
By (A.5)-(A.8), it follows that 
(A.9) 
which implies 
(A. 10) 
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For any (x,y) ED, take 
{ 
( -1 l-e -2H 1 ) ( .) 2H-e-Y '/lTe(1-e)xxy r,r = 
LiH(P x x),p) 
if y i= 0 
if Y = 0, 
where H = (11y112 - p,2)/(21IxI12), e = Ilyll/p" and p is a vector satisfying p. x = 0 with 
Ilpll = Y-2H. It is simple to show that (r,i-) E ~e and 1f(r,i-) = (x,y). This implies 
D C 1fE~eFI which with (A.9) implies 
(A.11) 
Since L and A are constants of the motion of (A.l), equations (A.lO) and (A.11) 
imply that 1f-1 (x, y) consists of a union of elliptic Keplerian orbits for each (x, y) E D. 
Let (r(t),i-(t)) be any elliptic Keplerian orbit contained in 1f-1(L,A) C q~K Since L is 
normal to both r(t) and i-(t), the orbit (r(t), i-(t)) is contained in the set II x II, where 
II C ]R3 is the plane through the origin normal, to L. The polar equation (r, e) of the 
ellipse traced by r(t) on the plane IT is given by 
IILI12 
r = ----;-:-...,..-;.;.--"---:-::---::--7" 
p, + IIAII cos(e - eo) (A.12) 
where eo is the polar angle of the periapsis when the orbit is a non-circular ellipse, i.e, 
when A i= O. The tangent vector i- at r is derived from (A.3) and (A.4) as follows: 
. L (A p,r) 
r = IILI12 x + W . 
It follows that 1f-1 (L, A) consists of a unique (oriented) elliptic Keplerian orbit for (L, A) E 
D. Thus, we have proved the following Proposition. 
Proposition A.2.1. The following holds: 
1. ~e is the union of all elliptic K eplerian orbits. 
3. The fiber 1f-1 (x,y) consists of a unique (oriented) elliptic Keplerian orbit for each 
(x,y) ED. 
The following result follows directly from this. 
Corollary A.2.2. D is the space of elliptic Keplerian orbits. 
Another important consequence is the following. 
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Corollary A.2.3. The set 7r- I (K) is a compact subset of ~e for any compact subset K 
ofD. 
Proof. Take any compact set KeD. By Proposition A.2.1, 7r- I (K) C ~eK Choose any 
sequence {ad C 7r- I (K). Let bk = 7r(ak). Since K is compact, {bd has a convergent sub-
sequence. By passing to the subindex, we assume that {bd is convergent to some bE K. 
Then 7r-I(b) is compact since it is homeomorphic to the unit circle by Proposition A.2.1. 
By the continuity of 7r, the sequence {ad converges to 7r-l(b). Choose a metric on ~eK 
Let Ck E 7r-I(b) be a closest point from ak to 7r-I(b) for each k. Since 7r-I(b) is compact 
and a distance function is continuous, the sequence {cd is well defined. Since 7r-1 (b) is 
compact {cd has a convergent subsequence {Ckj} with a limit c E 7r- 1 (b). One can see 
that {akj} converges to c E 7r-l(b) c 7r-1 (K). Thus, 7r-1 (K) is compact. • 
Remark A.2.4. For notational simplicity, we will sometimes identify a point (x, y) E D 
with the set 7r- 1 (x,y) C ~eK 
A.3 Main Results 
Based on the results in the last section, we design a controller for orbital transfer between 
two arbitrary elliptic Keplerian orbits by constructing a suitable Lyapunov function. We 
consider first the case of local transfer, where the initial orbit is within a neighborhood 
of the target orbit. We then extend the results to transfer between two arbitrary elliptic 
orbits. Finally, we suggest another Lyapunov function for circular target orbits. 
A.3.1 Local Orbit Transfer 
We design here a Lyapunov-based controller to achieve asymptotically stable local orbit 
transfer. The equation of motion with a control force F is given by 
r = -giff~1P + F. (A.13) 
Define a metric d k on ~P x ~P by 
with k > 0 a parameter we can choose, and (Xl, Yl), (X2' Y2) E ]R3 x]R3. Let Bdk ((x, y), r) C 
]R3 x ~P be the open ball of radius r centered at (x, y) E ]R3 X ~P in dk-metric and 
Sdk ((x, y), r) its closure. 
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Let (LT' AT) E D be the pair of the angular momentum and the Laplace vector of the 
target elliptic orbit. Define a (Lyapunov) function V on q~ by 
V(r,r) = ~kffiErIrF - LTI12 + ~ffAErIrF - AT112. (A.14) 
Notice that V(r,r) is the square of the distance between (L(r,r),A(r,r)) and (LT,AT) 
in the metric dk, i.e., 
(A.15) 
We will find a controller F whose direction maximally reduces this distance at each mo-
ment. Along the trajectories of (A.13), 
~iErIrF = r x F 
~AErIrF = F x L(r,r) + r x (r x F). 
Hence, 
:t V(r, r) = F· Ek~i x r + L(r, r) x ~A + E~A x r) x r) 
where 
~i = L(r,r) - LT; ~A = A(r,r) - AT. (A.16) 
Take the controller F as follows: 
F(r, r; LT , AT) = - f(r, r) Ek~i x r + L(r, r) x ~A + (.6.A x r) x r) (A.17) 
with f(r, r) > 0 arbitrary. This choice is such that 
~ (r, r) = -f(r, rFllk~i x r + L(r, r) x .6.A + (.6.A x r) x rl12 :s o. (A.18) 
We now use LaSalle's invariance principle to prove asymptotically stable convergence to 
the target orbit (see Khalil [1996] for an exposition of LaSalle's invariant principle). For 
notational simplicity, we will suppress the dependence of L and A on (r, r) from now on. 
Let 
J = {(x,y) E]R3 x]R3 I x i= 0, Ilyll < IL}, (A.19) 
which is open in ]R3 x ]R3. There is an l > 0 such that 
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Let 
By (A.15), 
Ol = {(r, r) E q~ I VCr, r) ~ l2}. (A.20) 
Notice that (A.5) implies TrEq~F C I, where 
I = {(x, y) E JR.3 X JR.3 I x . y = O}. 
Then Ol = 7r-1 (Bdk ((LT' AT), l) nI). Notice that the set Bdk ((LT' AT), l) nI is a compact 
subset of D. Hence, Ol is a compact subset of ~e by Corollary A.2.3. By (A.18) and 
(A.20), the set Ol is a positively invariant compact set. We will show that every trajectory 
of the closed-loop system starting from Ol asymptotically converges to the Keplerian orbit 
7r-1 (LT, AT). Define 
£ = {(r,r) E nll~~ (r,r) = O} = ((r,r) E nil F(r,rjLT,AT) = O} 
M = the largest invariant subset of £. 
Let (r(t), ret)) be an arbitrary trajectory contained in M. Since M C £, there is no 
control force acting on it. Hence, (r(t), ret)) is an elliptic Keplerian flow. Let E, L, and A 
be the respective energy, angular momentum, and Laplace vector of the Keplerian orbit 
(r(t), ret)). They are all constant in time t. By the definition of M, (r(t), ret)) satisfies 
k.6.L x ret) + L x .6.A + (.6.A x ret)) x ret) = O. (A.2I) 
Let II be the plane through the origin in 1R3 which is normal to L, i.e., the plane where 
the ellipse swept out by ret) lies. The inner product of ret) and (A.2I) gives 
0= ret) . (L x .6.A) = .6.A· (r(t) xL). (A.22) 
Notice that 
II = span{r(t) x Lit E JR.}, (A.23) 
since ret) traces an ellipse in II. By (A.22) and (A.23) 
.6.A = cL (A.24) 
for some c E R Note that c is constant since both .6.A and L are constant. Substitution 
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of (A.24) into (A.21) gives 
Ek~i - c(r(t) x L)) x ret) = 0 
which by (AA) gives 
Ek~i - cA) x ret) = O. 
This implies that the constant vector Ek~i - cA) is parallel to the nonzero vector ret) 
which changes its direction in time since it sweeps an ellipse. It follows that 
By (A.16), (A.24), and (A.25)' 
c 
LT = L --A k ' AT = A - cL. 
Since (LT' AT) and (L, A) are contained in D, (A.26) implies 
Since IlL II > 0 and k > 0, it follows that c = O. Substituting c = 0 to (A.26) gives 
L=LT, A=AT . 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
By Proposition A.2.1, the Keplerian orbit (r(t), ret)) is the same as the target orbit 
71'-1 (LT' AT)' Thus, the only trajectory lying in M is the Keplerian orbit 71'-l(LT ,AT)' 
By LaSalle's invariance principle, the following holds: 
Proposition A.3.1. Let (LT,AT ) E D be the pair of the angular momentum and the 
Laplace vector of the target elliptic orbit. Take any closed ball Bdk ((LT, AT), l) of a radius 
l > 0 centered at (LT' AT) contained in the following open set J 
J = {(x,y) E 1R3 x 1R3 I x -=J 0, Ilyll < j.l}. 
Then, every trajectory starting in the subset 71'-l(Bdk ((LT ,AT ),l)) of q~ remams m 
that subset and asymptotically converges to the target elliptic orbit 71'-1 (LT' AT) in the 
closed-loop system (A .13) with the control law in (A .17). 
Remark A.3.2. 1. Proposition A.3.1 holds for any positive k in the definition of the 
metric dk . There are two interpretations of k. One is that k determines the relative 
weighting between the two quadratic terms in the function V in (A.14). The other is that 
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k determines the shape of the region of attraction since k determines the shape of the ball 
Bdk with the metric dk . 
2. We explain some advantages of using (L, A) instead of other quantities, such as 
orbital elements (a,e,i,O,w) or equinoctial elements (a,h,k,p,q) (see Battin [1987) for 
definitions of those elements}. First, (L, A) is globally well defined whereas orbital ele-
ments become singular on circular or equatorial orbits. Second, L and A are ~ -valued 
and ~P has a nice (Lie-}algebraic structure, namely the cross product x as well as the dot 
product " and the property 
(a x b) . c = -b· (a x c) (A.27) 
for a, b, c E ~PK (It is not accidental that L and A are ~P -valued. See Cushman and Bates 
[1997) for more details). Notice that we have exclusively used the usual Euclidean norm 
11·11 on ~P in the definition of the metric dk and the Lyapunov function V in order to make 
use of the algebraic structure of ~PK In particular, the property (A.27) was very useful in 
the analysis of the set where dV / dt = 0 in the application of LaSalle's invariance principle. 
It will be difficult to analyze dV / dt = 0 if one uses orbital elements or equinoctial elements 
to define a Lyapunov function as a sum of squares of differences of elements, because the 
elements do not have useful algebraic structures. 
A.3.2 Global Orbit Transfer 
The basic idea of the global orbit transfer is to use a finite number of intermediate (target) 
orbits to transfer between two arbitrary elliptic orbits. We will show a way of choosing 
intermediate target orbits to achieve the global orbit transfer. By proper choice of inter-
mediate orbits we can also avoid undesirable orbits. The essence of the following argument 
lies in the combination of Proposition A.3.1 and the path-connectivity of the set D defined 
in (A.8). We first show that D is path-connected. Any two points (La, Aa) and (Ll' Ad 
in D can be joined by a path c : [0, 1] ----+ D C ~P X ~P , for example, 
{
(La, (1 - 3t)Aa) 0::; t ::; 1/3 
c(t) = (d(3t - 1),0) 1/3 ::; t ::; 2/3 
(Ll' (3t - 2)Ad 2/3::; t ::; 1, 
where d : [0,1] ----+ ~P - {O} is a path connecting La and L l . The existence of d(t) IS 
guaranteed by the path-connectivity of ~P - {O}. Hence, D is path-connected. 
Choose two arbitrary elliptic Keplerian orbits (La, Aa) and (Ll' Ad from D where 
we want to transfer from (La, Ao) to (L1 , A l)' By the path-connectivity of D, one can 
choose a path c : [0,1] ----+ D C ~P X W connecting (Lo, Ao) and (Ll' Ad. Recall that J in 
(A.19) is open and D C J. There is f> 0 such that Bdk(C(S),l) c J for all S E [0,1] (for 
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example, take any number less than the distance between the compact set c([O, 1]) and the 
boundary of J or just apply the Lebesgue number lemma to c([O, 1]) and J (see Munkres 
[1975] for the Lebesgue number lemma). Take any positive number I less than l. By the 
uniform continuity of c, we can find a subdivision of [0, 1], say So, ... , SN with So = ° and 
SN = 1 such that for i = 0, ... , N -1 the set C([Si, SHI]) is contained in Bdk (C(Si+1)' l) nD. 
In particular, C(Si) E Bdk (C(Si+1)' I) n D. Notice that Bdk (C(SHI)' I) n D is a region of 
attraction of C(SHI) with the controller F( . ; c(sHd); this follows from Proposition A.3.1 
since Bdk (C(Si)' l) C Bdk (C(Si)' I) c J for each i. Hence, we can drive the trajectory 
(r(t), r(t)) from the orbit (Lo, Ao) to the orbit (LI, AI) through the intermediate target 
orbits {c(sd Ii = O, ... ,N} by using the controllers {F(. ;c(sd) Ii = 1, ... ,N} of the 
form (A.17) sequentially. The trajectory lies in 7f-I(K) where 
K ~ E~BdIECEpiFI l)) n D. 
A lower bound of Ilr(t)11 of the total trajectory (r(t), r(t)) is given by 
. { IILI12 I } 
mm J1- + IIAII (L, A) E K (A.28) 
and an upper bound is given by 
{ IILI12 I } max J1- _ IIAII (L, A) E K (A.29) 
Remark A.3.3. Above, we just showed the possibility of global orbit transfer. There can 
be several ways to achieve global transfer. For example, one can use different radii for each 
region of attraction, Bdk • Also, one can use different k's for each region of attraction. A 
discussion on k was given in a remark following Proposition A.3.1. 
A.3.3 Special Transfer: Transfer to Circular Orbits 
The Lyapunov function suggested in § A.3.1 is not the only available Lyapunov function 
for local orbit transfer. We here suggest another Lyapunov function for the transfer to 
circular orbits. 
Notice that a circular Keplerian orbit is uniquely determined by its angular momentum 
L because the Laplace vector A is zero for circular orbits. The corresponding energy E 
is determined by L since J1-2 + 2EIILW = ° by (A.6). Let LT and ET be the angular 
momentum and the energy of a given target circular orbit. Define a function V on q~ 
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by 
V(r,r) = ~kffiErIrF - LTI12 + ~EbErIrF - ET)2 (A.30) 
with k > O. Then one can compute 
~~ (r, r) = F . Ek~i x r + ~brFI 
where ~i := L(r, r) - LT and ~b := E(r, r) - ET. Take the following form of controller 
F(r, r, t) = - f(r, rFEk~i x r + ~brF (A.31) 
with f(r, r) > 0 an arbitrary positive function. This choice is such that 
~~ (r, r) = - f(r, rFllk~i x r + ~br11O :s; O. (A.32) 
One can find l > 0 with l < ~ffiqf1O such that 0 1 := V- 1([0,l]) is a compact subset ofL:e 
by (A.6) and Corollary A.2.3. Notice that Ol is positively invariant by (A.32). Let M be 
the largest invariant subset of the set {(r,r) E Ol I dV/dt = O} = {(r,r) E Ol IF = O}. 
Let (r, r) be an arbitrary trajectory in M. Then it is an elliptic orbit because F = O. Let 
Land E be the angular momentum and the energy, respectively, of the orbit (r(t), r(t)), 
which are of course, constant in time t. By definition of M, the trajectory (r(t), r(t)) 
satisfies 
k~i x r(t) + ~brEtF = O. (A.33) 
The constant value ~b is either zero or nonzero. If ~b = 0, then ~i x r(t) = 0 by 
(A.33), which implies ~i = 0 since the constant vector ~i is parallel to the vector r(t) 
which sweeps an ellipse. Hence, the trajectory (r(t), r(t)) is the target orbit if ~b = O. 
We now suppose ~b f- O. The inner product of (A.33) with r(t) gives r(t) . r(t) = 0, 
which implies that (r(t), r(t)) is a circular orbit. Since r(t) and r(t) are perpendicular to 
each other and r(t) sweeps a circle, it follows from (A.33) that ~i is parallel to L, which 
implies that L is parallel to LT. Since we chose lless than ~ffiqtI the vector L cannot 
be in the opposite direction of LT by definition of 0 1. Hence, Land LT have the same 
directions. LeteL:= L/IILII = LT/IILTII. Recall the general formulas for energy and the 
magnitude of the angular momentum for a circular orbit of radius r as follows: 
E = - ~I IILII = V(jLr) , (A.34) 
where the second formula is derived from (A.12). Let r be the radius of the circular orbit 
(r(t), r(t)) and rT be that of the target circular orbit. By (A.34), the equation (A.33) can 
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be written as 
( J.L(.;r + y'rT) .) (vir - Fr) kvJi(eL x r) + 2rrT r = O. (A.35) 
Notice that (eL x r(t)) is in the same direction as r(t) and that r i rT since we assumed 
AE i O. The left hand side of (A.35) is not zero, which gives a contradiction. Therefore, 
the trajectory (r( t), r( t)) is the target circular orbit. We have shown M consists of the 
target orbit only. By LaSalle's invariance principle, any trajectory starting in Dl remains 
in Dl and asymptotically converges to the target orbit with the control law (A.31). As a 
remark, we note that the control law (A.31) can be used in the global transfer too. 
A.4 Example 
For illustrative purposes, we give an example of a transfer from low-Earth orbit (LEO) 
to geosynchronous orbit (GEO). The initial LEO is a circular orbit with radius 7000 km 
and inclination 28.5 deg. The target GEO is also circular with radius 42,000 km and 
inclination 0 deg. The maximum thrust level is 9.8 x 1O-5km/sec2 • These data are from 
pp. 362-374 in Chbotov [1996]. We use canonical units in simulations; 806.812 sec = 
1 canonical time unit, 6378.140 km = 1 canonical distance unit, 9.8 x 1O-3km/sec2 = 1 
canonical acceleration unit, and the gravitational parameter J.L = 1. In the following, all 
units are canonical unless otherwise indicated. The initial point is given by 
Xo = (-0.70545852988580, -0.73885031681775, -0.40116299069586), 
Vo = (0.73122658145185, -0.53921753373056, -0.29277123328399), 
which corresponds to the initial point in the time-optimal case of Chbotov [1996]. The 
angular momentum and Laplace vector of the target orbit are given by 
LT = (0,0, 2.56612389857378); AT = (0,0, 0). 
We use the Lyapunov function in (A.14) with k = 2. To meet the constraint on the 
magnitude of the thrust, we choose f in (A.17) such that the control law F becomes 
. {~dErI r) F(r, r) = G(r,r) 
Fmax IIG(r,r)11 
where Fmax = 0.01, E = 0.00001 and 
if IIG(r, r)11 < EFmax 
if IIG(r,r)11 2: EFmax , 
G(r, r) = - (kboL x r + L(r, r) x boA + (boA x r) x r) . 
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time-opt. transfer Lyap. transfer 
sim. time 16.14 hr 18.87 hr 
af 42,000.001 km 41,974.952 km 
ef 0.00097 0.00462 
2f 0.999359 deg 0.202893 deg 
Table A.l: Comparison of the time-optimal transfer and the Lyapunov-based transfer. 
One can easily check that IIF(r, r)11 :::; Fmax. Figure A.l shows a plot of the simulation 
results for time 13.4 x 27r. For comparison of the time-optimal transfer in Chbotov [1996J 
and our Lyapunov-based transfer, we list the final simulation results in Table A.l - semi-
major axis af , eccentricity ef, and inclination if - where all the data are in real units, and 
the data of the time-optimal transfer are from Chbotov [1996], in which the time-optimal 
controller has constant magnitude Fmax during the entire transfer. When comparing these 
two results, one should take into account that our controller is in a simple and analytic 
form, whereas the time-optimal controller is numerical and computationally challenging. 
Also, we can improve the simulation result by choosing different values of k or inserting 
intermediate target orbits. Hence, these results are sufficient to show that this simple 
scheme produces a transfer comparable to those generated by much more complex and 
numerically intensive approaches. 
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Figure A.l: Lyapunov-based LEO-to-GEO transfer in canonical units. The initial and 
target orbits are dotted . . . and dashed - -, respectively. The initial and final points are 
marked with 0 and *, respectively. 
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A.5 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this work, we have rigorously shown that mechanically motivated Lyapunov function 
techniques can be used to systematically produce easily implement able, asymptotically 
stable controllers for orbit transfers between elliptic Kepler orbits. 
For long duration, low-thrust transfers, it may be necessary to take into account the 
h effect, that is, the effect of the bulge of the earth. We believe that our techniques can 
be extended to that case, at least in the context of the most important correction terms. 
This would rely on results on the geometry of the perturbed Kepler problem. 
A second direction for future research would be to optimize our method. Although 
we made no attempt at systematic time or fuel optimization in this paper, it would be 
interesting to pursue this by exploiting, for example, the freedom in the constant k that 
appears in the Lyapunov function or the freedom in the choice of the function f(r, r) that 
appears in the control law. 
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